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CHAPTER EMIT

INSTITUTIONAL BASE: THE. NETWORK OF INSTITUTIONS

llk

1.. OVERVIEW OF THE INSTITUTIONAL BASE FEATURE

A discussion of R/D&I institutions (i.e., the organizations in which the

various stages of the R/D&I process occur) could encompass the totality of

issues with which 'a researcher or policy maker might be concerned.. In our

case, however, we use the totality of features in a contextual analysis.to

prOvide'such cOmprOensiveness. Thus, the institutional base feature focuse

in on R/D&I system structure and process (i.e., the'network of ingtitutions).

Why is it, for example, that R/D&I systems exhibit differences in their

structures, the type. and roles of the institutions involved in the system

network, and the character of the relationships between the constituent

institutions ?' To be more specific, why do we observe in some contexts-

a very extensive divisiono:of activities with considerable specializa-

tion of roles and
,

in others we observe a much higher level of roleintegra-

tion withi\multi-purpose institutions? In some cases the institutions in

the system seem to be linked togethei in a neat set of linear-relationsbips,

with each institution being responsible. for a well-defined set of steps

within the R/D&I process and with these then handing programs on to the

next stage. In'others we see loops, recycling, institutions that combine

idea generation and implementation yet not development, and so Why
a: 0

is cooperation between institutions common in onecontext but ra e in

others? It is to such institutional network issues that this section is

devoted.

There are five main issue, areas which must be analyzed in order to gain a

comprehensive understanding of the institutional base feature:

O

it
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R/b&I System Institutions:

1

1. What are the role functions of the various institutions within

the R /D &1 system?

2. What are the characteristics of these institutions?
0.

1.
R/D&I System Structures:

3., How are the R/D&I functions structurally coqfigured (clustered)

within the R/D&I system?

4. What are the,inter-institutional linkages within the R/D&I

systtm?

5. What are the characteristics of stibcture of the R/D&I system? /*

Additionally, of course, we will want to,identify which institutions form

thelinstitutionabase of the R/D&I system. Figure 1 summarizes and

expands these five main areas.
6

In analyzing the role functions of the instipns within the R/D&I system,

the obdective is notto''detail the tasks petformed in each of the R/D&I

functions ,(e.g.: the developMent function). This is done in analysis of

other features. .Rather, the objective is to deal with such questions as:

In which institutions.do we (or should we) find development work going on ?.

Is it in the knowledge producing, distributing or user organizations, or in

some combination of these (and' wheihern a, differentiated or duplicative, and

redUndant manner)? To.what extent do we find institutions specializing in.

one or more of the.R/D&I system functions (for example; see Figure 2). We

Would also wish to know which institutions are iart of what. we could call the

."4/D&L superor4nate sytteril (pr g system resources and constraints and

' accepting system outpu s), the coordinate system .(part of or parallel

to the R/D&I system); or subordinate-systems (institutions providing support

IO
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'Figure 1

Institutional Rase

(Network of Institutions)

Institutional roles within the R/D&I system

Specialization 'of,institutions

Research/engineering/development/production, etc.

Role in superordinate/coordinate/subordinat,e systems

Sector spanning institutions

Institutional characteristics

Internal structure

Configuration-

Integration

Centralization

Formalization

ti

Articulation /visibility

Stability

Internal processes

%Decision making

Communications

Authority/status

Cooperation

Dimensions

Size

Status

Level of maturation 'vf

I

6

System Structure

System configuration (clustering) of.R/D&I functions

Linearity

Parallelism

Looping /contiguousness

Continuity/gaps

Relundancy

P
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Inter-irintirtirinn41 1{00 0

Linkage characteristics

Strength

Permanence

`- Formality

Directnessimediatedneas

Visibility

Interface structureliaison mechanisms

Boundary conditions

Open/closed

Fixed/variable
.

Linkage consequences-
!

Functional/dysfunctional

Cooperation/Conflict

Joint lientures-

Characteristics
.

Centralization

Formalization,

Diffuseness

Stability-

Visibility

Appropriateness

Balance

e
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'7JserViCes)4 whether institutiqns perform'multt-systems level roles (e.g.:
.

0. . .

--:prOVidinghresourcesand sUpport.servicesX whethep institutions are

sector-.Spanniag (providipgserviceS to.sevdral.fielda' -- e.g,: education
.. -

and beal:01)4whethesin'a given context the institutions are special&t or -

generaliieT'(with respect to. R /b &I functrons)..
,,,,., -:4 ,.*,i, f' '

o .P. IF

:4ti '
li,,p' ..

-'947

In anaiyz aracteristics of the institutions within the R/D&I system,

die would Warwto° knoi.:7' about their internal structures (type of configuration,

degree ,of centrapiatiOn:and lormalization, etc,);:about their internal.

Orocessededision making, communications,.authority, status, etc.); about.
,

_Various dimensions such aa siZe,,leVel of maturation or development-, etc.

In the process of analyzing. the structure pf the R/D&I syStem; we will want'

to knoW whether the structural configuration of,41./D&I functions is charac-

terized by linearity, paitAfreliSm,' looping; ClUsterings of.R/D&I functionS
-

.

, , .

(which functions?), redundancy, etc. -
.

. .. ..

.
, .

. the process. Ofexamlning thefistructure of the R/D&I system, we:wili also

wantto'Understand how'the institutions are linked together, We would want
, .

to know which institutions are linked to which other institutions. 'We would

:.1.11e-cancerned with whether the links were srong or weak, permanent or tempo-
. ,

rary, formal or informalidirect or mediated, cooperative or conflictive.

The nature and.quality of these iinkageS, and interfaces, and the boundaries
4

across.which they occur are of central importance.

In analyzing the characteristic\ of the R/D&I system's structure, we will ,-

be asking such questions'as: Is
.

the system's structure centralized or

decentralized? To what extent is the system's structure formalized? Is-the

sYste 's structure well artiCulatect\and stable throughout the system or is

it di fuse and changing?

In Figure 8, we. provide. twOillustrative examples of how an R/D&I system

,might be concretely structured. As these examples' indicate, we do not'

assume either that'all R/D&I systems will be structured similarly'or that

all R/D&I systeMs are "complete"..
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In example A, we find an integrated.prod cer peiforming all the generic

unctions from need identification throug production.' Marketing is.

Iandled by. distributors ,(jobbers),. Purchasing, Implemedtation.and utili

zation aslwell as .participating in need. identifi4tion and generation ar

user institution functions; and evaluation is carried out by an indepen-;

dent organization (e.g.: :federal government).

aspects Cf the hospital equipment .field.

This might describe Some,

. ,

In,example B,i5rodUcers have only weak linkage to. user needs and work only
.

up to .the deVelopmentstagip_ProtOtypes are y an organizationa
that is.' parate IroM the users. :This happens, fOr ample, when cityr .governme is centrally purchase for t air operating u ts:(e.g:: .police or

I.- x

fire departments). 'Evaluation may be virtually n existent.. In fa ,

this process describes bur findings in a resent study of theinnovati n

process_in law enforcement equipment - - with special referenCe to -----

identiff6ati equipmen't.(2)- .:4 d__.

We now turn to more detailed illustrations of.:how our contextual analytical

framework can be utilize/I in relation to various feature issues. To do this,

we have narrowred the f us of our analysis by seleciAng sub-isbues RI among

the list of issues in F gure 1.

II. DETAILED SUB-ISSUE ANALYSIS: R/D&I SYSTEM STRUCTURE

. AND INSTITUTIONAL ROLES IN THE RiDSci SYSTEM

O.

1. Narrowing the Focus of Analysis: Specialization and. Configuration

In this detailed:sub-issue analysis, we have chosen to focus on the R/D&I

funCtions. To sharpen thip focus further, we have selected two sub-issues:
. .

specialization of instituti s (with respect to the R/D&I. functions) in

relation to the emergent structural configuration of the'R/D&I system (in

terms of the R/D&I functions). In thp "configuration" sub -- issue, we are

specifically interested in'hOwthe R/D&I functions are clustered (i.e.,

sib
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/ Goals, Policies, Strategies

Administrative Processes

Fersonnel_Base

Funding

,.

Environment of the:R/D&I Syste0.

Historical Developmene. , .11,

Insticutional.Base (Netwerk.of Instituti ns)ir

Informatioft
4

Flow

-Innovations

Need Identification

Oreneration/Rescarch.
. '

Development

Production

Marketing/Distribution/Dissemination/Diffusfon

Acquisition

Implementation/Utilization

Support Services )math
Research on R/D&I

Institutional Base (Network of Institutions

1 Institutions

Institutional ropes in the R/D&I system

*Specialization of institutions I

Role in superordinatd/coordinate/subordinate systems

Sector-spanning institutions

Institutional Characteristics

System Structure

System Configuration (slustering) of R/D&I Functions

Inter-Institutional Linkage

Charactetistics

Figure 3

Selection of Institutional Base-Sub-Issues for Focused Analyiis
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grouped. togkther) in the varioud,inSfIFutions..: This.dual,p

(specialAftion and configuiation):Of the institutional ba
. .

erspective
. -

e. of the R/U&Ii

.functions sIvuld provide a rich base for analysis.: ThelirOcess for
J N.,

narrowing the fpcus of'the'analyqt to-th se two sub- gues is illustrated

-441:in Figure 3= I ;
\) I

' I< 49.
, ,*

7-N r-
.

2N. An Initial Analytical lysis of Speoililatitin a d COnfiguration

We are now ready to. begin our first attempt atcontextualanalytis for-the

.institutional base (network of'institutions) feature of the R/D&I context:.

The question at this'point is: Do we observe, (as we lo. across variolis

contexts) differences in'the way that institutions operat ng in'the R/D&I
. -

system specialize in various R/D&I funetions (from need i tntification to

utilization and evaluation .research) and in the way in which these R/D&I

functions become clustered in'the emergent configuration of the R/Iga

system? This is shown in Matrix 1 in which the specialization and con-

figuration variables are interacred with each of the contextual features.

As always, there are interaction effects beiW;enthe various features in

terms of their impact, as well as second orde'r ispues. For example, Matrix

1-enumerates a whole complex of contextual requirements which will lead

to the configuration of the system network tak±ng the particular form that

It might in any specific, case (thereby moderating the generic requirements).
.

But the emergent configuration itself, immediately and over time, generate

a source of continuing variance. Thus the configuration may generate inter-

face issues requiring.management and policy actions. Depending on how these

management and policy options are exercised, there will, be a feedback.
.

N
c.: =

influence on the configuration of the s 011N One example would be the

/4creation of liaison mechanisms to help, prcome.interface problems and .

\ sometimes leading to the appearance of actual (liaison institutions in the

/ network of institution. Another example ha been the emergence of business

incubatAt departments dnd organizations whos tpecific role is to overcome
.

the interface difficulties that are common in the R&D to commercialization

linkage. This gefteral issue is diagrammed in Figure 4.
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Contextual,

Feature
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MATRIX 10
CO I

4

BRIEF ILLUSTRATIVE .CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS or ,

TVO ISSUES OF THE INSTITUTIONAI:BASE FEATURE

1. Environment

Political /Legal Processes'

%

. Social/Cultural Processes

Economic Factors

Scientific/Technological

Factors

2. istorical Deielopment

Institutionalization

' Critical Events

Time Effect

Specialization

gegultlidlt creating and restraining.,

specialties, various innovations

Norm favoring/restraining Specialties

Differential expenditures in specialties,

"conomic control of 'specialties

, I

Impact on state of arts

The of knowledge base

certainty, scien /craft

Technological i erative effects'

lbw do specialization patterns change, as .'

a field becomes institutionalized (in

general and within specific organizations)?

Legal events that create specialties

(needed to meet certain regulations). State

of the artvents that create new speciali-,

zation. Funding becomes available for par-

ticular,specialties,

Maturftien of specialties

4Paradigmatic revolutions

1

legul tons; q~piicies creating and

re ing iilatutions

Norms favoring/limiting certain types

of institutions/rele;ionghiPs

(

Differential expenditures by types of

institution ,

Economic control of institutions'

Effects on economics orscale and in-

ierface costs,

Sunk cost, effects '

Are there particular configurations

more oriess congruent with various

phases'of institutionalization? .

%

Legal requiremints'for certain institu-

tional arrangementa/relationS,1

,Establishment of specific institUtions,''

Establishment of specific cooperatiye

relationships

Opaeizational aging leading to organi-

'zational,growth and decline

Development/decline of inter-14min. 2,0
timid relations

13

*
1
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Contextual

. Feature

3.' institutional haw

(Network of institutions)

(other factors only)

R/D&I Ipstitution

Cl aceeris tics

.0 .

t

as 'Policies Strategies

trategy Dev opment

5. Administrative Processes

6. Personnel Base

7. !eels,

Constraints on use

Capital Requirements

.4 Information Flow '

9. Innovations

Requirements

Characteristics

21

1

Specialization

Impact on ability of certain

specialties to flourish

Distribution of specialties 4

Effect of career patterns, and

professionalism oflersonnel

Effect of obsolescence

Effect of allocation of funds f ar

specific specializations

4,4

Effect of information availability

on appearance of specialties

Effect of, state of artrequirements

Legal/regulatory/social constraints

Effects of product/process life gel

and testability '

Confirrtitonry 1

Effec4on ability and willingness to

interrelateland cooperate.

,

Vertical And horliontal integration

strategies

, .

Management of institutional interfaces

Support for specific institutions and

and networks

Effects of eceomies of scale, and cost

of facilities!

Information distributiOn in the network

of institutions

Effect of level of R&D effort required

Effects of product/process life cycle,

cost, scale on types of institutions

involved in network'.
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ature
Specialization

Configuration-

10. Need Identification

Process

Need identifiers

e/
11. Generation/Research

, 12. Development'

13.

14, Marketing/Distribution/

Dissemenstion/Diffusion

vt. Acquisition
.

13

Effects of technology gaps

Specialization required

Specialization required

Appearance of specialist need identifi-

cation institutions (e.gomarket research)

Inititutional environment and network

required

Specialization required
Institutional environment and network

.Role'of specialized incubator
required (plus effects oi.pilot plant

and spin-off organizations
requirements)

Specialization required

for productivity

Specialization required

Spetialization required

Institutional environment and network

required (plus effects of economies of

scale)

Institutional envirament and network
required ,(plus effects of market struct-

uremd innovation diffusion)

Institutional environment and, network

required

,4
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f
'Specialization

' 16: Implementation/Utilization Specialization required

17: Support Services

18. Evaluation Research Specialization required

19. Research on R /D6I

4

ti

4 1

E.TLEIIA
. ,

't

Institutional environment and network

required

, 1

Institutional environment and network

required (plus effect of need for inade-

pendent evaluation in some cases)

26
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Contextual

Recit)rements

ConfigUratlon
- Linearity:
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41%

Inteface

Issues

Interface

Management

Figure 4

Relation Between R/D&I System Issue (Configuration),

Sub-Issue (Interface) and ,Management:Actions

Another. interaction effect of some relevande is *that between technology and

.institutionalitation (i.e. relating the environmental and historical features).

(3) .

iIn some of our ownrecent. research we have demonstrated how an increase n

the scale and investment in experimental technology can Act .to further the in-
.

stitutionaliZation of afield of science (in that case highilnergyphysics).

defined in termsof its industrialization, bureaucratization atid shifts in

'professional norms from:cosmopolitan to local values. Such phenomena would
0

be related. to the "technological, imperative" andr'sunk cost"-effects already
40v

noted in,Matrix 1. By such conceptswe refer, to the ,hypotheses which see
.

..acientific.-choices and-specializations as being driven by the demands of the

in-place.technologieth of. experithentation, Whether by its inherent constraints
0

or -13)1philosophies requiring exploitation (and/or amortization) of previous
.

investments intechnological facilities and equipment.
.

,
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Returning to the Matrix 1, it is evident that the historical and environ-

mental features of.context would be a starting point of rich potential.

Examination of the issues to be found in these areas indicates the

centrality of such questions as the nature of the state of the arts and the

legal/economic/social'norms. In the light of our discussion above Concern-

ing ep4cific interdependencies between features,.it would therefore appear'

*necessary to connect any consideration of the impact of historical and

environmental context on sOcialization.and conkiguratiOnwith.a considers-

tion of the profeSsional skills and norms of the personnel involved in the

process. The question of.skills required for specialization can be seen to.

be a pervasive issue in this analysis. In selecting, therefore, a narrower

area for comparative analysis we focus in on the subset of Matrix 1 area

represented by the 'ab+e features.

3. Clustering of R/D&I Functions as a Focus for Analysis

Further, as another simplifying step in the analysis it would be helpful

to attempt to link the twin dependent variables of specialization and condgu

ration.. The question is: How do various patterns of specialization reflect

themselves in,the configuration patterns of R/D&I systems? -Another way of

stating this question is:. How du the Various specialties cluster together

within specific institutions in the R/D&I network, hence generating the' .

emergent configuration? In practice, of course, we_do not encounter a

near infinitg variety of institutional forms each with its own clustv of

specialties. For most practical Purposes the clustering with which we

are concerned is at the more macro level of the R/D&I functions that we

(and most'others) have described as "deve* pment", "production", .etc. -

although it is to be borne in mind.that-a specific specialty that is to be

found in "research" in one context may well be found in "development".or

"implementation" in another. However, for our purposes, at least .in .a first

analysis; it is reasonable to concentrate on the question of how tne R/D&I

system' functions are grouped together (clustered) in the network of insti-

tutions. "Clustering" is an issue that captures much of the specializa-

tion issue. It now becomes the focus of our continued analysis.
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Initia Detailing of .Questions Relevant to the Clustering

Sub-Issue in Relation to Three Contextual Features
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MATRIX 2

-Contextual Feature

1. Environment

'Political/Legal,

Clueing

.Are there any political/legal deter-
minants. of clustering of R/D&I functions
(e.g.: legal requirements that basic
research must be controlled by ,profes-
pional practitioners, professional:
regulation)?

EConomic Factors Has there been:any pattern of economic
support that his permitted certain
R/D&I institutions-to grow and.absorb
functions previously performed else-
where (or not at all)? Has the over-
all level of economic Support permitted.
the full development of R/D&I system,
functions?. 4avethe sources of,economic
suPport.legislated the clustering of.
functions fpr reasons of economic con--
trol and cost efficiency?

Scientific/Technological. How does the-nature of the knowledge
base (state'of arts) determine the
emertent clustering patttrns (e.g:, the
effect of the,ability to:Codify the
knowledge on interface transfer dif-
ficulty)? Does increasing certainty
of knowledge permit greater speciali-
zation?. Are craft (as opposed to
science) fields more or less likely
to exhibit detailed specializatIon and
differentiation of R401 stem func-
tions into separate institutions? What :

4ft* types of technology Provide opportunities
for economics.ofecale and how does this
weigh against interface costs in de-
termining functional clustering?

'Factors



. 'Historical Development

Institutionalization.

.c.

. 4

Critical Events: Legal/
Political

State of the Art

What is the relationship between the
level of institutionalization of an
R/D&I system and ttie way in which R/D&I
functionalspecialties are clustered in
specific institutions? Is there a ten-
dency towards more specialization with
maturation? What is the effect of in-.
ptitutionalization'onthe evaluation
process?. 4
Have there been any specific legal/
political events requiring .(or for-
bidding)ipecificclusters of functionial
specialties?

Have,there been any ,state of the art
developments that hdlfsignificantly
modified the nature o .the various
R /D &I system functions and hence how
they are clustered together in.insti-
tutions?

Time Effects. How has any gradual change in thi'nature
of the fieldsof knowledge influenced
the way the specialties operateand in-
terrelate between each other (for example
-through increasing codification of the
-knowledge base)? Have patterns of co-

, Operation emerged over time? What is
the im act of institutional giOwth and
decline On the clustering of R/D&I
system unctions?

6. Personnel Base How do professional norms, career'pat-
terns, etc. determine the combinations
of specialties, that are found in the
field with consequentoimpact on the
clustering of R/D&I functions (e.g:
do the users insist on participating
and even controlling the knowledge gen-
eration process)? How is the flow of
personnel into and out of fields af-
fectinethe viability of specific
institutions and hence the clustering?
What is the effect of differential
obsolescence ofpersonnpl in various
fields? What is the effect of perionnel
in some parts of the R/D&I system "Sing
only partially committed to their spe-
cific functional roles (e.g.: part-
timers or having multi-function con-
cerns)?

So
A
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4. An Initial Contextual Analysis of Clustering in Relation to Three

Contextual Features

Matrix 2 develops our analysis around the focal issue of clustering. In

/ Matrix 2, we become somewhat more specific on the issues than in Matrix 1

but we now concentrate only on the historical development, environment and

personnel base features of the context'as they impact the clustering of

&I functions.

Examination of Matrix 2 would indicate that the three contextual features

(environment, historiCal development and personnel base) are beitig operation-
...1,

aliied under a number of main.areas. These could be consolidated as follows:

1. Effect,.of the institutionalization of the field of knowledge and

knowledgeipplication.,

i444,

2. Legal /political /social /economic regulation.

3. Political/social/economic support for various institutions and

functions.

4. Effects of technology.

5. Nature of the knowledge base (state of the art).

t6. Effect of the maturation of specialties.

7. Professional cVaracteristics of personnel.

The above could be consolidated further into issues concerning:4

1. field of knowledge and application (items 1 and 2);

R/D&I'-institutions (3 and 4);

31
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3. functions (3 and 4);

4. knowledge base (5 and 6);1 and

5. personnel (7).

Further, a review of Matrix 2 reveals the implicit model diagrammed in Figure

below.

Contextual
Conditions

Historical
Environmental
Personnel Base'

( Operationalized
as the consequences
on the: )

a

fmprril

Nature of:
Field
Institutions
RID & I Ftinctiqns
knowledge Base
Personnel

Figure 5

> Clustering
Issues in
trtte R/D&I.

System

Generic R/D&I
'Clustering.
IsSues

Impact of Contextual Conditions.on R/D&I System Clustering

The dependent variable (the clustering of R/D&I functions into institutions)

is relatively simple in this case. We are concerned with how the generic

R/D&I functions are translated into sets of activities being performed in

the various real institutions of a concrete R/D&I system. Some of the

specific sub-issues would be:
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1. How much specialization do we find within R/D&I functions?

:t,

2. To what extent do we find several R/D&I functions clustered together

in single institutions or institutional arrangements (cooperation)?

3. In what function location in the R/D&I system (at knowledge generation,
.4**

production, knowledge utilization, etc.) do we observe any such

clustering?

4. Do the clusters tend tq occur by.the joining of contiguous or.

adjacent R/D&I,funCtions or of looped (non adjacent) R/D&I functions?

Are the clusters linked fn serial or parallel networks?

5. Do we observe gaps in that nowhere does a given R/D&I function seem

to be fully carried out?

6. Is.the observed clustering stable or temporary?

7. Row formal and visible is th .observed clustering?

8. To what extent is it legally and socially sanctioned?

Selecting Al Set of Clustering,IDImensiohs and Contextual Conditions for

Detailed Analysis

Matrix 3 takes our analysis a step further by relating the above dimensions

of clustering to the previously discussed conextual conditions. However,

while Matrix 3 in its entirety is a framework that wduld be proper for a full

analysis of a specific case, it cs stillgtoo large and requires too specific

a level of.knowledge to be useful .gor A general illustrative analysis. Specific

events, regulations, etc. would be of great importanCe in a given case but

cannot be generalized for Usefull Ipresentation. t becodes necessary for us

to further simplify Matrix 3.

33
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Knowledge Base
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Maturation of

Specialties .

Professionalism of ,

Personnel Base

Matrix 3. Contextual Analysis of Clustering of R/D&I Functions
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We can do this by first'selec ing a subset of dimensions of clustering which

we will examine. These are:

1. speCialization levels;

2. the extent to which clustering of RJD&I functions takes place;

3. whether the clusters are of contiguous or looped R/D&I functions

. (i.e., level of contiguousness);

4. the degree to which gaps (in R/Da functions) are to be found in

R/D&I systems.

Secondly, we can also elect to examia a set of contextual conditions that

captures several, critical dimensions but not all the richness. Thus we can

look at time effects in terms of the mpact on both the system and the

maturation of specific specialties. T erefore, we shall use the idea of the

institutionalization of the'field to denote such effects on both the system

and individual specialties. Support and regulation are often interrelated

and have an enormous varietylofi'ossible aspects-in terms of who, how, when,

why, etc. For illustrative purposes we will limit ourselves to a simpler

issue, namely: Does support and/or regulation in the system come.from the

producers or users of knowledge and products? Stated in this way, the isle

also allows incorporation of an important aspectof the prOfessionalism

dition; i.e., whether the dominant professionalS in the system are to be

found in the producer or user functions or both (i.e., where they exert

controls). Technology will be considered only in terms of the effects of

economies of scale.. The knowledge base will be considered only in terms of

its level of certainty (including notions of science vs. craft).

The intersection of the selected subsets of clustering dimensions and

contextual conditions are reflected in the shaded columns in Matrix 3.

This.is not to imply that the other clustering dimensions and contextual

conditions are not important, but rather that those selected do permit a

useful first level of illustrative analysis and'insight, and capture well

the two original aspects of specialization and confluration,.
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b. Developint a Detailed Analysis of the Clustering Issue

We ca now reformulate Matrix 3 into its simAfried form as in Matrix 4.%49
I

The "x '' in the cells represent hypothesized relationships between the

expected type of clustering and the selected contextual conditions. Those
,

cells for which no relationships have been indicated cannot be predicted by

the individual contextual variables alone. The limitations of two variable

propositions is also recognized.) It is our assumptionthat such analyses
.

are but a first step in an enrichment process permitting the construction of

more elaborate theories and models at each step of the analysis, as is found

necessary and useful.

.
.

SELECTED
CONTEXTUAL
CONDITIONS

.

SELECTED DIMENSIONS OF CTUSTERING

Level of
Specialization
High Low

Extent of
. Clustering .of
High Low

Contiguity
Functions

'High Low

Gaps in
System
High Low

Institutionalization
of Field High X X

Low X X
Regulation and

.

Support Domi- Producer .,

X X I

.

mated .- User ... X
Technology-Economy
of scale High X

Low X X
Knowledge Base
Certainty High X X X

.

X
(SciJCraft) Low.

.

X X
_...-

X X

Matrix 4. Selected Dimensions of Clustering as Determined
by Selected Contextual Conditions

Matrix 4 can also be presented in the form of the Model as shown in Figure 11.

A complete discussion of this model and the admittedly debatable relationships ,

indicated would be beyond the scope of this study;. and, in the final analysis,

validation and modification will have to await empirical testing. It is a

poignent cotentary that the literature has not to date focused attention on

the complex of variables in Matrix 4 and Figure6.
4
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Institutionalization

.1,566

1- Specialization

Extent of Producer
versus User Support.
and Regulation

Economies o
Scale

.....961 Certainty of
Knowledge Base

Extent of
Clustering

+ represents High
-

j.
represents Low In Matrix 4

Figure 6

Contiguity of
lusters

Extent
of Gaps

Contextual Determinants of Clustering Model

For now we can argue that as institutionalization progresses, there will be

a tendency for specialization to grow as tasks become learned and as programmed
; ..

procedures and associated facilities are developed, thereby facilitating the. I

division of activities. Further, as specialties matur over time there is

a tendency for sub-'specialties to crystalize, even eventually leading to new

specialties and disciplines. Increasing economies of scale make specialization

more effIcient,"..
4'

Increase/certainty of knowledge facilitates and stimulates

specialization b ;:!
+4.

iteing codification and easier stage-to-stage transfer.
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As user. power (in the forms of support and regulation) grows in the system,

we'might expect to find users exercising control over more R/D&I functions

in the system - - resulting'in larger clusters of such functions. Economies

of_scale tend to generate the larger institutions that can exploit these

opportunities, and they, in turn, are able to absorb associated R/D&I

functioni; thereby reducing technology transfer costs and supporting the

large scale operations. On the other hand adMore certain knowledge base
,/

makes ieless vital that interdependent R/D&I functions operate out of the

same institution.

The previouily mentioned issue of increasing user power would tend to gene-

iate loop4 rather than contigupus clusters as users reached into the need

identification and idea generation stages. A more certain knowledge base

would facilitate interstage technology transfer? but the concurrent special-

ization would tend to stimulate a step-by-step inkage process. Similarly,

interstage gaps would tend to become filled, es eciallY" as the field became

more institutionalized.

The model in Figure 6 indicates another important aspect, namely the inter-

, dependence between the'contextual conditions. ,Thus the type of regulation

wi1t, tend to be related to the level of institutionalization as well as the

extent to )041ch economies of scale become exploited. In, turn the rate of

institutionalization will be partially determined by the problems generated

by the uncertainty of the knowledge base; and so on.

The above discussion can also be presented id the form of a series of propo-

sitions

Proposition 1. The more institutionalized a field is (i.e., the more

forMalized, stable and mature are its institutions and

'specialties), the greabt the' specialization of activi-

ties and the fewer the functional gaps in the system.
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Proposition 2. The more that regulation and support (legal, social,

political and economic) is determined by the users (as

opposed to producers), the leeiter the extent to which

R/D&I functions are clustered into specific institu-

tions and the more likely are we to find such clusters

taking the form of non-linear loops.

o

Proposition 3. The morePthe technology creates economy of scale op-

portunities and requirements, the higher the level of

specialization and the more clustered are the various

R/D&I functions in specific institutions.

Propposition 4. .The leas certain (i.e., craft-like) the knowledge base:

a) the lower the'level of specialization;

b) the greater the number of functions to be found

clustered into institutions;

c) the less likely it is that these fundtions represent

adjacent stages in the R/D&I systems model; and

d) 'the more likely it is that there will be functional

gaps.

The model in Figure 6 also points, to another consideration; namely, the ,

indication that the foqr selected contextual conditions, -while potentially

;,vim important, are riot the orilideterminants of the clustering dimensions.

Thus,- the'level of institutionalization of the system and the level of certainty
-

of the knowledge base contribute to but are surely not the exclusive determin-

ants of the appearance of gaps. In this case we are dealing with.a variable

that can-be changed by deliberate and direct policy and management action.

We can act to fill the gaps that tend to emerge in the given conditions.

A further review of the relatiOnships in these propositions and the model in

Figure 6 indicates four additional considerations.

40



The reiatiOnahips are uni.-diredtional. Thalevel'of certainty
. . .

of the knoWledgeindeed helpsto.determine the extent of.gaps

in the R/D&Isystem, hilt a change made. by filling thei'dAps-will

not, at least directly, have-Any impact-On the nature of the know-
-. 7 4ledge base:

TitedonteXtuaidonditions (whidh are the inddpendent variables) are:
..

eskentially non-.ManipUlable, at least in the shbrt run. The._

economics of scale are there. or theyAre not.

. These independent variables can vary over a wide range (e.g.: from

very high to very low levels of institutionalization) and at this

point, we have no measures of their parameters or relative weights
1 a.
in the relationships.

4. There'are Also a great number of combinations that are possible

between the variables, 'and (as we noted earlier) there, y be other

----Thdetarmiyants of the dependent clustering conditions. It is there-

fore not possible to tak a given clusteriPg configdratiOn and

identify a unique contextual condition that produced it.\'

With these four factors in mind, we recognize that the utility oft' e model

must tome from its explanatory rather than its manipulatory power. If we

dan better.. understand why a given R/D&I system has the flustering (or more

broadly; configuration) that it does, then we can avoid attempts to build or

retain inappropriate system structures. "'Furthermore, we can determine policy

options and managerial strategies that are properly adapted to the funda-
,

menterconstraints of the context, rather than working at cross purposes with

its natural characteristics.

We could pursue two different analysis strategies from this point. One

would be to search, both deductively and inductively, for other determinants

of the clustering dimensions. This would undoubtedly be productive and \

fascinating, and could lead to a rich theoretical understanding of the issue,----
\

with important potential policy implications: It would -Iowever depart from

the scope of this limited illustrative analysis.:

41



:A second and more limited strategy is to follow the partial implications of

various configurations of contextual determinants,into the emergent clustering

and'then on to4he managerial .and policy strategies that would seem to be

congruent with that emergent configuration, given these antecedent contextual

conditions. We will pursue this latter approach.

7. Scenario Case Analyses of Emergeni Clustering Resulting from Different

Contextual' Determinants

4 11
As a first step let us examine 11 number of hypothetical yet realistic case

alternatives in which we 'will establish contextualoprofiles and "derive" the

emergent clustering. Since it is'our objectivellere to be illustrative
1

rather than to make a more formal cross sectoral comparative analysis we will

limit ourselves to a relatively casual-level of linkage into actual real

world situations. Thus, we will for now need to do a minimum level of such

linking to illustrate our points-. We must also reiterate the points noted

above: we do not know] the appropriate weighting of effects across the con-

-textual features nor do we imply that_these are'the only variables influencing

the emergent cluster.. Thus the.following analysis should be undestood as

an examination of partial effects that would tend (although we'wOuld expect

significantly) tO_influence the observed clUstering in.:approxi4Mtely th'e

"derived" directiOd- We will then go oti to.discuss the implications in ,each

, case for management strategies. These cases are shown in Figure 6.

0
simple analysis methoe-has been used A simple rating system (from very

high to very low and using equal intervals), was set up.'for each contextual

condition and the relative weighting across variables was assumed to be

equal. This litter assumption appears as reasonable as any other at.thfs

time add would need to await empirical investigation to be modified. 10\

series of hypothetical case examplas'(kthrough F) were set up and the net

,scores for each of the clustering dimensions was calCulated (using the

relationships indicated in the model in Figure 6 and simple arithmetic

computation). These net scores were converted backto.a very high to very

low scale according to the table shown (which allows,for.the fact that some

of the clustering dimensions are inipluencedbytwo and some by three con-
textual variables). The resultant:(or hypothesized) dimensions of

clustering are indicated in each.case in Figure 7.
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Contextual Conditions' r7.

eB

Cases

. E F .C D

.VHi Hi Med Lo Vlo .

+2: +1 0 -1 - ' A,.

institutionalization VLo -2 Vii +2

VII/ +2

vim +2

VHI +2

VHi +2

Med .0

VHi +2

Hi 4i

Vili +2

Med. 0

Med 0

hi +1

Lo -1

Med 0

VLo -2

VLo -2

Med 0.

Lo '-1

Viii +2-

ma +1

Producer (vs. User) Regulation VLo -2

VLo -2

VLo -2

economics of Scale

Certainty of Knowledge Base

Derived.(hypothesized)
.

.

'Dimensions of Clustering*

Specialization,

Extent of Clustering

Continguity of Clusters
./

Extent of Gaps

Vto 76

'Hi +2
,.. :

!VLo ;-.4

VHi 44'

Vll3 -1-6

.Lo -2.

VHi +4

VIP. -4

VHi 45

Med. +l

+1

VLo -3

Hi +3

Med-1

Hi- +1

VLo -3
A

VLo -5

Med 04

Lo -2

VHi +3

Hi +3

Hi +2

Ned.,,0

Med -.):
,

\\.7_2

Due to the possible range of ratings and the varying nuMber of independent
variables the ranges across clustering dimen;ions will vary. The follow- 4".
ing conversion table has been used.

-

. ....

For Dimensions
yili Hi

_ .
Med Lo VLo7

Specialization & Extent of Clustering +6 to +5 +4 to +2. +1 to -1 -2 to -4 -5 to -6

..---

Coitiguity of Clustering & Extent
of Gaps

+4 to +3 +2 to +1. 0 ,-1 to -2 -3 Co -4

Figure 7
_

7

ComDarltive Hypothetical Cases of.Clustering Characteristics
J,

as a.Consequenc of Varying Contextual Conditions
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We must recall our pre4ous cautions. The indicated clustering dimensions

can onlyite considered indicative and illustrative but can, we we will now

demonstrate, provide some provocative insights. °

.1A
i. base. A

Cases A and B represent the two extremes. In Case A we see what we could

term a highly' underdeveloped R/D&I context. The system has not proceeded

far in becoming institutionalized. The knowledge producers.lacktany control

and regulation over the system, no economics of scale have developed In a

draft-like field (i.e., a field with a highly uncertain knowledge base)..
4

While undoubtedly exaggerating in some aspects (particularly as regards the

extremes of low institutionalization and user control) one cannot but help

thinking that the educational R/DScI system until very recently almost fit

this description. (Though as we will note, Case E. perhaps more closely

reflects the educational R/DGI system . The criminology aspects of the law

enforcement R/D&Ii system also might aImoSt be included in this category.

* ,

)//If we move down Figure 7. to examine 4e implications for the R/D&I system

clustering for Case A we would-be hypothesizing a very low level of special-

ization but'a very high degree of clustering together of R/D&I functions

into a consequently small number of institutions. However, these institu-

tions would not be involved in sets of adjacent roles from basic research

through de4elopmen c. through production to implementation,etc. - --. but

would rather tend to unite combinations of .(for example) development and

utilization (or even basic research and utilization).; or development,

marketing and evaluation research; and so on .and importantly, would be

leaving many R/D&I functional areas virtually undealt with (i.e., there

would be many gaps). Such an R/D&I system structure, would indeed seem to

be congruent with the "underdeveloped" description we gave to the con-
-

textual environment, and, again in many (though not all); ways reminda us
sk

of some parts of the educatiolvand law enforcement sectors mentioned above.

At least then, in terms of a relatively casual empirical basis, there '

would appear to be some face validity to qur schema as far as this has

emerged from' the Case A discussion.

r14
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ii. Case

Case B, by contrast, represents a highly institutionalized system con-

trolled by the knowledge producerst Economics of scale and certainty of

knowledge base are high. These conditions remind us of those to be found in

the industrialized igh technology hardware sectors (e.g.: automotive, air-
/ *-craft, etc.). Also characteristic of the types of , industries mentioned

above are the hypothesized clustering characteristics of high levels of

specialization In.a relatively large number of institutions following

highly linear progtessions of functions and leaving few or no, gaps.

iii. Case d

Case C varies from Case B only In that there is a relative balance between

users and producers in their level of control over the R/D&I system as com-

pared to the'very clear producer control of the previous situation, and a

-.someWhat reduced level of certainty in the knowledge base.- The consequences
. .

for the emergent clustering are found'in a diminished linearity and a some-

what reduced number of institutions. With the very high level of institu-

tionalization, thehigh economics of scale, and a seeming balance between

the powers of producers and users, this case might remind us of the more

industrialized segments of the health sector (e.g.: the drug industry).

The high but not total level of certainty df the knowledge base may also fit.

The hypothesized high specialization and the low gaps left by the medium

sized and modestly looped institutions again fits the drug 'industry.

iv. Case D

Case D varies from Case C only in taking the economics of scale to a lower

level with the effects of generating somewhat smaller clusters and insti-

tutions withla little less specialiiation. The difference might be explain-

able by reduced markets or less developed production technologies (e.g.:

even the same drug industries in less.developed edonomics; or perhaps the

agricultural industry).



The context for Case E possibly reflects that of the educational sector

better than our speculation for Case A.-, Economics of scale and certaintS

of knowledge base -are still very low, but we 'ObServe. a less powerful user

groupthougha somewhat higher (though still underdeveloped) level of

institutionalization of.the R /D &I system.in its sector. The hypothesized

'clusters are still looped rather than contiguous but in not quite as

extreme a manner as in Case A and the'sies of the institutions_are-somewhat

smaller. Again these characteristics seem_to represent an even better

descriptioh of -the actual situation in education, and the criminology

examplegiven above.

vvcAse F

tase D was deia'it'ed'°iiYA'lfOihre4lbaSe4;4Ut:ataein a possibly less

developed environment. Case F could also be:seen as a less developed form

of Case C, but this time in terms of a lower level of institutionalization

and reduced level of producer power in the systeth. One could readily see

how a Case F context could mature over time into a Case C profile. We

could therefore be'talking about either an earlier stage of development or

a less developed segment of a sector. Thus we might AssociateCaSe.F with

the medical procedures or the preventive medicine R/D&I programs of the

health field. The hypothesized level of specialization is lower, the

extent of clustering greater, gaps are more common and the configurations

far less clear and linear -- all characteristic signs of a less developed

condition. The differences as opposed to the previous drug segment of

the health field, at least in a preliminary way,. do seem to concurith

observation:

So lar, then, we have been able to demonstrate that the selected contextual
k

conditions do seem
lcapable

of providing a realistic and rich description

of varying real world situations and, more importantly, that the hypothe-

sized clusteral configurations do not depart dramatically from those that

vo
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seem to be observable in the same real world situations.. Fur,other the more
realistic we make the contextual descriptiont; the more realistic seem to

-
become the descriptions of the configurationa. Finally we_have seen that
the model realistically reflects that as dynamic deVelopmental changes in
context occur lver time, these changes art 'reflected inelnergent structures.

Even while remembering our previous cautions, .these are encouraging find-
ings. If we can hope to develop such a level of, insight fromdomparative

contextual analysis, we may hope to continue productively to the'next step

of exploring some managerial and policy implications'for.k/D&I'sustems.

8. Initial Analysis of the Implications of Contextual Determinahtsof

Management/Policy Strategies.Emergent Clustering fqr

A number of management issues can

various R/D&I system configuration

R/D&I issue is that of determining

programs in theyork flow sequence.

be:identif*td which ielate to' these
.

patterns. 'FOr exarapleidygeneric'

appropriate Startandstion pOints foi
., ,

.

0Frequently; research personnel are
loath to let go of the project "children" to whom they have gfvfn birth./

Sometimes they can be observed holding on to progrIms yell ihto produc-

and even marketing stages, long after they should have'either passed
t t project on to others for development, etc.,,,br°abanaoned it. .Issues

, ' r 0 ; :

of judgment, appropriateness'of ,skills and efficient.use of talents re.

involved. While this is always a problem, it.wOuldt,e likely to apne ,in
... ...

different forms in the variou4 above cited.cases. InCates B,, p, p:and to

A degree F such behavior is likely. to be more visible and, clearly more

)
incongruous:to the role of researCher;tharCin,the.Cases'A and E, where role

,

o
I..definition it far test clear. Thus, in Cases.8,'.P.,,D and F, it may-e more

easily recognized and managed. In'turxi such behaviormay imvebe;sedn as a

virtue in the Case A and E c'Ttexts' (although then mentionedmentoned
. ,

issues are likely to remain).:-We will.,,return.tb,this,qUestion again. A
related question is the clasSiC 14ot-qhvented-Here-syndrome Which.is likely

.0

,&o apptar in more aggravated formsyhereR4664 functiont are highly

specialized and

1

differentiatedjaAin thCates Band' C)'..

(
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Another example of a pertinent Management-question could be In the differen-

tial utility and applicability of various management techniques such as PERT.

The high degree of taik, function and role definition to be found in the

Case B and C contexts make the application of such aethOd very rational.

Tasks can be spedified and deliniated; resource and time requirements can

be estimated to a reasonably acceptable level of accuracy and, reliability.

Such may be far from the case for Cases A and E. As a consequence, attempts

to transfer this technology (which was developed in the more definitive

aerospace/military/industry contexts) to the Ntorld of education (for example)

without appropriate review and redesign for the changed context was bound

(as it did) to lead to misapplication and disappointmerit.

The use of Delphi techniques to obtain estimates of complex and uncertain

phenomena (frequently of an environmental pature; e.g.: for forecasting

purposes) within institutions is another good example. The problem is to

find a series of R/D&I "experts" who can see beyond their immediate task \-!

and time environments. (1) In cases such as B and C, this may not be so

easy, because R/D&I personnel are all too often limited in their perspective

by the very specialization that makes them. productive. In contrast, in cases

like A and E there is aitch greater tendency for personnel to be generalists

- - in fact, the normal decision processes are essentially Delphic, thereby

making the use of such an approach (while relatively easy) almost pointless.

.r.""

The management of functional interfaces is another area of comparative interest.

In highly specialiZed and differentiated institutions, there are many inter-

faces to cross between groups with relatively well defined and. impermeabl

boundaries. Coordination becomes a major issue,. often calling for liaison

mechanisms, etc. This would seem to be likely to-occur in cases such as

and C. In contrast, Cases A and E would have far fewer interfaces to crows,

many functional overlaps, and'generally fuziy boundaries between activities.

Potentially offsetting these helpful effects would bathe factors of lagk

of, linearity, which might make interface' differences (of perspective and

diacipline),larger to overcome - - with the existence of functional gaps

creating transfer problems between certain R/D&I functions. As we saw
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earlier, such shortcoMings usually accompany the ver same case that have-Ns

theloWer number of interfaces to deal with, as in.Case A and . In sum-
.

mary,, we would tend to find differing types of interface probl ms across

varyjtg R/D&I contexts, butnot necessarily any orrallgreat or lesser

problems; and this indeed seems to be the general experience./

/

/9. Detailed Analysis of the Implications of Contd, tual Determinants of

Emergent Clustering for Three Selected Areas Management Concern

Similar discussions could be presented to cover a.d'e spectrum of R/D&I

management issues and techniques, but this would b yond -our present

illustrative purpose. Rather, we now select the a noted management

issues and methods which we will examine somewhat lore formally in terms

of our present concerns with the importance of the ontext/clustering nexus.

These were Selected because they appear to cover a ),road spectrum'of areas,

of maqagement concern. The selected areas are:

1. Methods of Program Control (including dbchttechniques gg-PERT

as discussed above). This area deals .0th,the control of work

and activity flow within an R/D&I institution.

2. Interface Management, which is concern d'with the linkages within

institutions.

3. The use of Delphi type techniques.

stitution's relationship with its

and forecasts),

in relatfOn to issues of an in-
.

env ironmOnt (in terms of goals

These three topics provide us with a. wide ranging sample of managerial,issues

of both an internal and external R/D&I system nature.

Matrix 5 is an'attempe to relate theease or difficulty in using or dealing

with the above three R/D&I management approaches and issues to the.four

dimenSions of clustering previously discussed. The over-simplification is
1

ei
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Matrix 5. -Use Characteristicsiof Selected Management
Approaches in Varying Clustering Conditions

Use of Selected
r

Dimen
Special
ization
tagh -Low

ions Of Clustering

Contiguity

High Low

Gaps

High Low

Clustering

High LowManagement Approaches

1. Piogram Control
x x x x ,Difficult .

Easy x x -2t x

2. Interface Management
x . x xDifficult

Easy x x x .

. x

3. Use of Delphi

--\\--
x

,

x x xDifficult
Easy x x x x

again 'recognized and calls for both enrichment and vali dation by empirical

research. This should be carried out, but the indicated, relationships have

a face validity.
S.

For example, Program Control is rated as being difficult under conditions

of low specialization art4 vice versa. As was earlier implied,'the lack of

certainty attached to stage-by-stage tasks in an R/D&I process makes it

difficult to define the task requirements, ett., and hence to use methods

such as PERT. The more R/D&I functions that can be found clustered to-

gether within a single institution, however, the easier it becomes to

develop and maintain a program plan, since one is dependent on fewer

difficult to control and forecast external agents (often a major problem

in PERT systems). The more linear the relationship's between R/D&I functions

(high contiguity), the easier to plan and predict the progress of the step-

by-step progression. Finally, the increasing incidence of system gaps
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progressively adds uncertainty to the process, making the use of ptogramme&

methods of control more difficult.

We have already discussed most of the relationships concerning Interface

- - - -- Management. As regards the extent of clustering, we could expect that

interface problems would be relately'easier within rather than between

institutions, and hence favorable for the case of higher clustering levels.

Also Delphi methods would, as we noted, be easier in low specialization

organizatiOns, and we would expect similar experience in larger, looped

(non7contiguous) institutions with few gaps (i.e., those institutions having

broader, more interdisCiOlinary and complete perspectives among personnel).

Using the above relationships we can now examine the varying implications

for the six previously-discussed cases (A through F) . Referring back to

Figure 7 and Matrix 5, and once again using a simple computational

approach, w6.can combine the various ratings of the clustering dimensions .

(in FigUrecT) with: the suggested implications for the management issues

in. Matrix 5 (using the same scoring procedure: V Hi + 2 to V Lo - 2).

Thus in Figure 7, Case A was shown as V. Lo on specialization, which would

lead via Matrix 5 to a "very difficult" (VDi) rating on Program Control

with a -2 score. Similarly the High extent of clustering for Case A

generates an "easy" (E) implication with a score of +1, and so on. The net

Scores are then reconverted for each management issue for each case.

This reconversion is shown in Figure 14. We have also computed the over-

all scores and ratings as an attempt to estimate the extent of the "manage-

ment problem" for each case. ,

From Figure 14 we observe that program Control was rated as easy for Gases

B. C, and D (essentially the high specialization, low gap cases) and dif-

ficult in Cases A and E (the converse cases). That is, the highly developed

R/D&I systems (which as we suggested could be descriptive of the automotive,

aircraft and drug industries) were ideal environments for such methods as

PERI. We had described Case D as somewhat less developed, and although the

differences.were small, the slight change would indicate a possible degree
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of greater difficulty. The less developed R/D&I systems in Cases A and E.

(eduCation or law enforcement perhaps) are seen as being much less suitable

environments for such approaches, with the intermediate Case F pre -

ventive medicine programs) being a quite unsuitable,enVironment. In general,

this seems to.concur with experience.

When we turn to Interface Management, no such differences appear. As we

suggested earlier the offsetting factors i1n each situation generate a net

balance in each case (although this may be an artifact of our equal weighting

procedure" - - this would require empirical study). While we are not con-

fident of the meaning of a medium rating across the board, the relative sim-

ilarity across the cases is as we tend to observe it. Experience tells us

that interface management is a problem everywhere; and it has not been

our experience that it is an especially greater problem in any particular

context as compared to others. Thus, instead of being concerned with-dif-

ferences in the weight of the problems across cases, we would be more con-

cerned with differences in the Specific issues and the points where the

issues occur as these relate to differences in contexts.

The use'of Delphi reflects neither of the first two patterns. Cases A and

B (the extreme 'cases) show the greatest difference (as expected), but Case C

with its larger and less linear clusters provides a better 'environment than

Case B (a difference not to be observed for Program Control). Case D is a

better environment yet, reflecting the lower specialization. The difference

between Cases A and E appears to mirror the shifts between Cases B and C.

. Apart from the shift between Cases A and B, the overall impression is that

theAelphi approach is usable in most environments, to a degree, but does

better as the contexts'become "fuzzier" (as many proponents of the methods

have contended - - as for example in recommending its application to

government policy making).
(1)

, .

The ratings fc:, the overall management problem are especially interesting

in their uniformity, with a single possible exception, Case D (although

even there the difference is not dramatic). The common language and
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practically stated interpretation of this result could be: "While the

specific management problems across the various situations may be different

from each other, in total they do not add up to a substantially greater

or lesser problem." Whether such.an hypothesis could stand up under em-

pirical study Is still an open question but the suggestion is provocative

and one-that we-have not seen spelle out in this (or any othdr such)

manner before.

Finally, we must link back to the contextual conditions that generated the

dase clustering conditions. The clustering profiles that we used. to

analyze the management approaches issue were derived as a product of the

contextual conditions profiled in the top half of Figure 7. Thus, In

fact it is to those contextual profiles that we are connecting the above

management implications. That is, we could say that in contexts such as

Case A (i.e., with low levels of institutionalization, high user/low pro-

ducer regulation, few economics of scale and an uncertain knowledge base),

formal Program Control methods such as PERT N111 work only, with difficulty,

Delphi methods with relative ease, and interface management will present

no unusual problems (beyond the norms).

This process of linking of contextual conditions with management implications

tcould be repeated for the other cases. In the model in Figure 9 we hot

how the contextual conditions link into the applicable management processes

through the profile of the clusteOng of R/D&I functions in the instituions

in thdRR/D&I system. The model also indicates one more point that-was made

earlier; and with which it is appropriate to conclude this discussion.

This is that'unlike the contextual conditions which acted as relatively

unchangeable parameters, the management processes used could have a sig-

nificant imp act on the clustering (configuration) of the R/D&I system,

creating the earlier discussed dynamics, Obviously this does not apply

equally to all management actions, and in the ca

"
eg--ieviewed it would

be Interface Management that might be expected to have the major impact.

The paint to be map is that management actions can influence the situ-

ation, but these must Se selected so as to be appropriate to the context

0 in which they will beiused:
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INTRODUCTION

P

O {ENTREPRENEURSHIP:

30"

AN. ISSUE OF THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT FEATURE

A'

Ai.

In the precedinwchaiter, we illustrated the use of the'contextual

analytical framework in relatjIjon to the contextual feature: institu-

tiOnal:base. In this chapter, we will similarly illustrate the use

of contextual analytical framework in relation to a specific issue
(-

of the historical development feature:* the role of the entrepreneur
,

the,historical development of R/D&I systems.

4

,'IThisfsiang was selected through a process of progressively narrowing

oUn from the historical development feature. That discussion is son-
,

tainedvin the full report. Essentially, this involved the identification

of actor that has been observed to be of critical importance in the

O'' aismination, transfer and implementation of innovations, especially in

' less than fully matured R/D&I systems. Thus in the earlier phases of
4

the lifeltycfrof R/D&I systems the need for "product champions" or

"entmitpreneuts" has been shown to be of vital importanc% in the "success"

of,ilisW produect and process innovation introductions and adoptions. (2, 3, 8)

The issuarof fhtreprejturship is presented as one illustration of the

several' such issues analyzed in the full report. Our purpose is to

Pdemonstrate,the,process by+ which such a question can be examined from

the generic,perspective, leading into a potential comparative analysis
,

across several contexts. In this analysis the contexts will be hypothetical,

but -the extension to real world conditions should be relatively self

evident:

lw

The analysis will follow a "reductionist"-meihOdology. On a step-

byrstep basis, we will gradually narrow the focus of the analySis of

j."the:PaTtrepreneurshi p" issue until we have reached a level of analysis

enough for an analysis to be manageable'yet still

5.^ tidy enough for meaningful illuS7iit4Ave policy anal sis. In the
1/4

11.

du

"i+

6
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process of narrowing the-focus of analysis, we shall "carry'along"

significant aspectsof.a fuller contextual analysis to enrich a more

specific illustrative policy analysis. Additionally, we shall have

created a "footpath" whereby a more specific illustrative policy

,analysis may bt,"led back" into an interaction with the fuller con-

textual analysis.

To further enrich the specific illustrative policy analysis, we will

provide a comparative analysis across three sectors from empirical

case studies.

To begin our narrowing of the4rocus of analysis, we will limit our

analysis to the following:

1. the producer (or developer/producer) as entrepreneur (recognizing

that enctreprenefirs may also be users, disseminators, etc., but

omitting these from this analysis);

2. the early phases of historical davelopment of R/D&I system

(through a very limited comparison will be Made with a more

mature stage of the-innovation process).

I. THE PROCESS OF CONTEXTUAL FEATURE ISSUE ANALYSIS: NARROWING'THE
3

FOCUS
i.

1.1 A "Full" textual Feature Issue Analysis,

ye have defined "context" as the interactive effect og, the,whole set

of R/D&I system features. To permit full analysis of the feature

issue of "entrepreneurship" in R/D&I systems as a function of context

-iiertation, it would be necessary to interact this.feature issue with

each of the R/D&I systeM features and feature issues. That_is to say,

we would initially explore the set of research and policy questions

that emerge from the interaction of entrepreneurship as an issue with,
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for example: listorical development (the roletentrepreneurship plays

in the institutionalization process; how it fonotOns in the various
F 4

*developmentalphasesi what happeni to entreprene4lv over time; etc.);
.

environment (what are some of,the legal /political constraints that

may operate on the entrepreneur); comparing the development, production

and rmarketing /dissemination sub - systems (how might the type of skills

required differ across the various functions of an ROW system). Thus

accomplete analysis across every feature of an R /D&I system context

would be necessary to establish a basis for the fulljcontextual analysis.

This is illustrated in butline form Matrix 1.

Matrix 1 provides an illustration, in outline form, of how such a full

contextual analysis could be done." In this first instance, Matrix 1 is
a first cut at the process and relies on the knowledge and experience of

the analysts -- with the recognition that the analysis is likely to be

imprOved through a series of iterations, as more is learnedt There are

clearly, therefore, advantages to the use of interdisciplinary and inter-,

sectoral teams in the process. From a pragmatic perspective, it is vital

to avoid becoming bogged down at this point by concerns with exhaustive-

ness or the desire to, include everyone's favorite perspective.

2. Delineation oKey Issues and Characteristics 1

A. 'Extracting Key Issues from the Full Contextual Analysis

CI

A complete and systeMatic analysis of each cell of Matrix 1 that

would be grounded in the literature is beyond the scope of this

review. Furthermore, suchan exhaustive approach would not be

practical for policy making. In order to focus in on questions of

"'both high priority and of general applicability to the area of

particular concern (in this case entrepreneurship in R/D&I systems))

it is necessary to narrow down the range of issues to be analyzed.
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MATRIX 1:

ILLUSTRATIVE FULL CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP ISSUE

FEATURE

1.. Environment

2. Historical
Development

Q
ig. 3. Institutional Base

(Network of Institutions)

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Legal/political tonstrainta
Impact of- horms and values
Economic constraints
Funding priorities
'Technological requirements

---lhowledge base

Role in instituaonalization
Which phase needed
Establishment of institutions
Impact on acceptance

Entrepreneur as linking agent
Effect of bounds ies skills required
Effect of struct e, configuration, size,
varying entreprene r role legitimacy
Level of sponsor ppori

4, Goals/Policies/StrategieS Effect of goal setting
Time horizon of goals
Perception of goals7'

5. Administrative
Processes

6. Personnel Base

Control of
Mobilizing support and resources

Recruitment and
Career patgiEns
Professionarism
Obsolescence
Training and
Distribution
Status
Motivation and

, O
selection

development
of expertise

6..

satisfaction
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FEATURE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Funding Consttaints on use
Level (support for)

8. Information Flow Role
Information seeking skills

9. Innovations Life Cycle
Impacts and benefits -'role
Effect of character of the inno-
vation (or product)

10. Need Identification

1

11. Generation/Research

Role
Skills required
Responsiveness to user demands
Institutional base
Position
Personal characteristics

Role
Search skills.
Fech transfer role
Information flow role

12. Development Role
Skills
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FEATURE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

13. a Production Role
Skills

14. MArketindistribution/ Role
Dissemination/Diffusion Skills

15. Acquisition

16, Implementation/
Utilization

O

17. Support Services

18. ..-Evaluation, Research

19: Research R/D&I

Role of key personnel
Product champions
Skil(1s of user personnel

Role of key personnel in implementation
Producer/user relationship
Producer characteristics

Implementation capability
User Characteristics

Innovation entry points
Barriers (overcoming)
In -house capability

Role of entrepreneurs in utilization
User relationships with sources of
'innovation
User chaiacteristics influencing
acceptance of innovation

66
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This is done by extracti6g those key issues which surface from the

overview of Matrix 6, in the sense of being either critical or

pervasive across many dimensions of the R/D&I system context. As

a first step towards the definition of key policy issues, it would

seem reasonable to _concentrate our further effort on theseasues.

In this case ve can identify the following:

1. the role of the entrepreneur as this shifts across the

various functions of the R/D&I system (development,

marketing, etc.);

2, the skills and characteristics of entrepreneurs;

3. the entrepreneur as a link between the knowledge producers

and users (with special reference to the problems of

need identification, implementation and utilization).

We must reiterate that these are certainly not the only issues that

might be of concern tothe researcher, manager or policy maker.

Others can and (as necessary) would be selected. These are, however,

issues that from our analysis of Matrix 1 appear to be of general

and sustained importance across R/D&I systems, and hence worthy of

some priority for a first (and illustrative) analydis.

B. Selection of Key Entrepreneur Characteristics
_

To provide a sharper focus for analysis of these key issues, it will

now be useful to describe a set of entrepreneur characteristics for

more detailed consideration. We select (from Matrix 1 in a summar-

ized form) those five entrepreneur characteristics which it would

appear have a critical impact on the key issues as we have MehlMed

them:

Orientation - Is the focus of the entrepreneurship or

cosmopolitan?

YercAperrimp - Is the emphasis a theoretical or applied; on

innovation or on utilization?

Leg'itimacy of origins - What is the impact on legitimacy

the source of entrepreneurship is external'to

the user organization; whether the source is

peripAral or core?

,6 7
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4

Institutional Role location in system Where is the primary

entrepreneurialactivity to be found: in the

core or at the periphery of the producer

organisation.

Skills - What type of skills are required in Performing

entrepreneurial functions: need identifica-

tion, marketing, consulting/service,

development:

C. Interactive Analysis of Key_Entrenreneur Characteristics

Fuilther, it will now be helpful to examine the interaction between

the entrepreneur characteristics to determine their independence,

robustness and general causal direction. -- as is illustrated by

Matrix 2.

The implications of the Z4atrix2 are that:'

1. There is a mutual interaction between orientations and perepectives.

In fact, these Nituld seem likely to be highly inter-correlated

concepts which are (for our policy purposes) of only marginal

difference. Thus we can elect to collapse these into a single

compound variable: "orientations/perspectives".

2. Skills (which were defined in terms of need identification,

search, R&D. (developmental), marketing and consulting'service

skills) seem similarly to be likely highly correlated with

)1, orientations and perspectiyis; but on both theoretical and

practical grounds (manipulability), it seems desirable to

maintain this variable separately in the analysis. This

possibility of manipulability of the skills variable (through,

recruitment and training) may be particularly signifilant.
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MATRIX 2:

THE INTERACTION OF KEY ENTREPRENEUR CHARACTERISTICS'

0
0rt

4.)
0

1.1

0 .

4.1
C)

0.
0.

ak

0

4J

OD
0 0

Orientations

Perspectives

Legitimacy'

Location

'Skills

44

Legend: = general causal. direction*

Institutional role location seems most clearly to be an inclependedt

variAble in determining orientation/perspective and legitimacy.

The- impact of role locatiolomust be seen in terms of the types of

skills.that are-requii* in a-ktven role location as well as in

terms of skills that might be acquired. It tp also possible to

in 'terms of role location having been determined in response to

available skills and.orientations/perspectiVes of personnel --

although this seems less likely from a pragmatic policy:per-
,spective.r

The general causal directions indicated in Matrix 2 are'

our general -knowledge of the'relevant literature. In.a

lydts, we would discuss the relevant literature from

causal directions are deriVed: To do so here, however,

our ifttentidn of providing an illustrative analysis

think

derived from

more -complete

which these

is beyond,



4. The legitiOacy of theenireptendur is likely to to determined

by orientatiOftS/perspectives,akills.and rolelocation. Thus to

moat.users, an entrePreneurwith/local/applieck implementation

orientations /perspectives, having the, perceived necessary

skills, and working from an acceptable institutional role location

is Likely to be investedwith the necessary legitimacy to per-

form:the role., An acceptable role locaapnwould be determined by

the history of prior sUccees..andtruSt.g004ating relations

and perceived authority and appropriae4ne*.

5. In general the Variables in the matrix (allowing for the col-

lapsing of the orientations/perspectives set) appear robust

and this encourages us to:take the next analytical.step.

.3. Contextual Analysis of KeyEntrepreneur,Characteristics

We are now ready for.al.second cut" contextual analysis in IlIch we.

110

will.again consider the implications of entrepreneurship across each

of the features of the R/D&I system. This time, however, rather than

Considering entrepreneurship in general (as we did in:Matrix 1),-we will

consider a much more narrow issue.' SpebIfically, we will consider the

impli ationsOf the interaction .between each of the key entrepreneur
at

cuT ristics (orientations/perspectives, legitimacy, location hnd.

skf and each of the contextual features. At this

we will begin to see-the potential for policy optio

the.enalysis, although some further narrowing in f

helpful.. Matrix 3 represents this "second cut" cont

level of detail,

mergingifiom:,

ay, still be-

vel analYsis:..

.7

R.,
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Features
4

MATRIX 3:

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF ORIENTATIONS/PERSPECTIVES,
LEGITIMACYL LOCATION, AND SKILLS

Orientations/

Perspectives Legitimacy Location

Skills:

Developmental

Marketing

Need ID &'Search

Unsulting/Service

1, Environment

.

Interaction.with

norms &°valuis

of users

Interaction with.

norms & values of ',6,

lifers

,

Economic.& polit-

ical regulations

& constraints

Impact of techno-

logical requirements ,

and knowledge base

2! Historical

Development

Change over time

and phases 'of de-

velopment

Change over time

and phases of de-

velopment

Observed changes ,

over phases of de-

velopment

,

Changing requirements

over time and phase

.

3, Institutional

Base

,

,,

,

.

Variation of role

legitimacy across

institution type.

Sponsor support

Producer/user co-

alitions

Effect of bound-

aries, configure-

Lion, size .

.

Organizational and

inter-organkational'

skill requirements

%

Goals/Policies/

Strategies

,

Impact of goal pe -,

ception differences

and interaction With

perceived value of

the innovation to

users

,Impact of goal

setting processes,,

goal conflict

.

Impact of goal dif-

ference in various

locations
,

.

.

....--......

Skills required for!"

varying goals



10R/D&I Spite:

1eatures

I

Oriedtations

Perspectives Legitimacy , Location

Skills;

Developmental

Marketing

N;ed ID & Search

Consulting/Service

I

5 Administrative

Processes

,

..
,

.

,. i

Ability to control

Ability to mobil-

ize resources
. ,

...,, ersonnel Base
. .

s

v'

4

,

Motivation &

satisfaction

i

Effect of level

of funding con

straints on use ,
.

7, "Fun ing

,

Effect of avail-

ability of user

resources on

entrepreneur

motivation`

:.

''.4'''''',

,

velEffect of level

of funding con-

straints on use

.

..

8, Information

Flow
,

'

,

.

,..

Effect of location

on place in com-

munications net

....,

Information seeking

skills, Effect of

on skills needed .

9. Innovations

10, "Need ',

. Identification

character-

istics, Perceived

need. for innovation

Responsiveness to ,

user demands .

v
1,

I

Institutional

base & position ,,-

and ability to see

needs,
1

Skills to recognize ap-

plication needs and po-,

tpntial means .of satis-

faction ;

11. Generation

Resear0

4

41.V.I.1.4mownomsi~mraloot~.............................,,........

Constraints on -tech.

transfer .

Location in infor-

illation 4oW

Search skills

Tech, tanker skills

12, Development'

13. Production

14. Marketing/etc,
,..,..,

I 9
....0006......4....., 400/11....,"10............1"......."........."..........0....."11..~01PPVIWOMMINNOMPOMPI...../......-....40

Differences

across

functions

Differences

across

functions
441

'

.............

Skills requir

7,
, ki 4.W .:-..Y...a.

15, Acquisition

.

0
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110, Implementation/

'' Utilization

.

4 ,

Entrepreneur/user

interaction of

orientations/per-

spectives on Lin-

plemintation/util-

ization ,

,

Importance of

legitimacy on

implementation/

utilization

Expected barriers

Impact on linking

role. Relation

to user entry

points

,

Silts required

Interaction with

user skills

.

,

.

17. ,Support services
.

s
,

.

\,
,

18. Evaluation Research

.
1

,

,,

19, Research on

R/D&I

,

.

r

Ali

R.
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L.
A preliminary review of Matrix 3 indicates areas' that appear especially

fruitful for Comparative contextual analysis. Thus environment, goals,

institutional base,.need identification, impleMentation/utilization and

personnel base seem to provide a rich basis for contextual variation

across the four areas of entrepreneur attributes under examination.

it
Further, while Matrix has been developed in terms of each of'the four

selected'entrepreneu .tributes, we must recognize the interdepen-

?4PnCies indicated in Matrix 2.

4. Delineation of Key Factors

With the above co hts in mind, we can now identify several unifying

facpprs (or themes) which appear to be critical sources of contextual

'difference and which can b xtracted across all the contextual features

s analyzed in Matrix 3 -- but with,special attention to environment,
a

goals, institutional base, need identification, implementation/utiliza-

.tion and personnel base.

1. -Entrepreneuriuser interaction in the values realm

Differences (or congruence) in goals

Differences (or congruence) with user in perceptions of,_

need for and value of a givgn innovation (in the light

.of available user resources)

Differences (or congrue ) in orientations, tnd per

(114.: relative to ragmatism,time horizon

cosmopo tan)

2. Entrepreneur/pser interaction in the knowledge/skills realm

Skills for need identification, search; implementation, and

utilization

Relativeness.t e nature. of the' knowledge base
7

seientific vs. craft, level Of certainty)

3. Environment context of resources and support

Availability or limitations (e.g.: amounts, stability, etc.)

of funding, personnel, information 410

Sponsorship 'I constraints

Ability to. mobilize resources

(e.g.;

le

Conflict/cooperation (e.g.: available coalitions for implementation)

77 .
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4. Structural context of entrepreneur/user relations.

Linking roles

Nature of boundaries and organizational configuration

Institutional size

From this analysis, we can see that our focus is now upon:

1.. interaction between-entrepteneur/useY-attribUtes 3.n the

value and. skills realm; and

2. the,resource/support and structural contexts of entre-

prent6r/user interaction.

-t

In Matrix 8, we engaged in an .exploration of.many of the contextual.

factors that might be expected to be.okimpOrt.ance in an analysis of

entrepreneur attributes. The above discussion has acted both to capture

some (but not all) of the richness of.the analysis and to permit us to

focus in on a more limited number of policy relevent contextual issue

areas. .These issue areas may lead us to make determinations about:

1. when and where entrepreneurial activity might be desirable

(taking into account goal and value differences between

potential entrepreneurs and potential innovation users;

2. skills that are needed (taking into account the entrepren-

eur/user skill fit); 0

3. requirements (in the areas of resources and support);

4. institutional and structural characteristics.

5. interactive Analysis of Key Factors and Entrepreneur Characteristics

The concerns w jusA listed would provide the outline for a number

of analises relevant 0, a series of policy options and programs,. How-

ever, for the purpose providing a single illustrative analysis here

we must yet take two more steps: one to further narrow our focus and

one to add an extra dimension to our analysis.
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MATRIX 4:

ANALYSIS OF SEVERAL ENTREPRENEUR,ATTRIBUTFB AS, DETERMINED

BY iELECTED CONTEXTUAL DIMENSIONS

Selected Dimensions of .

Entrepreneur AttributesContextual Conditions
.

Orientations/ .

Perspectives Legitimacy Location Skills

1. User Attributes j /1.1 Values
a) Goals-perceptions

of value of in-
novationnovation .

b) Orientations/ -

perspectives

. / /
1.2" Knowledge/Skills //

a) Skills for:
-Implementation/

.

//

uttlization
//

.-Need identifies-
tion and search
for the innova-
tion *` /tion*.

b) Knowledge base
relation.

.

2. Resource Support
Context ,

a) Resources
.

b) Support: .

-Sponsorship
-Conflict/
cooperation .

,
3. Structural Context

a) Linkage roles .,

b)-Boundaries i

.

c) Configuration ,

d) Size

//

*This implies the skills of knowing what is needed and how and where' the
need can be satisfied.

79
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Matrix 4 would provide the framework for an interactive calysis of the

'key factors and entrepreneur characteristics to which we thus:far

:*narrowed our focus from the original larger set of context conditions

(which we have postulated as being generic to all R/D&I systems). 1

A complete analysis of the islues implicit in Matrix 4 would be v

desirable and enlightening, but beyond the scope of our present il-

lustrative effort. Matrix 4 unquestionably contains a sufficient

domain for.a substantial dissertation. We have therefore, refrained

from attempting to fillmin thecells ofthe whole matrix but rather,

will concentrate now on that smaller portion that has been shaded in

the matrix. This represents the interaction between entrepreneur

skills and user attributes, but with special emphasis ot't the skills

areas (as being potentially specially susceptible to policy-initiatives).

6. Product Type as a Dimension for Interactive Analysis

In addition tothe above entrepreneur and user variables, there is

one other aspect that we have not yet considered: the substantive

content of the innovation that is the subject of the entrepreneur's

activities. Inthe interaotion between the entrepreneur rand the user,

the nature of the product (or innovation) is a potentially critical

parameter for the analysis. In this specific case it would, for example,

make a great difference if the entrepreneur was promoting a new in-

novation or a more matured product; whether the product was simple to use and

its benefits relatively self evident, or a difficult to use product of uncertain

benefit. Thus the innovation (our R/D&I feature 19) in this case is a key

factor in this analysis. At a general level of analysis, we might

conceptualize the interaction as follows;

Entrepreneurship Attributes

Product Type (Innovation)

so,

Contextual Conditions

(other than Product '.'ype)

8o

A
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More specific to our purposes here, the interaction would be:

Entrepreneur ikilis
1\

Product Type

) User Attributes

I

II. ENTREPRENEUR VS. USER INITIATIVE IN NAPPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT:

AN ILLUSTRATIVE POLICY ANALYSIS OF THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP ISSUE
4

We have now reached.tflepoint where it becomes. feasible to under-

take detailed theoretical but policy-directecranalyses. We have

thus achieved our stated objective of following 'a reductionist meth-
.

odology (i.e.,r.narrowing our focusoto a manageable level),'while at

the same time pulling with us those critical contextual, conditions

tbat will provide a rich level of analysis -- thereby permitting us

to deal with a focUsed (and therefore policy and management actionable)

issue in the'larger frame of reference.'

Further, we-have followed a procedure that would enable us to trace

:back any implications into the total, holistic frame ?ork. This has

been indicative of a deductive approach. It is important to emphasize

that in practice the ,section of an issue area (o areas) might be

arrived at inductively. The,primary purpose for matrix analyses

in such cases is to fit -the analysis into a comprehensive framework

and relate it to its relevant context features and to other issues.

Also, it should be noted that the general guideline for determining'when

suffiCient detail has been achieved is a pragmatic one -- i.e. as

detailed as is useful to identify and/or deal with specific issues of

policy and management concern.

1. The Illustrative Policy sue: Entrepreneur vs. User Initiative

in New Product Development

Let us now proceed by analyzing a significant policy issue thatinvolves

81
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the consequences of entrepreneural behavior in the innovation area.

4

Considerable interest has been recently focused in studies of R&D and

innovation on whether the entrepreneurial initiative for new product

development and introduction derives from the initiatives of producers

or from the initiatives of users (see for example the work of Radnor
(

and Neal,

l6)

Von Hippel
(10)

and Abernathy(1)). Thus, in the technical

instrumenon case Von Hippel has identified the users (customers) as

the prime stimulus source. In contrast, Radnor found the producer to

be the prime mover in certain law enforcement equipment cases, with

randomness alit seeming to be the most reasonable description of the

process in most oth enforcement equipment cases. Abernathy has

commented on the f as a product area matures (as in the case

of automatic machine tools), there may be a shift from user to producer

(supplier). Many examples can be cited from the-health field of fully

cooperative ventures between produders and users (e.g.: Schertherhorn (9)

Of course, we must allow for the possibility of external imposition of

innovations.

2. A Typology of EntrepreneurJUser Rerations

From the few examples noted above, it seems possible to construct a

typology of producer (entrepreneur )/user relationships in terms of innovative
initiative. Since we, are focusing our analysis on the producer as the entrepre..:

neur, the typology in Figure 1 below (and subsequefit discussion) wi]1 use the

term "entrepreneur" to refer solely to producers.

1. ikntrepreneur dominated

2. User dominated

3. tdoperative (entrepreneur/user)

4. Externally imposed

5. Serendipitous

Figure 1

Typologz.of Entrepreneur/User Initiative in Innovation

82
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:GiVen a 'policykobjective to ;intervene and

.
knowledge of the...conditions that might lea to and influence these

.prOceses,c4ouilit be vital.'. We are now in apposition to connect our

nage the innovation process,

analysis thus far:to thiS, issue area of innovation _initiative in a!

..4demcinstratiOn of our inductive/deductive7 process.. t*"--

.
'

.

From Matrix 40and. our earlier tSrpology of ''product dimensions, we may

see our enalydis as invoting:

Usgr Attributes t

.ImplotentationfUtilization skills

Need ldentiflIatIon an4search skills 0

YekcePtions bf-thel value of the ,innovation witk repect . to. 'resour6e0.

Product Characteristics*

Maturity Of' the product
..

. Complexity of the_ptOduct with respect

EntreprefteU0kials
" =

Nbed identificatiqn
-
Developmeleal

Marketing- .

Cbnsultingis ervice

3; 431Rldstrative Analysis

'prene'Lr Conditions

N
The above scheme con be illustrated by selecting several varying-sets

of conditions (cases) drawing the partial implications that could con-

o user knoidedge- base**

-

of Outcometnder Varying User/irroduct/Entre

tribute tO a total' -study.
*

The seven cases we have- chosen for analysis

are summarized .in Figure2. These seven cases Alluslirte Some-Of th

likely outcolles: that can:beeiipected under varying user/producWe 'e-

-meur conditidns-'

, .
*Only ttlb dithenstons -have been selected to simplify, the analysis 7 as.relevant^ otheri mould be required.
** 'T'roduct complexAtyliere implies compl xity in acquibitibn, Ample-

. me ation; utilization, :maintenance, etc. Thus it 'captures-the issue.
Of tile nature of° tfie knowle base that ovides the criterion for
relative user /entrepreneur's

3rap#tAl'F to' keep inignd that.the : analyses and -later derived
policy ITnplilalots are only OEtiai and contributory to a total analysis
in. that they are'limited- t the sub-set-Of variables 'we#have chosen to -

abritne k
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.1ease A

- 610 -
.

44
In Case,A we have an entrepreneur with well developed need iden-

tification, developmental and marketing.skills in relation to xbe

nature of tie product, a new and complex one. The entrepreneur .

understands the useril'problems, knows what products are needid, and
"*"

can deliver them.- He also knows how to reach and make the sale

to the custom44-- but'can do little to assist in the implementation

and on-going utilization problems ilk a user who is weak hese

'same areas and,therefore needs the unavailable help. Additional l,

the user lacks the competence to be able to identify (or to dif-

Atentiate betwein) what and whose products might (or might not)

Solve his problemillp-- but sees a high value in any innovation

that could help.

Al &consequence it is the entrepreneur who d nates the innovation

process. He take&AWhe initiative both as to determining the chat-
*

Awcteristicsoof the innovative product and as to providing the link-

age with theuser. In thfs, an important service isFovi4led to

a relatively helpless user -- a user who (because of,Ehe great

perceived value of :the innovation als is found to be highly receptive

to the entrepreneur's initiative and produt. tMfortunately, that

is where matters. come to a halt. 814/th a complex. product (and given

both the user's and the entrepreneur's lack of implementationlutili-

4 zationskilp

the Innova4

are likely to encounter failures at, this stage of

rocesw..* Anot er continuing problem is that

user contiriligi to*highly dependent on the e

innovations in'thseme area. The inevitablelong-termeault is

great frnWtration.

reneurItOr

The .above is a very familiar:Scenario.- It is interestilag that case A does

, .
.1A

*For tbe'sake of illustrative simplicity, we are restricting these cases
to two party situations. In pldeeil world there a often
more than two key par ies- a relationshier:e.g.: in this ase a
pettial.coimpensation. ou omeJrom t4e.gxislence.of competewdAsultants.
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well represent our observations of the two-way radio ma 'eefOr

police departmentsAn the case of the unsuccessful (or very much

less sliccessful ) 00ucers. (4)

Case B

'Case B, however, represents the .condition for the extremely suc-
1:

cessful ent.repren_ tn the same market -- one that LS cometo
.;

usiness in the ie.ld. And yetinterestingry;

:Aan B show only point of departure, In

4114.rAvas Stroni (hig ) coilsulting/servicelkills,

capture 514bUlkir:0

t14 two profiles'

PaPe ,
as com 6w). .ski idinCfse.A.)V160;- :,

c

AS 011:it

ng'th

4',-ief.:ari "ex

itri.S*thef'do inantAmnovator toe re-r

e"tht%recep vitly extends to the, service

a 4.! The entr reneur now IS; capable of
. -

mpleMeniailon_and'utoilizaeiOU

nicalb yice,fUnctions in an equivalent

cOnsequence;impeess rather than

djnste&f.of frustration, wefailure a

..'aram6r0

ePated by

Cleher.users, frus-

latton, even

grO

is re;gti
-

of great
4i
celpoINES'foiodet
, ,

*kis

provided

f the'

help!ri- .

°

field -./6

Case'

.; The same7ype, product (new sophisticated) is found

not440. y that there

-beyond this as is framework.

./A

in Case

3

may dot be other important difirrences

87.
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thti time it is the

ident4fidation, search

,

posesses critical need,:

entdtion /il zation skills rather

-than. entrepreneur. j h ng moves until. the user:, (a):Rre-
c,

,

bog a need for nape If c innovation precisely defined
d

`tits even designed) by-4itself ind.40)_initiates a relation.with

potentiaiPrdducers (possibly in the form of a request for a bid

tolorodUce a specified product): Even thdtigh the entrepreneUr's

marketing:skills may be va Uable
.

in helping to land the contract;

.it will. bethevser thai'val dominate the innovation relation.

The entrepreneur's task is made easier, bUt his ability to.make a

technological transfer of the innoliatiog ;o other alotications

may be iimited both'by hisOWn:posSible lack of7skills in develop-
ment and/9r need identification and by ehe control thaethe'user.

may exert over products ofits-own initltion and design.--,,Thus, ilk
the entrepreneur may be limited in expanding the markenalie beyond

the origindl user, and the limited .:rket acts.aW.a further constraint

on innovation. This is ofpn the sit 'ti6n where highly sophisticated

user the large autOmptiv .0110 anies8or high technology`` --

federal agencies) cOntract.o.W'. o Machinery or instrument makers

for a highly specified new product.

In ease Ili Qance again find a naive use faced with a new and
wl, IT

complex pnovation, eV:id Casei :A-and B. In some respects, the
lc

P t # l' . 1

user is in an even worse dondYtion'becase he is less clear about 4, 'A,
the value of the innovation. -However, cti ase Blithe enUrepreneut,

(unlike Cases A and B) cannot compensate, for the user' s need "lAnti-
. f ,

s:'n,'Itfication weakness -- he too, is ill-informed on which usereed

what. Even his developmental skills arelsuspect; and he catAive "

little hmolementation and " utilization assistance. Under these lot
conditions itteould be surprising that Users and entrepreneurs

manage to find a proper fit. That this does occur of occasion is

best ascribed tc serend pity. ...71,.
1'4

A problem of significant magnitude is that the considerable marketing
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skills of the entrepreneur in Case D can lead to users acquiring

inappropriate innovations (gadgets and fads) that may squander

scarce resources. Outside pressures (for example, from political

and lay source.) may be difficult to resist because the usern.acks

justifiable altdAlative programs. The world of education and many

'areas of local government, seem to fit this context in various product

areas.

k

V. Case E

e.A6e E mirrors Case C in terms of product and usercharacteristics

except that we now observe a mature rather than a' new product

m situation. The difference is significant. The entrepreneurs have

had time to learn the business in a tp aspects and to become

appropriately adapted. ,This permittriNemt2Hassume the dominance

of. the innovation:environment and allEkNik.th, ...entrepreneur in

_wider market., This la a comminlyobst 17 ;endh; as is the
tcase where a machine./builderis atL

(as opposed to a .ectalized) prod

applications area

neral purpose

, ,-. - ,. ; - . a variety' of

r.large Mar - . .. Oilems of

OVer-competit$#%;
$

-,1_,1?

business and the

Many entrepreneurs ;gni Learn. the

1,,large market is a major aterba: ion.
. .

In some other .'c 4 4 11'seh r Juts. of the application

area or the ori a AN.imitsuchgeneralization. In those$

calor, the entrepreneur lacks incentive an e th4Lrelation tends towards
.

-,.

one':esf limited entrepreneur/user cooperation. .

Another potential problem' ise precisely because of the soph-
or ,

istigation of the users. Toolkem, nothingo,roduced on the outside
. ,

truly measures up to their perivtd needs, or the uality of the

product they could pieduce theu%selves (but or the c nstraints of

ttme and cost). This often surfaces tifen'e " t-invent-here"
4

<

syndrome, with users feeling obligated to rewo k products that Ate

acquired: igopt up-idyosyncratic specifications demanding high

priced "specials" as opposei, fo off-t e-shelf standard products;

and soon.

44,
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Cases F and B are more alike than they appear at first glance on

paper. The overall level-,.of avail le skills between entrepreneur

irand user are, not greatly differen4, but they are sign1ficantly dif-

ferent in distribution in two areas: need identification add ins-

r)
/ )

plementation/utilization.

In relation to deed identification under.Case F conditions, the
4

userandentrepreneurfindtheirfitbecausteame degree of
capability to seek out the otheeigtan area in .which 'innovation

needed and'not generally well understood. (A high/High combination

for deed identification would also have thisresult, but wo4d

,a greater level of potential independence of the'pArt4as

than occurs in Cve F, where a fit.is established.) The parties..

in Case F need eacivothat because they,each have same difficU

in'identifying apps riate alternatives.

when the.relations is ldss than'optim

more-competent entrepreneurOaround, but

dlifficultand/pr risky by

t

This 'may be true even

there may be':.

a>.,pWitCh maS4e seen/as'

'

Additionally, the uset-nee omeimpletheiltation'lutilizeion hel
4

-- which the entrepreneur is. in a pogItfoillp vrovide Apt
has a sufficiarit Level og in-house competencesto be'oable to accept

hell; in a pAnductive manOrg,A'cooperaltryelationship is the

giioUsconsequence. be very comfortabitAssharelation may,
;;;,_

however, 'act to constrain technologiu;trali&feiother appUCAticins
. a

and may reduce the incentive for' the entieprenOuttO

need identification skills.. Long term consultingrela*A10414*Ofi07

haVetbeae Aualities.

likg final Case

w

fe

(GI, unlike the others, inlplves a mature prOduci of
. .

90
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low complexity, but with users and entrep neurs having the same'

characteristics as in our first Case (A). In this instance, the

simplicity of the product and the long usdr and entrepreneur

experience both facilitate the selection and implementation problems.
. The technically weakest user can adaptto the product requirements;

the relationship becomes more coopeietim:and the 11 preneur's

domination lessens. This does not guarantee that. the: wier is
adopting the proper products, only those to-which he has Atcome ac-

cuitomed, The form of the "cooperativeness" could be a combination of

market research (what does the user,_b?a,4). and'persuasion (marketing/

advertising). The simplicity ofIVi-*Adidiitt may invite competitiop

from small, sometimes low skill entrept4neuri (alley shops) --

unless scale considerations prevent this In the higtiolume, mass

user cases (consumersindustries), the entrepreneurpaintains dom-

ination due to thlidiffeseness of the user populatibn.

B. Maturation and the Dynamic Nature of the Innovation Process

Case G an te 'previous Case E are iTpor$000 in our analysis in
1

another respect. Roth represent cases of.mature rather than new

innovations. As such they depa4from our original perspective

for this whole analysis,' namely that we are exploring the entre-

preneur /user relation in the early developmental phase of an

R /D &t situe;ion. The comparison of Cases A and G emphasizep the

p15.;tallei.;,of the time dependent maturation process. The learning
dut.US_I adaptation thario on leali to. modified outcomes. Even

the difference in prodUct complexity between cases A and G could

be intek.preted, at least in part, as being a shift in perceptlion

resulting from learning end adaptation. Qh le it is not necessagily

so, ,one way of looking.* Case G is as a more developed or matured

- form of Case A, with (though not ell) of the problems having

become' ameliorated. This recognition must reinforce our undetstandi;

that tte innovation'process must be examined as a dynamic phenomenum

in which, the changing role of the entrepreneur in relattionto the1
user maybe of critical importance.

91
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4. A Cross-Sectoral ComparattVe Case Analysis of OR/MS as an'Innovation

r

A. Some Further Considerations

.

1. A ContributoOtillustrative Analysis

`

Before going on it is important to keep one point in mind.

Entrepreneurdhip was selected. for illustrative purposes

out of a larger set of issues. The matching of entrepreneur

skills with those of the usetS'was similarly selected. Our

..puepoie .has-been to illustratJthe insight'and explanatory

power that can be derived from' our analytical procedure. Tt'

ha ot pretended to completeness, but rather to being con-

tribUtory (perhap importantly) to a total system analyits.

2., The Complexity of Skill level Variations

K.

lefore we leave the analySis of these cases to go on to con-:

'aiiter the poricy options and management strategies, available

to deal with the emergent problems, some.enrichment'of the-

aoalysis would be helpful. For simplicity we have categorized

users and entrepreneuts as being high, medium or loWLin any

given skill area. In practice it is no to that simple.

A user may ha high implementation skills, for

example,but lack experienteAn. a specific applications area

Such a.*mer is not in the sr isie cont3it on as a Oser,:whp lacks

such' kills in all areas, including tat of the ecific ap-
.

plication,

'3. Behavioral Consequences of Differences in the Skills Balance

We have 'also not given full te ognition e of the behavioral

consequences of the differences in skillA balance.

' high entrepreneur to low user implementat ski

seen by the/user as helpful, -the ba nce'coUld

411
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also lead t resentment, mistrust and resistance. In turn

low entrepreneur skills could lead to lack df legitimacy in

the eyes of .a highly skilled user (although we did not have

such a case among the seven presented in relation to the

implementation/utilization skill sreqpi

B. The Adaption of New Management Technology: OR/MS

The specific case involves the adoption of.new management tech-

nologies in the 1960's to early 1970's -- specifically, oper-

ations'research/management science (OR/MS and associated methods).

r This case is taken from empirical observation. In this case the

Idluedi'lpiiTUted above will appear)- -- as will t

tr, 4^-".

of the.tloOvation process which (we noted earlder.

in ttilitgit deals with an exa of entrepreneuring
ms or setvice) application as opRosed to A hardware

A0'

tutions. (i.e.: through internakentOprerteurshiP).'

also interesting
a software (dyst

productc-within

amiC nature

The case is

fr. -
The caseiis given across three sector's: industry,

aerospace.

m*

C. ComPaiative User/Product/Entrepreneur

aw enforCement and

Conditions Across Sectors

An. the th. Itetiors," the 'comparative user/product/entrepreneur,

conditions r)elevant to. the introduction of OR /MS as an innovation 40

wid Rs 4pproximate,ly e0Tin Figure 3':(1.10.ng the categories in

`> re ):. It shouldWkept in mind:tWthe empirical studies
found onsiderable viiiatton across instiOtiliona iu each of ch

thrge 'Sectors. Thus, werrecognize that there may be a potential

variabili froTCebese....ratingOn any category:.
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D. A Sectoral Comparison

InApitt,

In bivind4itry, the entrepreneus of OR/MS methods were (by

and large) highly skilled practitioners of OR/MS technololies,

were weak in their understanding, of user problems, poor in

marketing competence, and at best fair in their ability

east:At in implementiti n. (5 ) In contrast, Cheri-tile
At

the ultimate users -- were relatively unfamiliar with aims

methods, although many of them had considerable knowledge And*,

experiente with alternate techniques and approaches:WOrsn,Oine.

the problems involved. They could, fairly quicklyevelop '-

an apprecion of.application methods, expected. outcomes,

and (importantly) see the weaknesses of new techigiquesSid,S via

their needs. Initially, users'(often with the support of other

competitive high skilj, professional groups -- e.g.: ac-
,_

countants) tended to,react moie to,their perceptions of these

weaknesses than'to recognize potential OR/MS benefits. The

result.was an initial clash'between the OR/MS entrepreneurs

followed by an intensive (and generally successful) period. of

mytual education of dse to OR /MS and of OR/MS:_entrepreneur

,. to r needs. This led eventually to widespread and relatily
.

.

,.. .

.successful adoption of OR/MS in thelarger industrial firms,
, % ,

with :the teehnolo6Les coming to diffusorwidely.lwithin these

.00"" 410

2. .Law Enforcement_

0
In the uSs04C.bileinforcement,-the internal entrepreneurs of

-!

li/A/C1D
oe. m5p s, in ger ieral,:elsonot yery.skilled in

their Their clients were even less skilled than

their indusicia counterpartd in either the OR/MS or equiva-

Pent techniques. As a result the. OR/MS "revolution" hs;dlygot

off the Itound, and LC took the infusion of 'skilled external

S



role beforeiriceable progress was to

4e; observed. Until the skill

tOgraded'in.this ways little i

be effected inthis even more

levi4t4ent4preneurs was

n
,

/transactions Was to
44

extressi Wkample of Case D above.

3. Aeros2ace.

In a case crossing Industry/gOvernMeht lines (aerospace, ,`'both

OH/MS entiepreneurs'and clients were technically very44kli.

As a result there tended to bell high 101.01..6f initi

ment,and a limited set of atiplications were imple

mutualik. agretd areas. However extension o OR/

problem areas was limited to caltitgued

ization_in the early agreed areas, somewhat 11.14v :Y08

of the previous Case F situation.,

E. Implications

4
these cases we might obdetve

skill gap

.,
.

that a smalkentrepreneur-tO-user,-

can have very differ40k.results, depending on'w4ther:this

occurs at mutually low skill levels (as in the law enforcement case)
1. ..

or with muuatl gh skills (as in the aerospe case).': further,

where the entrepreneur has a large skill increment over his clients (as'

in the general industry Use), 1f the
;

clients start'at a high enough

'=level the potential may be eXgellent for adoption and diffusion, even
...:. .

.....
,though Osere day be considerable initial problems to-bp:overt. -4

,..-the c I ien e is essentially educable atro long, as. the Antrepreneurs
. -.4.: _

ate flexibi enough to mutually adapt to educated user needs.
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5. Illustrative Analysis of'P licy/Management Options Under Varying.

User/Product/Entrepreneur Conditions

The earlier analysis of_seven case situations (Cases A - q generated a'

number of policy/management relevant issues within each ca. situation.

This analysis cab be putsded further to illustrate some possible policy

d management strategies available to the various parties ii the R/D&I

em. Figure 44 illustrates some of these potential actions which

co d be taken bytthe users, -the entrepreneurs (producers) and by

1113er-ordinate (general level) policy makers (e.g.: .top management in

an organizatfan or; in the macro case, a 'federal agency). This figure

shows in each case the results that might be expected if the potential

option or strategy is exercised.

sy

i. Case A

The problem in CaseA was of a row skilled user dominated by an'

entrepreneur who was,,unable to assist in the implementation/utili-

zation of an innovative and complex produtt (and,. implicitly assuming

.the unavailability or of third patty; e.g.: assistance from con-

sultants).

-.°
.

.
,

The user's st4ategies fall into two general but interactive categories-:

(1) Upgrading its own skills and (2) switching producers/entre-
,

preneurs, if, this latter option is feasible.

By improving ne d identification and search capabilities (which might

be done directly or inject through, some form,of contracting out as

with consultants),'the user would be better able to knOw what products

are needed and where to obtain them, thereby creating greater user .

freedom viz a viz pate-, -1 entrepreneurs. Impioving implementation/

ilization skills cot crease the success of the innovation

activity and again supplements the-user's independence. In turn:this

independence and the associated improvdd need identification and search

v
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skills makes it feasible for the user' to(switch to an entrepreneur

(if such an alternatilveis available) that calf better supply its

needs, with similar cnserences for success. If the switch takes

place without the prior improvement of user skills; theAkhe danger

of becoming captive (as in cape B) arises.

The strategies for upgrading in-house user skills would usually

involve some combination of training and recruitment of new person-

nel and contractng out as noted. A partially similar result can

be obtained through improving the flow of product and process

information on. availability, applications and performance evaluation.

This is not usually ml,thin the power of the user to influence

externally. The user can, however, attempt to insure utilization

of information which is available (although unfortunatel most

such users that need the help cannot differentiate bet en poorj.

and good. quality information). Informal relations-with other

trusted and more competent users is frequently another source ol

need identification and search information, and properly exploited

this strategy can be of great assistance.

7 .

..._

The entrepreneur can attempt to upgrade the sprmice and consulting

provided by It to users. This would have great. benefits to the
. 1 4a -

user making it less necessary to either build individual skills or

look elsewhere (although the former response has the already-

, mentioneld problems of leading to user captivity). Depending on, the
1

situation this could be a difficult, cosAly and slow-to-achieve

strategy (e.g.: it might requfre the setting up ofa national field

service.network). In thelintra-organizational case it may 11 for

a cadge of style of opeNatift adil the numberaand type of per=sonnel ---
r

a possibly more feasible if sometimes uncomfOrtable (and hence

resisted) option. ___

A top-leve policy ,group or a government agency attempting to inter-
.

.vene'in the case A ntext should be aware of the leverage opportuni-
_,7%,

102.
r.
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ties that exist in suppoiting users in their attempts to upgrade

themselves through training and recruiting efforts.. Other policy

options might-lie in-supporting the emergence or development of-

departmental, local or regional information services. A special

sub-issue invplVed in improving the quality of information flow

fo users which lack necessary need identification skills is the

.creation.of some form of product standards, thereby simplifyng

the user's decision problems. The creation of improved

metiOn seryiceb and standards programs are, as we noted

outside the sphere of influence of most users, but is'a mo

approOilate policy option at the government level and even at

the organizational level for large institu ions.1

Support could also be provided to entrepIre eurs attempting to

build up their skills. Within institutions this may not be iii.maj.or

proble , but at the macro level, governments may be constrained

in sup sting Tote ptoducer over another in terms of the effects

on.comp ition. Even so, ample opportunities maybe available?: '

These c uld involve the support of model programs. designed to

assist ers on implementation problems,, etc., with obyious sel

training and system spin-off effects. These opportunities could

also involve the promotion of joint ventures; e.g.:. between or-
.

ganizations with stronedevel'opmeni skills but poorer service

capabilities and other organizations'having complementary.strengths
1. .

and weaknesses .(e.g.' insisting that large prime contractors sub-

contract out implementation and ervice rolesto smaller tegional

tnstitutionsthat may survive dnly kecause of their strengthaan'\,
.&. ,

their specific areas). Even the strengthening of a single entre-

wfth the needed skills could act as ah'incentive to the

others to make similar i provemenis if they are to prevent erosion

of theft'position with clents 'knd customers as these gravitate

towardsthe unit providing the better service.

We must also not Iose'pight of the fact that, ag we noted earlier,

.11

1.
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4e are dealing with a dynamic phenomenon witH time- dependent

characteristics; i.e., we are looking at an is hat involves

inhtelt-dritaldtvelb-pmental press of Innovation. o an important

degree the problems we are discussing'exist because of the emergent

and developmental character of the R/D&I process. With sufqcient

time and-a low rate of new introductions of innovation, considerable

* learning and adaptation carOand usually does take place -- although

some (or much).of this can be maladaptive and dysfunctional.

.Hence one policy option is to do nothing. Over time, even without

much help, users will tend to work out a tolefble degree of

implementation and utilizdtion (or else disappear) -- and many

will gravitate to those Intrepreneur/Oroducers thatcan provide the

needed'help.
4

Entrepreneurs w rYilgraddally, learn out the problems

of a limited user group, and become more helpful. Depending On how

critical the problems are, what other priorities exist,'and. the

feasibility and cost of alternative action strategies, the decision

will have to be (trade to deal with, identified problems or neglect

them -7 with these considerations applying,to users, producers

and higher level policy makers.

We recognized this earlier when we -noted that case G could be con-

sidered as synonomous with case ASbut in a matured form. The

differences in-Conteiit and outcome could be ascribed to the effects

of learning and adaptation over time. This strategy (4 we can call

it that) does lead to solution of some of tite

zation problems.; and more cooperation between prodUcers (former
4

'entrepreneurs) and users tendi to develop, even though some of

the bailc structural weaknesses remain (possibly to haunt us --

,we stil*,See users making inapproprilte product acquial.tion decisions).

Cate B can also be viewed as,a development of A over time. If thip

outcomes in A are sufficiently frustrating, then some users will

also find their way over to a Case 'B context,prior tolany real

learning and adaptation (if this is feasible -- :there may of



beurse not an entrepreneur with case B characteristics available
,,,,,

in any given context). As earlier indicated, to the extent that
.

-this-7can and. dosa-occurT-it-WilA create an incentive to other

entrepreneurs to,upgrade their own skills to counteract such a

trend/although a$ we noted this may not always be figasible.

The d seussion of policy options and strategies for case A above

is bas d on a perspective that is very different from the one

which an be observed, in the making,olmuch of current federal

'government R/D&I policy. Here we typically encounter the situation

.wt)ere an observatio$ is made thpt a pa icular context has shown

a history of lack of successful innovat on. -14hether this has been

due to an insuffiCieni flOw of innovtions or a record of poor

implementation on the part of users is often less clear'., That
. ,

both pf theses problems may be derivativesof poor interaction

e between prod er/user skills relative to the no elty and complexity

of the applications its almost neverqconsidered.
4 -

Instead the problems tend to be defined .as the result of:f
1-4" a lack of incentive on the part of producers to innovate

(to be solved by creating more competition; by subsidizing

innovation activity: e.g., by the special purchase of

innovative products by.goveenment in the_hope that this

'will lead to more, general application and diffusion --

as in the'ETIP program of the.National Bureau of Standards);

2. a lack of capability"of produceravto innovate (to be solved

3.

4.

.

by having goVernment dding it for them and through various

. programs of technology transfer and utilization e.g.:

Technical Utilization programs)

a lack of incentive by users to adopt innovation 6rovide

*subsidies);

an inability to innovate due to lack of resources, information

and.skills (provide subsidies, pre-packaged programs and

model programdk;
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5. A resistance to adopting innoyation.(to be overcome by

various-types -of enforcement-And-sanction processes,

inspirational treatments, and behavior/influencing and

dodification programs: e.g., use of participation and

feedback etc.).

This is not to say that the a bove analysis of probleks are neces-

sarily wrong or the proposed solutions useless. To the contrary,

it is our position that a complete analysis of a situation looking

at issues-of funding, incentives, capabilities, information flow,

problems of implementation/utilization, etc. (as would be the-

product of a complete study using each of the dimensions of our

analytiCal fraMework) would turn, up the same issues as above, add

many more. Rather it is to reinforce pur position that only

through such a total R/D&I system anaysis can one hope to reach
+.

into the real causa l factors and develop appropriately balanced.

,policy options and management strategies.

It is. therefore the objective of our present illustrative analysis

ad policy derivation effort to demonstrate that there may be critical

persppctivel that can contribute to the explanation and solution of.

frequently experienced problem situations -- and that tgese.critical

perspectives that tend to be missed without the type of systems

perspective and contextual analyiwe have been illustrating. It

is in this light that.the above discussion of entrepreneur/user

skills interaction has been presented as a partial contribution to
.

the analysiaasoldtion of outcomes in the inn vation proceds.'

In the complete analysis the findingi and'recommendations above

would have to be weighs 5 against and combined with alternative and

complementary explanations and strategies.

ii. Case B

,

a

Case B, As described In F res 2,and 4 , is_ in most ways the same

1 0

1
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as Case A '-- and most'of the previous discussion of Crum A

need not be repeated here. 'However, there is one bnsic difference.

In Cese 14-the-entrepreneur-la-already-skilled-in-the service

consulting skills which are lacking in Case A.

. ,

In one sense, no action is called for in Case .11. The 'situation

is already favorable to the entrepreneur 7- so he will not want

to "rock the boat". ,However, the "monopoly power" position of

the entrepreneur leads to user dependence and thus to user resentment

and even potential resistance. The alert entrepreneur might thus,

within a broader and longer time horizon, attempt to assume the

role of helping.the user idprove its own skills -- thus Moving away

from a "monogoly power" based relation4hip. The entrepreneur is even

more likely to assume,this role where there are signs tkat users

are becoming receptive to such help and/or where 'other sources
-

(e.g.: the federal government) are initiating programs'to make
such help available.

iii. Case C

Case C involves a highly-knowledgeable user controlling the in-

novation relationship for a novel and complex product with an,

entrepreneur with weak need identification skills., The problem

here was centered.in the limited domain of the innovation base

with limited technology transfer to other applications and wider

markets. Under some conditions this'would be ideal for theuser

who preferred'enkbe the sole beneficiary of a partfcular technology.

However, the cost might be_higher prices for the very specializedN
product, in.mone,tary and/or personnel effort terms. Thus, to lower

t
. s, costs, a user trategy would 'he to work with the entrepreneur to

make it,eossiblefor the entrepreneurtm,take on the developmental

burdens (from the user); to supplement its own innovative. efforts

with those of the entrepreneur; and to increase the entrepreneur's

efforts to reach a wider user group. -- hence creating a larger

ti
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domain for the entrepreneur and' potentially lower costa t the

user.

The entrepreneur could (if it maw the wideh opportunity) seek to

upgrade its skills, including ledrning from the, users (possibly

by putting in more than the minimum manpOwer effort to satisfy \"--......,

'the contract). .This should result in a gradual shift in the

balance of the relationahip,,particularly if a wider market were

emerging which woild permit the entrepreneur to invest in relevent

competence at a much higher rate.

I ,

Super-ordinate level policy makers, especially at the .governmental

leVel, could seek to build up entrepreneur competence by,providing

incentives to develop. R /D &I programs and assist in the creation

of information diffusion (technology utilizafion) programs: This

5ould help,Widen the innovation base and stimulate greater dif-

fusion of rthe.innovations generated bpi the user.

iv. ease D.

'Serendipity was our description of Case)). Naive users were being

served by entrepeneurs. whose only clear competence was in-marketing

in &complex and innovagye.hpplications area, Cleardly there are

major benefits to be derived by both tigers and,entrepreneurs 1.n.t

generally upgrading their skills, leading to a better fit between

user needs and products and aervices provided. Users might make
0 ./

special efforts, to be in.contact with other more-competent users,

'thereby gaining the benefits of their experience with sources and
.c

products. With such relatiiiely helpless users, the entreprelseur

which does build up its abilities to provide relevent and needed

services can hope to win the long termaoyaliy (and even dependence)

of users - in fact converting to a case B type situation.

Support for training programsfor users and entrepreneurs (including

possible j9int'programs) could be a-useful strategy for super-
:,
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ordinate level policy Makers.. Other optiona*,would include the,
_ .

, .

.setting up on inforriation diffUsion systems (newsletters, maga

Ines, STI Systems, etc:), the estaglishment,Of standards pro rams
5 .

..0. and systems.t.ocreats common product and, performance criteria, and,
.

,
.

,

(06tentiany
.

very important) the creation of consulting and.service
,1,.,:

Organizations and grOtps avaVtable to both entrepreneurs and users.

One o;f:the.indirect benefits of such efforts might be to make :,
.

innovation programs more defensible and less subject to pressures

frdol'OdtSiddYgrou0s .(stOckholders, the citfzenty2. etc.) . ' .

,

144

v. Case E

Case E can be looked at as the end product of the various policy

and management programs and the effects of:maturation. All Akiils

areThigh, the product

rstill seen as coMbliex
q'

fn: organizations, the
. ,

and provincialisMthat could develoP wi

is 'matured, although in this case .(unlike G)

. However, as there are no perfect solutions

key problem isthat of a potential insularity.

Non-Invented-Here

syndrome. EaCh group believes itself too skilled to need the other's

help. The objective of policy programs, especially from'the per-

spective4of users sand super-Ordinate level policy makers, would

be to encourage personnel and information interchanges to combat

these potential problems.. Goernment policy makers andltOp managers.

might be especially anxious to.diffuse the benec.ts'of the .available

skills to other areas, again tugh the interchange and technology

transfer mechanisms. From the perspective of the entrepreneur, it

is vital to maintain a active R/D&I.programlo Stay with or ahead

of users .and so. maintain 'There are other sFrategies

between such entrepreneurs (Such as collusion) that might help

them,.butthese are not usually accpetable (or even illegal,In

the

vi. Case F.

The cooperative pituation.in Case F is comfortable but limiting.

Users and. entrepreneurs need each other dUe, to their mutual short-'

10g
9



comings but are mot necessarily pe'rform'ing at an optimal level

'The-.improvement in need identification, search and develegrental

.skills (as appropriate) can lead the user, to wider and.Pbssibly

better options -- and possibiy, at,the same. time stimulate corn-
,.

petition,and (for the entreprendnr)Open up wider opportunities.

To the extent that the entrepreneur:can assist the user in skill.

develosment;,.this may help'togenerate future user loyalty. The

licy requirements at the super-ordinate role are to help broaden

the .bases of. the Innovative activity for both users and entrepreneurs

through 'supporting dr creating information diffusion and technology
-ft

\- transfer programs.

vii. Case G .

Case G represents a potentially matured condition of case A, as

we earlier noted. The user's needs now are to grow beyond its

present limited perspectives that make it susceptible to the

acquisition of gimmicks and fads through development of its dis-

criminatton (need identification) skills. Improved implementation

skills would add to its independence. 'These thoughts would be

Very appropriate'whether we were discussing institutional or mass

consumer users (the purpose of much of the present consumer educ-

ation efforts). From the point of view of the entrepreneur,

proving service skills could enable the entrepreneur to lead users

into more complex applications and products -- and thus out of

the matured, low complgity product areas which are likely to be

highly competitive. The role of top level policy makers, especially

government,- would be to upgrade the quality and relavence of ap-

'plications by assisting users to upgrade their skills, by the

creation.of.consulting and service organizations (e.g.: sumer
v

advice bureaut), and by.the creation of product and service. standards

(e.g.: Underwritets Laboratories, Consumer Deports, Product and

Performance StandardS in industry:health; food etc.).

4
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-IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION:

Structural Attributes of User Organizations

*e

.1(

.A0

---'- The focus o thia-Tilustrative contextual analysis is on the limple-
1

.

mentati d utilization (I/U) feature of the total Research, Delielop-
-Th

"
"01

ment a d 'Innovation (R/D4I) context. The general purpose is to present

an illustrative discussion of the interactions between I/U processes
-.

and other, contextual features of the R/b&I system, and to demonstrate 'NI

the aOicability-and use of the = contextual analytical framework by

selecting a particular,issue of the I/U feature for more intensive

investigation. In this manner,:it is intended to, elaborate on hot; the

method of contextual analysis permits*-the'development of a basis for

theoretical analyaik, empirical research, policy options and action

programs with regard tothe I/U function in RfD&I systems.

The particular issue that gill be dealt with in depth here is the

Structural Attributes of User Organizations. This may be considered,

to be especially important with regard to the implementation and

utilization of innovations.

4

'fig

4

.No'ClEliMI is madeabouttheexhaustiveness of the treatment presented'

here. Rather, the coverage of the 'various topics and of theAitera-

tUke is meant to be illustrative and representative of the-total. array

of contextual Issues.
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II. iqPLECISTAfflION/UTILIZATICIN"

. .

1. 'Background A

Implementation and utilization are the key stages in the process of
P

-innovation which determine the extent toWhich new ideas, products and

processes are actuallTsuccessful in practical, real settings. His-

'torically neglected areas, implementation and utilization became

iml3ortarit concerns when research shoWed that high levels of innovation

as measured by adoption:decisions were'accompanied by-low levels of

innovation'when actual practices were observed, indcating alack of

translation of innovations into practice, and a general tendency in

-diffusion research,to stop at the point where decisions to adopt were

made. .s.

While experience in different contexts varies considerably, in general

an examination of what happened to innovations after thilroption

stage showed that innovations, though adopted, very were not

implemented at all, were transformed during implementation into "more

of the same thing", or were withdrawn or terminated shortly after

installation. Generally, this lack of implementation was found to be

due to (a) a lack of capabilities in terms of skills of operating

personnel to deal with the complexities of the innovation; _and (b)

a resistance to innovation by operating personnel because of attitudes,

norms and user system constraints. It is clear that in or4er ro deal

effectively with implementation and utilization problems, these atti-

tudinal and capability requirements and issues must be examined. How

ever, attitudinal problyge are merely a subset of a total set of issues'

that require consideration in this context -- something that is not

always self evident if one bases one's judgment on the existing research
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Radnor (1976) pdints out two major problems of existing research in

this field.

1) There is little that has.been done with regard to positioning

the research in the actual context in which the activity takes

place. Questions relating to the kinds of con#itions, resources,

people, etc. need-.4to be the starting=point for research in this.

area. The general emphasis has' been in the "client/researcher"

relationship without a recognition of the overall context with-
.

in which this relationship takes place.

'2) Much of ,the literature deals with the psychological and philo-

sophical issues involved in implementation/utilization (I/U)

'and normative recommendations are made without a concrete

. understanding of the tangible, practical factors necessary or

important to successful I/U. For example, much of the

research emphasizes the values and attitudes, that make user

system operating personnel resistant to certain kinds of

innovations, but does not adequately deal with the technical

and structural problems that'constrain innovation, and with

the kinds of support systems, resources, planning procedures

etc. that are'required to deal with these problems (e.g.: see

Bean et al., '1975) .

There is a need to address the problems of implementation /utilization with

A recognition of these various issues, and it is largely this need that

issrt by the contextual analysis ,framework that constitutes the

basis of the current discussion..

2. Concepts and Definitions

Because I/U has been a relatiVely neglected function, the .

Conceptualization of,the implementation and utilization process has

tended to be vague:and obscure, resulting- in a lack of its distinction

from other proceSses/stages of R/D&I. Thus, in many of the models of

innovation, the implementation stage either s bsumes, or is-subsumed

by', other, stages in the process.
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At this point, a brief note of the way in which implementation and .

utilization are seen in terms of each, other is in order.1 For most

purposes, implementation and utilization may be treated as a single

function. .Hpwever, this is not to deny that there exist certain concrete

qualitative differences between the. two.

These differences are evident from".the way in which these terms are
- o

used in the literature - sometimes differently, sometimes interchangeably.

It is necessary to recognise that both Usages have some validity, and

that.implementation and utilization are not only dissimilar in some

ways but also similar. Furthermore, quite often the two functions

overlap or coincide, thus making fine distinctions more difficult.

In this, paper we recognise these problems of usage and terminology,

and addressthem in our discussion as and when appropriate.

For the purpose,of making an initial conceptualization of this function,

we refer to the model of the process of innovation suggested by

Zaltman, Duncan and Holhek (1973). This, model fairly clearly delineates

the position Of the implementation stage in the overall innovation

process, but fails to .deal with t acquisition and utililationstag64

in any detail. However, implemeation is seen as compriSigg(a), the

,initia. implementation substage; (b) the continued sustained implemen-

tation substage. Thus, an.elementary notion ofUtilization is present

in the model, though it is not explicitly presented as such.

Based on these qualifications, and on our understanding of the innova-

tion process, it is possible to present a modified version of this model

which provides an adequate and realistic starting point for the present

discussion of implementation and utilization in terms of the total

context of the innovation process (Figure 1).

Based on this understanding of the implementation and utilization

processes, wemay now present the specific definitions of these terms

as they are used in this discussion.

9
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1N. Implementation sUbsumes all those PrOcesses relating to,
.3. \

producer and user activities resulting in at least One trial'
- -

run of the innovation.in
,,

the user organization.. These °

, activities include installation,- .besting., debugging and moni-

toring during and after the trial ru9;

2. Utilization refers to the processes resultng in the `innovation

being accepted by the-user organizationoon 4 continued, sus-
. ..

tained basis. These include.the prOcesses o routinization,

standardization, institutionalization, accept ce.and maintenance.

These definitions imply several substages to the two stages which,

when taken together desCribe the.cobplete incorporation of an innova-

tion into'a uSer°organization. They also.describe implementation
,

and utilizati*aa*interrelated and segmental concepts where utilize:.

tion may be said to commenoe,after a certain time duration or level

of impleMentatiam. Insofar as there is no SignifiCant analytical

or descriptiye advantage to be gained from establishing a fine and

exact distinction between the twophases, we. may gener ly refer to

implementation/utilization as one'integral process.

Nevertheless, it is.also important for,analyticai purposes to describe

id sufficient detail the various dimensions and substages of the I1U

process and the relevance or influence these have on overall I/U
. I

,

success or failure. ThUs, though we have. provided broad definitions
,

of implementation and utilization, it is necessary to understand
..

what.are the various processes and characteristics associated With'

the I/Ulatage; in other words what are the analytical dimensions of

'implementation and utilization? ! :

120
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I. 10itifition stage

(

1. f
Knowledge-awareness substage

2. Formation of attitudes toward the innovation.

substage

, 3. Decision substage

4. Acquisition substage

. II. Implementation /Utilization- stage

Ao-

Initial implementation'substage

2. Continued-sustained utilizatioft substage

Modified Zaltman, Duncan, Holbek Model of the Innovation. Process

SOURCE: Zaltman, Gerald, Duncan, Robert, and Holbeck, Jonny,

Innovation and Organizations, John Wiley and Sons, New,

York, 1973.

FIGURE 1
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III. ANALYTICAL DIMENSIONS OF IMPLEMENTATION MD UTILIZATION

Based on the definitions of. implementation arid utilization.presented

earlier, and on the understanding of Ihis function as involving a

moreor less continuous procesS,'one may describe 1/U by means of, a

cycle that commenceS during or soon after the acquisition stage and.'
. ,

continues .thrOuglirggstained and staide...uti14.Zation. Figure 2 depicts

* this cycle and .permits us to identify theyaridus.subsCages that are

relevant for our,purposes.

It is important to note that the 1yclical schematization of tge I/U

function in Figure 2 is not meant to imply a progressive linearity to

the process of I/U, with each stage following the preceding one.

Indeed one of the major arguments made with regard tq the analytical

framework is that the'entire process of innovation consists of sev-

eralerak interactive dimensions and functions, andthat stages which may

be'seen as occuring later can quite well be the earliest to begin.

For example,'user acceptance of an innovation may take place long.

before the need-identification stage, and can even inflTehce the ,4?!..,

need- identification stage in terms. of particular choices over others.

A recognition of this interactive nature of the R/D&I process is

viesl to an overall contextual understanding of the I/U function.

Thus, even though'the manner of presentation here is sequential,

dealing with one feature or issue at a time, this is not meant to

imply any "determinate" sequence of events to the process.

Based on this diagram and the approach that we bring to this analysis,

the analytical dimensions of the I/U process can be categorized as

follows:

1: Implementation/Utilization Processes
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I

2. Implementation/Utilization 'Process Characteristics

4

3.
1
Producer/User Characteristics

We elaborate on each of these beloW.
B

'

.Implementation/Utilization Processes

A. Pre Implementation/Utilization Processes

These involve VI:vise activities which result in the initiation of
*

the innovation process in the user organization. .Three important

processes that frequently precede any,actual introdudtion or

utilization,of au innovation are

Knowledge-Awareness Formation

In most (though not all) cases prior to the actual adoption

and use of an innovation, there must be an awareness of its

existence and a recognized need for it. This process then is

a natural, and normal precursorto any subsequent ianovatipn

processes.

Generally, there has been some lack,of,clarity as to whether

the existence of a need leads'to the development of an inno-
.

vation (market "pull") or the existence of an innovation

generates a. need foi it'(market "push"). According.to.Rogers

and Shoemaker, empirical research.does not provide a definite

answer. The situation in reality is most likely that it it

not one.or the other, but both, and the issue of whether

needs generate innovatitifts, or vice versa, is a situation-

ontingent, context-specific and interactive issue.*

*8ee for ample the studies of von Hippel (1976 and 1977) in which he

found the users to have the dominant role in several high tethnology

areas.

1 2
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b. Formation of Attitudes Toward the Innovation.

Along with the
r

initial awareness" of An innovation (oi at least

recognition that a change in established ways mi(st be explored),

attitudes towaids innoVation_in general, as well as towards

specific' new items under consideration are also important'

These attitudes includoosuch dimensions as receptivity to

innpwation, perceptions of the impact of the innovation on the

organizItion, perceived threats to status and power structures,

and attitudes about the organiZation% Capability to use the

innovation.

The attitudes that are formed at this stage play a critical

role in the tucceds of the innovation of particular

'importance in the extent to which individual attitudes are
o

.

compatible with overt behavioral requirements of the Annava-

tion: Resistance to innovations in the use organization can

Often develop at this atage in.-the process.

c. Decision to Adopt or Reject the Innovation

The third pre-implementation process is also important before

actual'iMplementation begins (or does not take place). Gener-

ally, once the decision .to adopt is made, the stage is set for

beginning the concrete implementation and utilizatiod of the

-,innovation.

It is important to look at the decigiOn substage discretely

becauseit is during thisStage-thatthe various factors that,

influence the initial conditions for innovation come together
-

with the priorities of the user organization and translate

into a tangible,. operationally relevant outcome; a
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decision. The nature of this dedision and, the goals or

objectives it is supposed to accomplish have important

implications for how the' implementation and utilization

proceeds.,

0.

In the description of these pre-implementation and utilVa-

tion processes, there has been some overlap with issheaand

factors that really belong to earliei features such aIacqui-

sition or adoption. This is,both unavoidable, given thA

situation that such overlap is reflected in real life condi-

tions, and intentional,' because it p

certain processes that may take place

us to indicate how

ing acquisiti

etc. have direct relevance to the manner in which I/U i

undertaken.

B. Implementation Processes

These include all the subs ages that take place between points B

and C on the U curve in Figure 2, and which are concerned with

installatitin initial trial runs, and build-pp to capacity levels.

Theie.indlude.

a. Preparatory Activities

,,Initial preparations must be made by both the producer and

the user of the innovation in order to facilitate and create

,favorable or required conditions for installation.

b. Installation

This may be in the form of installation of new machinery and

equipment, launching ofa new program, introduction of a new

administrative system, etc.

lk

126_'.
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An important dspect of installation is that many hitherto

.unforeseen or unexpected obstacles to the innovation in the

form of resentments and attitudinal obstacles that had been

pushed beyOnd threshhold limits become apparent through

direct contact with the innovation.

c. Testing/Debugging

No system is perfectly suited'and designed for its new organi-

.0zational environment, and no matter how confident one may be

that all fbkeseeable problems_haveeri-taken-care-of, the

importance of testing and debugging a new innovation cannot

be understated.,9 The problem of testing is more vague, and

hqnce more important, in the case of lion-embodied innovations

stick as new:cladsroom,tec04ques,etc., than in the case of

machines and equipment. The main objective in this stage is

to check if (a) the system components work as they are supposed

to, (b) the system does not have any built in defects or "bug &',

(c) the components are well "matched" with each other:.

d. Trial Run

-- Though there is some Overlap between the testing/debugging.

stage and the. trial run stage, an important distinction is

that testing and debugging may be carried out.on individual

Components of the-system and may only entail ahort, limited

runs, whereas the trial stage involves the operation of the',

-total system, with-all its components, for'bhe first time and'

for areiativelyelonger period of time.

7
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e. Monitoring/Evaluation/Feedback

Identification of defects, inadequacies and inconsistancies,

as well as the revaluation of the impact and success of the
.

innovation on the basis of its initial operationx constitute

an important substage in the implementation process. During

'this stage modifications and adjustments may be made, feedback
. ,

is obtained, ana overall appraisal of the innovation, its

consequences and its problems is possibld. .

. 114tY
, 1

C. Utilization Processes

We have earlier-made the argument that implementation and utiliza-

tion basically constitute an-integral process, and that the diffA-

ences between them are largely qualitative.. Nevertheless, it is

useful to describe utilization processes separately insofar as they

relate to a different portio of the curve in Figure 2. This adds

to the.,rithness of the lopslyti l'ilimensions we are describing here.

Though this may resultin some overlap of proCesses, the basis
.

difference between the tentaeive and initial naiureyf implemen-

tation, and the more stable, sustained nature,of utilization. raises

the possibilitychat processes which seem similar may indeed

have different implications during utilization than during

implementation. Furthermore, weTrefer in such cases to err

in the direction of redundancy rather thanrisk the omission

of what maybe key issues.

The main processes in the utilization stage are as follows:

at Replacement/MOdification of Existing Equipment

*

The introduction of,an innovation into an organizitioil has

direct implications for existing equipment and systems.

1 8
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Either the new innovation is to replace this, or it is to

modify.and expand on the ongoing activities. Thus, an impor-

tant,factor for consideration is the' manner in which the new

innovation necessitates changes in existing: equipment or

style.t Prior to any stable utilization Of the, new innovation,

issues and actions related to this situation need to be

addressed.

b. Routinization and Standardization

It is during this phase that the incorporation of the innova-

tion in the (organization takes on a stable and mature dimen-

sion. The development of routines for behavior and problem

solving, and the generation of standards and rules with regard

to the new innovation is a fairly arduous process that needs

to be gone through before the innovation can truly be said

to have become a:"Part" of the organization.

c. Institutionalization

The r8utinization a standardization process leads to the

eventual institut nalization of the innovation in the organi-

zation. It is during this period that organizational struc-

tures, working patternaand rules and regulations crystallize
4

and take tangible forms and meaningsin relation to the

innovation.

d. Monitoring /Evaluation /Feedback

Just as during the'imPlemeniation stage, the careful evalu-

ation and monitoring of the operations and outcomes of the

innovation, and the apeopriate modifications and design and

development of feedback sys,tems are important processes in

utilization. jirlorder to ensure cO4inued-sustained operation,

it is'necessary to ensure relia0.eand aecurate monitoring
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and evaluation mechanisms. MonitorAkg/evaluation/feedback

during utilization is different from the same process in

implemehtation to the extent that here the emphasis is more

on lohg, term stableoperation rather than short term, initial

testing and evaluation, and thus the design and development

'of adequate feedback and monitoring systems plays an important

'role.

e. Maintenance and Acceptance

In order to give the innovation a more mmanent and contin-

uous capability in the organization after' it has reached a

stable level of utilization, adequate measures need to be

taken to ensure thIlt the techniques, vrogiams and systems are

maintained in working,order. Organizational and operational

problems need to be continually dealt with and this implies

the ne6d-for a continuous maintenance operation.

Alongside this process is the gradual acceptance of the inno-

vation by the members of the organization. Though initial

resistance and obstacles may have been overcome earlier, it

is only after t innovation has been in use for some time

that one can e and discuss the extent to which it has

been accepted in a positive manner.by the members. This

final attitudinal issue is a critical one and depends to a

large extent on the degree to which the decisions, strategies

and structures associated with utilization, were undertaken

or designed with a view to the encouragement of long term

stable acceptance ofthe innovation by the individual

lk.

concerned.

f. Extension/Improvement/Additional Functions

Once the innovation has reached a stable level of

utilization andhas been operating in this manner for some

Yap
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4.4
time, therelay,arisesituations or needs which require the

'A 4,

extension or improveme of the functioning of the innovation,

or the addition of new.functions.

ill some cases, this may iiltimately lead to the adoption of a

new innovation by the organization. Generally-this stage

garacterizes
the period -between innovations and constitutes

the key link that connects-this cycle with the next cycle

innovation. Extensions, and improvements might be contin-

uing on the current innovation even as decisions and 'processes

a taking place with regard to the acquisition and adoption

of new innovation. To a large extent what happens during

Stage determines whether or not the innovation is going

e replaced or not. If the innovation cannot be extended

imptoVed upon to address new and emerging organizational

ne:ts.then the pressure to acquire a new innovation will be

gOkate,

4 4'
, 1.'

So far, wir'have described the various sub-processes that constitute

the ditlerall'.IZU stage. Our enrigasie haiheen on the detailing of the
,..."

. .

Ir ,,

, .rconstituent , of these processes and their implications in terms of

analysis. ,',tn this sense, the analytic diMpasions thus far discussed.-
havia-vaiue lisiinly in their capacity as descriptive categories of the,

.,

In function. They still leave unanswered, or unaddressed, issues that

rEl" o the explanation and predictionaof I/U behavior, and the
, 1i

translation of these issues in terms of practical and tangible behavior
i

of the various entities involved in theyrocess. The remaindei of this

section will deal with these issues.

First, we must look at how the 'different ptocesses of the I/U function

influence for are influenced by) contextual features. It is by examining

the nature of theseinteractions that we can better explain and predict

I/U process behavior. Towards this end, we identify sets of process

characteristics; i.e., attributes of the I/U process, which are modified
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or in turn modify conAextual factors, associated with the various

processes already described, a d briefly examine their meaning for

the overall I/U function.

Ww

Secondly, in order to give,our analytical base further practical

relevance, we latet look at the concrete entities that participate

in the I/U process, and explore (a) their characteristic structures

and attributes; and (b) how, these attributes and characteristics

interact with various elements of the I/U process;

Basically, there are' two types of entities that are of importance,

producer organizations and user organizations, and we shall focus our

attention on the characteristics of thede organizations and the nature

of relationships between.producers and users in order to understand

how these interact with I/U processes.

1

However, our discussion of these next two setaof analytical dimensions,

namely I/U Process Characteri cs :nd Producer/User Organizations, will

not be as detailed as the above dis -sion of I/U Processes. This

is in keeping with the illustrative and demonstrative emphasis of

analysis. Thus, instead of exploring in detail the micro features of

these analytical dimensions, AL shall present some general comments

about each of the. sets, and a listing of their particular components.

I/U Process Charac ristics

Associated with the various subprocesses of implementation and'utili-

zation are certain process characteristics. We, may understand these

as indicators, measures, or descriptors of conditions and constraints

which, in interaction with contextual factors, modify the behavior and

operation of the various I/U processes. In this sense, they may be

understood as those characteristics of the I/U process which link it

up with contextual factors in an analytically relevant manner.

Thus, for example, an important characteristic of the pre-implementation/

utilization proCess is the level and scope of producer/user contact

132 k
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prior to implementation. This factor will play a major role in deter-

mining the nature of the knowledge /awareness substage and the problems/

issues that emerge at this point. Furthermore, the level and scope of

producer/user contact will itsdlCdepend cn contextual factors and

constraints.

To give another example, the process changes resulting from implemen-

tation will have a strong influence on the way in which the implemen-

tation process progresses and the contingencies it faces. Contextual

factors such as organizational resistance'to change and formalization

of organizational structure will 'in turn influence the types of process

changes that result from implementation.

The various' characteristics associated with the subprocesses of the

I /U,function are liated'below.

(a) Pre-Implementation/Utilization Characteristics

(i) Level and Scope of Producer/User Contact Prior to

Implementation:

- (ii) User Information Seeking Style

(iii) Level of Formalization of User Decision Making

Evaluation Processes

(b) Implementation Characteristics

(i) Level and Scope of Implementation Activities

(ii) Technical and Skill Requirements

(iii) Processual and Structural Changes Resulting from

Implementation

(iv) Adjustments Required by Implementation

(c) Utilization Characteristics

(i) Scope and Level of System Adaptation Required for

. Successful Utilization

(ii) ,..Conditions for Sustained Utilization

(iii)' Structural and Processual Changes Resulting from

' Sustained Utilization



(iv) Adjustments RequirsdADUring.SUstained Utilization
(v) Constraints on Utilization

5.

3. Producer/User Characteristics

The final set of analytic dimensions are those dealing with the
producer and user organizations and their interrelationships. The
Characteristics of the structures and methods of functioning of theie
organizations are important influences in the succees of implementation
,and iltilization, and an understanding of the various issues that are
important in this context is vital to successful implementation and
utilization.

,/
It is necessary to,note here that whereas the I/U processes and
process characteristics described earlier are directly related to the
I /U- feature, producer/user characteristics are not necessarily as
iirecilx connected, but still remain equally important since the
practical outcome of implementation and utilization 4.13 to a large
extent dependent on the structures; strategies-and methods of operation
of the producer and user organizations. :It is for this reason that
we include producer and user characteristics as a necessary subset of
the titalytic dimensions of I/U. -

1

For example, the ability of the producer organization to train user
organization members in the operation of the new innovation will be
a major influence on the successful implementation and use of the
innovation. Thus, it is not enough for 'the producer organization to
provide training facilities for user members. It must also be capable
of effectively administering-the required traini in the appropriate
manner.

To give another example, the existence or non-existence,of change
agents riorexperience, power positions and degree of legit-
imization the user organization will be major determinants of
the ease oh, the innovation gain's acceptance and is actually
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implemented in the organization. The location of these change agents

and the strength of the linkages between producer organization members

and such agents will also be important factors in this context.

Producer/user characteristics can be subdivided according to whether

they relate (a) to producer organizations, (b) to user organizations,

(c) to the relationship between producers and users. However, a point

needs to be made about such a categorization. The distinction between

producer and user organizations is a funct onal distinction and does

not necessarily mean that the two are alwiys different from each other.

In many instances of innovation, the producer organization is the one
4
wbich is also the user. This is particularly a common occurrence when

one unit in. an organization deVelops an innovation which is to be used

by another unit.

The importance of the distinction is in terms of the different problems

and issues that arise in each. Thus, an organization in its role as

arOducer faces certain problems and decisions. The same organization,

in its role as a user, faces a different set of issues.

Finally', the relation bet een producers and users acquires a broader

meaning T.ihen seen in this context. Thus, producer-user relations does

not refer only to relations between two different organizations, but

can also refer to internal relations between units within the same

organization.,

1

With these points in mind, we may now list the various characteristics

of producer/user organizations.

Jr

A. 'Producer Organization Characteristics

a. Producer Implementation Capability .

b. Ability to Train User Personnel

c.- ,,Role of Key Producer Personnel in I/U

1
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d. Service Cope) lity

e. Technical and n Resources

f. Producer Organization - Environment

B. User Organization-Characteristics

a. Barriers/Incentives to Innovation

b. User ImplemenVStion Capability

c. Innovation Entry Points

d. Role of Rey Personnel'in I/U

e. Status Relationships Among Innovators

f. User Organization Structure

C. Producer-User Relationship Characteristics

a. Producer-User Communications Channels

b. Past Experiences Between Producer and User

d.

Hierirchical Locations of Producer-User Linkage Points

Stability and Reliability of User Relation With Source

of papovation

This completes our discussion of the analytic dimensions of implemen-\

tation and Utilization. The three sets of Such dimensions are:

1. I/U Processes

2. I/U Process Characteristics

3. Producer/User Characteristics

and are summarized in Figure 3. Although this list of dimensions

does net claim to'be exhaustive lit its coverage of all the issues in

I/U; it does provide a fairly representative and comprehensive per-

spective on this feature.

r



ANALYTIC DIMENSIONS OF THE.

IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION TEATIME
41),

I. I/U PROCESSES

A Pre - Implemental on Utilization ProceSses

Implementation

C UtiliZation Processes,

2.. I/U PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS.
r

Pre -Implementation/Utilizaton Characteristics

Implementation Characteritics

L.

Utilization Characteristics

3. PRODUCER/USER CHARACTERISTICS .

A Producer Organization Characteristics.
0

User Organization Characteristics

C Producer-User Relationship Charactericics

-÷ (Selected for intensive investigation)

.(4

FIGURE 3
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IV. SELECTING. AN ISSUE FOR CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS.

,

As mentioned earlier, the major.purpose,ofthis paper is to present

an illuStrative contextual analysiS of a particular issue of the.I/U

feature, in order-to elaborate on,.how this method of analysis permits
0

the development of a basis for theoretical and practical analysii with.

regard to I/U in R/D&I. tThis involves, the development of a ric des-\
criptive taxonoMy of variables that csp be used by both researChe s and

practitioners. involved in I/U. For researchers it may act to provide a

4-

more complete description of the I/U phesonemOnin its context than has

generally been used For practioners it maylmovide the basis for

strategic decision making as regards the selectibn and pursuit of pro-

grams and projects. An.initial elaboration of this system context with

respect to implementation issues in .operations research has been elab-

orated by Radnor (1977) and. the present discussion is an extension and

development of this framework.

We have selected for this purpose, the issue of "User Organization

racteristics", ich has been briefly discussed in the preVious

'section. Though to .a large extent this selection is arbitrsry, we

do feel that.the role and impact of user organization characteristics

. on the I/U process is a particularly useful issue to investigate in

depth in the context' of educational R/D&I. However, this is not' to

.dminpliy the importance of the other d nsions, and we may reiterate

here that in order to deVelop a full comp rpEive contextual analysis,

a complete exploration of all the dimensions in Figure 3 is necessary.

1. User Organization.Chlaracteristics

User organization characteristics have been described as one set of

analytic dimensions of the I/U feature. It is necessary to note here

138
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that alone, these characteristics ` are neither necessary nor sufficient

to insure successful implementation or utilization. However, their,

very, presence or absence; and interaction with other contextual

characteristics, influences the configuration of the I/U patterns

and Rrocesaiesi.

. !

The six user characteristics described earlier, which are ty no means

eXhaustiiie, provide a fair representation of factors foundin the

literature. While 'they vary in the extent to which they have already

been the subject of analysis and investigationeaCh is worthy of
o

further exploration, as noted in the folloWIng brief comments.

A. BarrierS/Incentives.to Innovate

'All'organizations.are not receptive, to innovation and such factors
'-'

as brgantzation structure, resource allocation, skills, inventory

and attitudes. of ;members may'inhibit innovation and act as barriers

to change. Also, the incentive scheMes and structures can influence

the success /failure of innovations. Incentives may be either.
int nal or external to the organilation. In the former category

would. e organizational rewards such as promotion, salary increases,r
status and group esteem, top-management support, etc. which accom-
pany the innovation, career. The latteereferprimarily to in entives

provided by the system to the innovating:organization; e.g.: rants,
subsidies, tax relief, etc:

B. User Implementation Capability

The ability of the organization, in terms of its material and

human skills, to successfully implement the innovation is an

important factor. The .increasing rate, level and scope of

innOvation'actiVities in brganizations results from and is an

impetus to the development of specialized personnel procedures,

improved coordination and control processes, and more efficient

13.3
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administrative strategies. These. specialized resources constitute

user capabilities and their design and use are receiving increasing

attention in efforts to rationalize I/U processes.

C. Innovation Entry Points

While the physical or structural location of a particular Juno-.

vationAn axiven organizationiagybe pre - determined, the initial

contact and subsequent negotiations preceding phySicatimplemen-

tation ac vities may be extremely varied. For example, the

initial chaknels of communication may be either formal or informal;
,

or the initiaa1 entry point could either be in top management or

in a functional unit. Similarly, suppliers; customers, board

members, boundary personnel (e.g.: purchasing and sales personnel)

and staff, may all serve as potential entry points for innovation.

The type and location. of the ent

initial conditions for subsequen

int in effect sets the

pr_cesses And.. thus plays a major

role in the progress of the I /U. process.

D.. Role of Key Personnel /Chance Agents in I/U

I/U processes' are seldom so routinized that the role of indivi

duels in influencing the.acceptance orrejection of. an innovation

can be overlooked. Innovations are often without similar precedent,

follow non - routine I/U procedures, have to be implemented under

conditions of considerable resistance and hae.limited funds

available. The role of key personnel. ecomes Critical in.over-

coming these and similar barriers.

0f particular importance are the roles of "prodUct champions".,

;'internal entrepreneurs", change agents and opinion leaders..he

first two terms refer to those indilfiduals who are willing and

have the - resources to. follow and "push" n innovation.through
,
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7.

all the obstaclestand barrie6 it is likely to encounter to the

,point where it fihally gains acceptance and legitimacy.'

Thus, they overcome resistance, absorb uncertainties, resolve
12

conflicts, gather resources; encourage acceptance, and enhance

successful- implementation and utilization o f. the innovatiah.

4
Change agents and opinion lefiders'are imilarly important, except,

that'their major role is to change udes and create' favorable

conditions for the acceptance of the innovation. They need not

aecessartly be the "champions" of the innovation, but ma just

be influential persons with positive innovation attitudes. 'Aiso,

whereas the product champion generally belongs to the user organi-
,

'zatidn, the change agent or opinion leader may be from either

the producer, or the user organization,-or from a dupport system.

An important factor in this context is described by Rubenstein.et al.

(1967) and built upon by Radnor (1972), and deals with how innovative

groups sometimes go through a series of life cycled in becoming inte-

grated as an innovative force_inthe organization. :The significance

of this historical pattern is that behaviors and strategies (of

. genuine top management support) might have differential impact and

'relevance depending on the phase in which they took place.

E. Status and Power Relationships

le 'Elm.This factor r ers to the relative of organization meMbe
,

concerned with the innovation process (and more generally with

the power and authority patterns in the user orgatzation). For

-example, what is the relative status in the organization of persons

Involved in knowledge production.(KP) processes as compared to

those involved in knowledge utilization (KU) processes? What

4

4
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are the relative power and status diffe between Implementing

and utilizing personnel, especially en they are in different

subunits? 40'

Further, this ptoblem of relative status extends beyond the

organization. For example, membership or affiliation-with a pro-

fessional organization may affect the status within the organi-

zation of certain individuals, and also may lead to different

group pressures regarding an innovation. Also, members of producer

organizations may'sometimes be perceived as having higher status

than user organization members, which in turn would affect the

interaction between the two during, the course of I/U.
,,

Finally, the consequences of the adoption of the innovation for

;.,-; status and power relations would play an important part in

Alow different persons approach the innovation and react to it.

ahose 1.7hO;eStitni'Verald a achietneelY"affected ,tend to be

more resistant to 'the innovation than those whose status:will be

enhanced. The degree to which the necessary changes'in status

'relations can be made without upsetting the dtability,of the

Organization is an important determinant of the extent to which

the innovation is, successfully implemented and used.

F. User Organization Structure

This is the issue that we have selected for further in-depth

analysis. The structure of the organization refers to the

relatively stable established patterns of interactions an

relationships within the organization, and structural dimen-

sions include such factors as centralization, routinization,

complexity and cOordination: In general, the structure of an

organization describes the level'of bureaucratization and
14

rationalization of its activities, and determines to a large
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f
extent the manner in which indiVidOalsand groups in the organi-

zation interact.with each other over periodsofftime. As '.far

as the introduction of,an Wovation is concerned, the structure

of the organization may presentobstaclesl,to its successful

implementation and utilization,. especially if the innovation
!(1,

requires a SubStantially different structure from the existing
.,_.

one.

"'Since user organization structure has? been selected for, closer

focused analysis, we shall further elaborate on this character-
«

istic in the next section.

In Figure 4 are listed the. six .user organization tharacteristics
., .

°

that have been desdribed above.;

. Narrowing he FocuS: User Orkanization Striactute'

4
al.)

In the previous section, we. had se).ectecC"usei organilation character-

istics" as they subject for Closer:analYsis, nd
,

we lled described
a

a
, . ir - a

the:general dimensions of this issue of:the'I/U:function. We now:
, 9 '

.

narrow our focus further, selecting user.orgdO:zation structure as
.., .-, : ..

the particular emphasis for further,anal,Yeis.: It should be noted',

however, that this selection is not meant to indicate any patticular.
, .

. .

importance to user structure over
other.A

aspects of user charactetistics.
, . _

.
. -

Ou major purpose is to pteeent an illustratille contextual analysis

of the I/U function, and thd selection'of, the yeer'otganitation

s ructu4e for more inteneiVeanalysis has been.Made with this purpose
d

in mind.

We Can, at thisildint, brieflY.Indicate how weAhave progressed from
, , ,

.
.

our initial consideation:of the oVerall'I/U funetiOn to our current

specific focus.. on user' Organization structure. This will not only

( et.
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SEk.ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

1. Barriers/Incentives to Innovate

2.'. User Implementation Capability

3. Innovation Entry Points

. Role of Key Personnel/Change Agents

5. Status and Power Relationships

User Organization Structure

a

FIGURE 4

Selected for Further

In-depth Investigation

6
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demonstrate the methodology that we are using, but a so present the S
reader with a perspectivd on this issue n the cont t of our over*
contextual framework.

As shqwn in Figure 5, our approach has been one of progressively
narrowing the focus of our analysis, and at the same time maintaining
strong analytical linkages between levels. Thus we started with
the general list of features of the 11/ I system!, selected I/U for. .

special analysis, described I/U in ter4 of its analytic dimensions
and chose one for further investigationl and fiially arrived at our

/present level of analysis......a.e., user 4iganiz tionatructure. We .

still have one more stage oVeduction 'o. 6 hrough before. we actually
commence the...analyala;'-and this will be lt with in the following
seetion.

! /

.. /
:

', 5 /
To return to our discussion of. organization structure, this may be viewed
from several perspectives. In .current organization theory, a generalorganization' theory,

is made between informal structure and drmal Structure.
t!.:(Rail, 1977). Mainly, this has been due to a growing.awareness that the

formal aspect of an organization's ali*uCture does not include those
. .. ,4..,-A 1

dimensions of the organization whiiaie'less "visible", more random,.,...1, .

and pertain to activities not directly dealing with organizational
goals andxobjectiNes. This distinc On:between formal and informal
structures is not meant to imply a 4ra1ghtforward dichotomy, but

41 .rather to indicate that in several instaires,behaviors and situations
that occur in the formal sphere cannot be fully understood without a.

. consideration of. the informal aspects,. aid ,vice veNa.
.e.1

Formal structural dimensions refer primarily to those features of
an organization which are designed to establish the framework, pro-1 4

.cedures and relationships seen as necessary to organization's stable
,operation and growth. Raes, regulations and formal operating
procedures, along with the formal

dil4sions, categorizations and
allocations that are established by the organization, 'are included
in this category.
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PROGRESSIVE REDUCTION AND

ebECIFICATION OF ANALYTICAL FOCUS

.07)

it/DU SYSTEM FEATURES. I

IMPLEMENTATION/UTILIZATION

USE ORGANIZATION. CHARACTERISTICS

USER ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

FIGURE 5

c-
ti
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Informal structure refers to those patterns and features that'emerge

or are created either in reaction to the formal structure, or as

alternative arrangements that address needs and priorities which are

not considered or dealt with adequately by the formal organization.

To a large extent, the actual types.of interactions that take place

on the informal level parallel those that occur on the formal level,

and often the only difference between the two is the degree to which

these interactions and patterns are officially or formally recognized

by the organization. Thus, there can be informal authority structures

and communication channels which work as well as, and in practice

are indistinguishable from, formal authority patterns and communi-

cation channels. At the same time they can be non-parallel and

contrasting.

Another important distinction that is made with regard to structural.

'-characteristics of organizations is between the attributes of structures

*hd:the:funotiuns,or processes associated with structures. Again,

subtle distinction and is not meant to be looked at as a

dichotomization of the organizational structure. There is a strong

relationship between the structural attributes and the processes of

an organization, with each defining and being defined by the other.

Thus, for example, we may speak of complexity as being a structural

attribute, and of coordination as being the function...or process associa-

ted with complexity.and the need to manage this complexity.

Finally, we may describe organization structure in terms of the over-

all patterns thst4haracterize them.' Several models have been

suggested in the literature with regard to this issue, and the one most

relevant to our present discussion is Burns and Stalker's (1961) conceptu-

alization of mechanistic/organic patterns. The mechanistic organizatiori

is described as inflexible, rigid, and generally less likely to inno-*

vate whereas the organic organization is described as responsilve,

flexible, adaptive and more likely to innovate. Insofar as we are
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discussing issues relating to innova

since'it highlights in an explicit

or discourage organizational, inno

In summary, we may debcribe

tjiis distinction.is important

the condition.? that encourage

zati,ons in terms of:

1. Formal Structures

2. Informal StrUctures

3. Processes Associated with Structures

4. Structural Attributes

5. .0verall Patterns

Figure 6 presents the, main features of these various perspectives on

organizational structure. -Eadh of these dimensions of organization

structure can constitute the ,basis -for an extensive and meaningful

contextual

in the scope o

Forour'purposes, we make a further reduction

sis, and focus on-Structural attributes of user

organizations as the specific topic that we will deal with.

3. Narrowing the Focus Further: Structural Attributes of User

Organizations

At this point it is useful%to recapitulate the successive-features
.

which have been selected tok'reach a level of analysis sufficiently

narrow in scope to yi ld a useful basis for research and policy analysis.

This process is shown in Figure 7, which is essentially an elaborated

version of Figure 5 with the addition of the final stage in the process

of reduction, i.e., structural attributes of user organizations.

The structural attributes noted in this figure are described below:

A. Centralization/Decentralization

is refers to the extent-to which decision making and other

T
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:USER ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

FORMAL

1. Authority Patterns

2. Power Structure

3. Delegation of Tasks

4. Vertical and Horizontal Communication Channels

INFORMAL I

1. Group Liaison Patterns

2. Leadership Patterns .

3. Informal Status Relationships

4. Communication Networks

PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH STRUCTURES

1. Coordination

2. Cooperation

3. Planning /Decision Making

4._ Operation

5. Control

STRUCTURAL ATTRIBUTES

1. Centralization/Decentralization

2. Formalization

3. Complexity

4. Integration/Differentiation

PATTERNS

1. Mechanistic

2. Organic

FIGURE 6

Selected for

further analysi%
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Siscorical Development 450.107

Invironsmat

Coals. Priorities and Policies

Inpleasetenos and Utilization

IIMPLDUNTATION AitD taturtatat 1

Pre-Inpleseetatide/Unliastise Process

Isplesentetioalprscesses

CLUJ:sties Protegee,

Deer Desensitise Characteristics

Essentives/BeFriers to Innovate

issiovation tntry Points

Deer Uplementation Capability

Deer Orientation Structure

VIM ORGANIZAT/0111 STRUG1111121

Formal Structure,

Informal Structure

Processes

Structural Attributes

ISTIUXTURAL ATTRIBUTES

Vernalization

Centralization/Decentralisation

Complexity

Integsation/DifforentiatIOn

FIGURE 7
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7.4

administrative practices respons lities are concentrated

within one or a few units in the orgAnizatiop.or are distributed

amOng.several units. Centralization has serious implications for

thr nature of communicati4 in the organization and the types of

de sion making processes that take place.
,---N.s ,

v
l

(/

Gelially, the degree of centralization has implications for the
\`

q ity and flow of information p. the brganization. A highly
r

maid id and centralized structure tends to cause members toradhere

t Pecified communication ChanneM. During the initiation

86E4' of innovation where uncertainty and need for awareness

req re substantial informatiopflows, this can have an adverseu:

imiia4 In'facij research has shown that less hierarchy-of auth7

orityl d re-participatithi in decision making can increase the

information available to the organization and hence increase
, 1

kaw,edge awareness at the initiation stage.
,,-; ,i.

-,-;,

,

;':'. . 1/
/

Duringlo cementation, however, a more specific line of authority
.

and ies naib'tlity is required to reduce problems such as role
i'4 1

conflict and ati4guity, And furthermore, thedecentralized

authdilti andTdelion structures, end to hinder implementation

because difficult for the organization to gather enough

influence over participants (Zaltman and Duncan1.977).-

. Formalization N.?

This refers to the e4ent to which formal rules and procedures

abOutorganigational activitiee'and behaviors have-been formally

and officially elaborated and expressed. Organizations that are

more formalized aregendrally characteriged b rigid bureaucratic
. I:

modes of operation.. On the other hand,,formalization tends *to

decrease uncertainty in functioning by providing speCific and

-detailed guidelines foreventualities that arise. Though it

would be argUed,,andaupported by much of the research, -that



successful innovation requires a realtiVely less formalized

.structure, during the iMplementation stage there As a lot to be

- said in,favor of increased formalization.. gadnor and Neal (1973)

found that thesuccessful implementation of operatiOn research -

management science activities in large'industrial organizations

facilitated by the delelopmeat of specific .formalized pro-

cedures, such as long range planning,'scheduling-and regular

progress reports.

Formalized-procedures provide both information and specific

techniques which help organizational personnel to use the innate -

vation. A lack of these formalized procedures Can lead to role

conflict and ambiguity during implementation

C. Complexity

This refers to the number of occupational specialities in the

organization, their extent ofHtheit specialitOtion-, the degree

of differentiation of task structure and the level of complexity

of the technology being used. Organizations generally tend to

11deielopincreasinglY.completructures as they grow and exPand,

and as their range of-activities increases. In another sense,

complexity may be understoocLaS the necessary concomitant of.

increased rationalization of organizational structure and activity.

The complexity of an organization's structure .1.6 an important

factOrAn the implementation and utilization process to the extent

that use the new innovation entails a confrontation

and coordination of this complexity in a situationof change and

uncertainty. The introduction of the innovation may run into

problems and obstacles that result froth this srexity
WhiCh is difficult to manage. Also, high 600 e4* tan 144 to

conflicts which hinder the process of implementation.--

k2.2)Alternatively, implementation sand util ion may itseltAead_tb

increased compleXity..by requiring more diversity or subgroup

formation.

152

ti
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D. Integratios/Differntiation

This is a structural concept that is somewhat" osely related to

complexity in the sense that a higher degree o*Iilferentiation

ris generally associated with complexity. However, this attribute

has a greater relevance in terms of the organization's ability to

coordinate its various activities and manage its opetations under

conditions of uncertainty.

Integration/differentiation generally-refera to (a) the extent to

which the organization's structure has been subdivided into special

ized and discrete subunits designed:to 'deal with the.widerange

of activities the organization undertakes, and (b) the extent .to..

which the organization has developedCoordinating and syatewatialing

medhanismi and roles. to enable these various'units to work together

towards overall organizational goals.-: AChigbly differentiated

organization Which does not possesaadequate integrative structures''

and mechanisms is likely to run-into:serigus dysfunCtional problems.

of uncertaintliond lack of coordination.

tr

In the contextof implementation..and.utilization',.which: generally

require an orchestration and coordination.of.various units and

functions in the organization for successful innovation; the

issue of integration/differentiation is:of special importance.

A good example is4Sapolsky's (1967) study of innovation in depart-

ment stores...The objec.t was to introduce innovations in the form

of separate buying and4selling functions, using computers in

merChandisi4, and implementing sophisticated OR and-11S techniques

in merchandise prObleMs. However, the diveraity in the Stores'

structural arrangements, their decenlalized decision making

and the existence of a large number. of,equallX situated subunits

(which in effect was an example of high differentiation and low

integration) led to frustiation of attempts to implement the

propoSed innovations (Zaltman and.Duncan 1977).
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V. BRIEF COMPREHENSIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL ATTRIBUTES
OF USER ORGANIZATIONS

Theanalys s so far has followed a "reductionist" methodology: Or a
step-by-s ep basis, we have gradually narrowed the focus of analysis
of t e I/U feature until we have reached a level of analysis which
is specific, enough for an analysis to be manageable, yet still rich
enough for meaningfulkpolicy analysis. This narrowing of focus is
mainly to facilitate,ths_exposition of the application of the contextual

analytical framework through the in depth.treatment. of one issue, and is
not meant to detract from the overall interactive nature of the framework.

Thus, it is as importantto look at the influence of I/U on structural
attributes as it is to examine the'impactfof structural attribtires.on

I/U(e.g.: Bean et al 1975). Generally, even when such relationships'are

dealt with, one iS focused on to.the exclusion of the other': To gain a
broad, actionorl*Lted'and comprehensive perspective bn this issue, it
is. necessary to take an integrated approach.

The process of interaction with contextual factors must be explored.

_inductively and deductively, from a theoretical and an empirical

basis, and frail the analyses-experience as well as the literature.

The initial matrix of coiparative features as discussed in 'chapters'

One and Two provides the basis for a deductivd'approacluto.
".

identify contextual interactions, as well as a starting point for

literature search,' theoretical analysis and empirical investigation.

In the'context of this discussion of the implementation and utiliza-

tion function in R/D&I systems, the basic\ttsearch question we are

dealing with is:

How do structural attributes of user organizations which influence

the implementation and utilization of innovations lead to varying

outcomes as a consequence of contextual conditions?

",Context ". is defined as the interactive effect of thewhble set of
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041
R/D&I system features. To permit full analysis of the issue of

"structural attributes of user organization" in the R/D&I system as a

function of context variation, it would be necessary to interact N
this feature issue with each of the R/D&I s stem features and feature

issues.. That is to say, we would initially the set of research

and policy questions that emerge from the interactio of structured,

attributes as an lie with for example: historica development,

environment, institutions, etc. A complete analysis adross every

feature of an R/D&I system context would be necessary to establish

a basis for a full contextual analysis. This is illustrated in

outline form in Figure 9.

Figurej; presents an illustration of how such a full contextual.

analysis could be done. It should be noted that this analysis does

not claim to provide answersbut relies on the knoWledge and exper-

iente of the analysts with the recognition that'the analysis is likely

to be improved through a seriesof iterations as more is learned.

55
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VI. IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF CRITICAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN

STRUCTURAL ATTRIBUTES AND CONTEXTUAL FEATURES FOR ILLUSTRATIVE

INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS

.P

-4 eMplete'and systematic analysis of each item in Figure 8that

would'be grounded in the literature is beyond the Ape of this

discussion. In 9,1 chapters devoted to the discussions of institutional

bases and of entrepreneurship (as a sub-issde within historical develop-

ment) we developed relatively detailed contextual analyses using the

complete matrix and then zeroed in on a more limited set of variables

for intensive analysis and discussion. In this chapter We have elected

to present this step4in an abbreviated fashioil and to concentrate more

of our discussion on the elaboration of the variables extracted from the
4`f*

detailed contextual review. This review was necessary in order to focus

in on questions of both high priority and general applicability to the

issue of:structural attributes of user organizations. In this review we

attempted to extract those key issues which surfaced in the analysis in

4-the sense of their being either, critical or pervasive across magyt
dimensions of the R/D&I system context.

1. Initi Identification of Critical Interactive Dimensions
7 4IF

ISinde a priori there is no reason why some structural attributes should

"be. selected over others, we examine the interactions betweN the range of

pstructural attributes and contextual features in order to identify

those which have the most potential'relevance. This process permits

us to narrow our focus to a manageable yet relevant level and at the

same time maintain the systematic approach we have talippll along.
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The micro level analysis of the structural attributes and their

interaction with major contextual features is necessary to gain

some notion of the most significant interactive dimensions. This

'is presented in Figure 8 . The interactions of most potential rele-

vance have been indicated by crosses-.By.-,Xamining the relative

frequencies of these interactions for different structural attributes

(across rows) and by combining this with the analyst's own knowledge

and experience and with the priorities that emerge from the literature,

we are able to identify a set of key structural attributes for closer

investigation. These are denoted by shaded squares in the last column

in Figure 8' .

11,

By the process described above, we have been able to identify the

most "robust" attributes of user organizations insofar as implementation/

utilization is concerned. Similarly, the most interactive or "robust"

contextual features (with respect to I/U activities) have also been

identified and denoted by shaded squares in the lowest row in Figure 9,

Taking these most robust attributes and features and combining them in

a matrix, we obtain a simplified perspective on the contextual

analysis of the structural attributes of user organizations in imple-

mentation /utilization. This is presented in Figure 10.
Jd
it

Again, it should be emphasized. that this reduction process is con-

ditioned by the perspective of the analyst. Theoretically, each cell

in, the matrix in Figure 8 is an area of potential relevance.in.

examining t1 impact of contextual features on structural attributes.

However, it is a basic assumption of this study that repeated ex-

tension, modification and utilization of this matrix will result

in identification of the critical contextual tearCres. These may

467
158
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rusuriE 9

I

N
CONTEXTUAL YSIS OF iTROCTURAL ATTRIBUTESOF

USERORGAN/ZATI NS WITH RESPECT TO IMPLEMENTATION AND
UTILIZATION .(I/U)

I. ENVIRONMENTS OF THE R/D&I SYSTEM i

Political and legal factors influancidg //U.

Legal requirements to install a pariC'Ular innovation
,

Social and cultural factors influencing i/U
S

Norms and values for (or against) tilizing a particular innovation

2Norms and values influencin$ the te and scope ofutilization

Economic factors influencing I/U

Funds allocated CO the utilization of particular innovations

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Institutionalization of I/U processes

Impact of development phases of R/D&I system on I/U

Critical events in the establishment of R/D&I systems insofar as
they affect I/U

Development and critical level of I/U skills to maintain, and
expand rate of utilization of innovatibns

Establishment of specialized services to facilitate I/U processes

Time effects

. On diffusion patterns of I/U
>.

. On identification of problems in I/U
On routinization of implementation mcesses

. On extent of utilization of innovations

III. . GOALS, PDLICIES, 'STRATEGIES

Producer/User.differences in goals/policies/strategies with respect to I/U

Differential perceptions of goals /policies /strategies with respect to
knowledge utilization within user organizations

Differential percept/On of implementing and utilizing personnel with
respect to innovation



Figure 9 (cont.)

Iv. INSTITUTIONAL BASE (NETWORK OF INSTITUTIONS)

Inter-system linkage_ with respece,to:J./U

Producer/user linkage patterns during I/u processes

Extent of user ability to work with a variety of producer
types during I/U

Extent of producer ability to work with a variety of user
types during I/U

Extent of producer and/or users tat work with suport s stems
during I/U

Interface structures.and liaison arrangements between
producer/user/support systems

Relative scope Of res ons ility of producers and users in I/U

Relative amount of in iative of producers and users in I/U
system

Extent of producer/user contact prior to I/U

Intra-Systim configuration with respect to I/U

Interface structures of subsystems involved in I/U

Characteristics-of I/U activities

. Specialization

. Formalization
. Complexity
. Routinization
.. Redundancy
. Seriality

Submit interdependence:

R/D&I system functions with respect to I/U
X'

Extent of cooierative (and. competitive) efforts among
institutions, regarding I/U.

Extent of cooperative (and conflicting) efforts within,
institutions regarding I/U

Primary loci of I/U activities in R/D&I system

R/D&I system decision processing relating to .VU activities,

. Producer
qk

'. User
. Superordinate/coordinate/subordinate systems

R/D&I system communication network for I/U activities

R/D&I system authority and. influence patterns which affect
I/U activities



Figure 9 (cont.)
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Relative status of I/U activities in comparison with other
R/D&I system activities

Group Processes in Relation to I/U

Dependence of I/U on group versus individual activity

Specialization of a single group regarding I/U
'activities

Sequential activity of several groups regarding I/U
activities

Role of I/U of innovations in growth, change and development
patterns of R/D&I system and its component organizations

Integration and differentiation of I/U functions in the R /D &I system.

V. NEED IDENTIFICATION

Need identification processes as they influence I/U activities

Extent to which structural attributes of user organikations are
taken into account in identifying the peed for a different
approach by users

Extent to which structural attributes of user organizations
are recognized in translating needs into innovation re-
quirements

Linkage between need identification activities prior to, during,' ,

and following I/U activities

Locus of need identification process

Extent to which I/U activities serve as a source of need
idatification

\Sp

Need ideniification process characteristics

Extent of communication gaps between need identification
processes and I/U processes

Extent of separation (or oyerlap)--in need
and I/U proce4ses

Relative specialization of organizational
need identification and I/U

Need identifiers

identification

structures for

Implementers as need identifiers

1\1

D ffering characteristics of need identifiers and implementers

. Level of specialization

. Level of education and experience



Figure 9 (cont.)

VI. GENERA\ON/RESEARCH
Search process characteristics

a

Extant to which I/U activitiea are examined in the search4 for innovation opportunities, ideas for innovations, or,,modifications in innovations
1

Ability of personnel involved in I/U activities to identify., innovation opportunities

Research ocess characteristics

Relative level 0.f-sophistication and creativity of researchand I/U activities ,,

Commonality of knowledge base:,and sources for researchand I/U personnel -
Extent to which user requirements, including structuralcharacteristics, are taken into account in research activities
Locus of idea generation activities

. Internal to'user

. External to user

I/U requirements for continuous linkage with idea generationcapability

VII. DEVELOPMENT

lroduct and process design and engineering requirements
I/U activities as design parameters

Modifi6ations in current innovation
....Mbdifications in subsequent'innovations

Customizing of innovations. as a result of individualI/U activities

Pilot scale operations (PSO), prototype development (PD) and testingprocedures (TP)
0

Need for user involVement as a pre-implementation activity
PSO, PD, and TP as methods of initial implementation
User organization structures PSO; PD, and TP
Uniqueness of target user when producing and using innovationsare done by different organizations

Development process characteristics in relation to I/U activities

user

Relative level of technological sophistication of developmentand I/U processes

162
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Figurt 9 (cont.)

Producer/user interaction patterns between development
I/U activities

. During development

. During I/U

Locus of development activities

. Internal to user
External to user

VIII. PRODUCTION

Production processes

Eitent of feedback activities from I/U activities to production'

Flexibility of production process to incorporate feedback from
I/U activities

Process characteristics

Relative amount of standardization in production and I/U
activities ,

Cost of I/U activities relative to production costs

Relative level of technological sophistication of production
and I/U activities

Relative rate technological change incorporated in production
and I/U activities

Use of multiple sourde,of production for innovation comments

IX. MARKETING/DISTRIBUTION/DISSEMINATION/DIFFUST

Market research

Ass4isment of user I/U capability in determining product
requirements

Assessment of user needs for the innovation

Marketing .

Implementation activities during test marketing

Adjustment to user organization structure during
implementation

Design and development of producer services for
implementation

Producer/user liaison relationships during test
marketing

1, G3

0
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11.

Figure,9 (cont.)

Customer Seirvices

User service requirements for initial Ulplementation

User service requirements fbr sustained utilization

Distribution

Relative emphasis on service during I/U activities by
alternative distribution channels

User organization structure as a determinent of. market
segmentation

Technology Transfer/Diffusion

Technology as a determinant of I/U requirements

Impact of I/3 activities on"diffusion pattern

,. Facilitating diffusion
Inhibiting diffusion

X. ACQUISITION .

Structural charbcteristics of the user as they affect the relationships
between acquisition and I/U activities

Specialization of acquisition and I/U activities

Separation of acquisition and I/U activities

Communication channels between acquiiition and I/U activities

User organization structure as a source of innovation selection criteria

I/U capabilities to deal with change

Formalization of procedures governing introduction of innovations

XI. IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION

Pre-implementation/utilization processes

Knowledge/awareness of organization structural constraints
in search for innovations

Organization structure as a factor in attitude formation with
respectto innovation

Decision processes

Routine/non-routine decision-making structures

Formalization of decision-making structures

sx
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Figure 9 (cont.)

Pre-implementation/ptililation:Process characteristlas.
.ForMationalization of producer- user interface structure
'StructUre attrigUtesof user information system.

Implementation

Structure of implementation capability

egree of specialization
Degree of integration

Extentofopenness
. Evaluation and feedback. procedures
Intergroup interface structures

Process characteristics

.Impact of.technelogy being implemented on useIr
:Organization structure.

Organization changes resulting from implementation process
Interdependence of implementation and utilization activities
Adaptability -

Changeability

Utilization

Structure of subunit-utilizing
'innovation

. Flexibility/stability

. Centralization/decentralization
Complexity .'

. FOrmaiity/informality
7.

. IntergroupinterfaceStructures,
Specialization

. Integration-
Adaptability

. Changeagkiiiy,

Process.aXacteristics

4'

Impact of technology on user organization aftersus/fl` tained

Organizational"changes resulting frOm utilization process
User organitationS1

charaCteristics influencing implementation/utilization processes°
.

Organipationstructure as Ofarrier to innovation

Cirginization structure as aJacilita tor'of Innovation
InnoVatiOn entry Vc)ipts as a function of user.organizationstructure' ..

g .

,Centtalization of'decision-making authority
LoCi:c5f external contacts'in user organization

utilization



Structure characteristics of user. capability to select,
adapt, utilize, maintain and modify inipvationg

)

.Seriaiity of these functions in .specialiied units
_

-yEalanced development of die4e capabilities

Structural characteristics of users as a function of adapter
categories.

. Innovators

. Early adapters

. Early majority
Late majority 0

. laggards

Reinforcement of change ag ntarntfies by specialized
organization arrangements

Legitimating of Changeab ity in specialized 's taff
organization

Assistance to'line manag rs acting a changeability

Organization structure as a sta building (or detracting)
factOr.for implementers and/or ut lizers of''Inhovations

Location of implementers and u izers in
organization hierarchy

Relative status of implement send utilizers

Producer characteristics influencing orgagi4ion of user implementation/..
Utilization

Producer c ability to develop user organization anapersondel
during i ementation

Producer capability to provide continuous assistance to user
organization over a period oftained utilization

Producer/user relationships

InterfaCe configuration and'liaison relationships b tween.user
and.sources of informitiOn during I/U activities

.Ihter-organizational arrangements between users and:producers
during I/U

Permanence of relationship

-frior Utilization of particular user ucer relationship
elf

Formalization of relationship
'

0. .

Differential in level of deVelopMent qf userYand prOducer
organization .. ..I , _ ,

Specialized user and/or producer interface arrangements,
specializedanizations, liaisoparwangements,
communication channels or authofity patterns,established
during I/U activities '

6.6
AC,

01'



Figure 9 (cont.).

XII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

User Organization structure 0.an evaluation Criteria

As a factor influencing success (or failure) implementation
Apr utilization proCeSS

As a factor determining future innovations requirements

As afactor suggesting or requiringSiDdificationS-

. In the organization

. In the innovation.

XIII. SUPPORT SERVICES

User lit*age with support systems

During implementation
During utilization

ser ability to utilize support systems

. During implementation,'

. During utilization

4
XIV. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES

Relation to superordinate system administrative processes to I/U
processes in tiger organization

Policy formulation functions
Authority and Control,functions

. .Planning and facilitative functions

. Advisory and.. consultive functions

. COmmunication channels .

. Organizational linkage to'I/Uactivities

Relation of coordinate system administrative processes to I/U processeS

. Advisory and consultive functi-ons
Information distribution functions.'

,:''CoritmuniCatiOn channels
..9rganizational linkage to I/U activities

Relationship intra- organizational administrative processes to
I/U activities

between administrative elements of R /D &I system
tol/U activities with I/U activities (see also '4'

.1a15a11)

Prierity:a412fiedio innovative' activities of th type under
considerA4

P46a.tc*O. :4-1314:;gOVerntag X/U activitie



ure (cont..)
. ...

Recognition-of ImOortance of I/U activities
:

Assignment of risk to organizational units during'I/U activities

Provision for development of specialized pers nnel for I/U
_Y:activities

Utilization of specialized management techniques to improve
I/U-processes

Accountability for-I-Mactivities

ResPonspilifor I/U activities
r.

Establishment an utilization of specialized procedures to monitor
control and evaluate 1/ activities.,

Coordination of I/U activities among r leyant organizational
submpits

Decision-making procedures governing I/U acts ties

Specificity of rules and procedures

Degree of participation in decision

De of impersonality of de sion ma

H erarchy of authority

H mogeneity of decision making

/U subunit representation in decision making process

Centralization/DeCentralization of decision making structure

System design and development

41:nt to'which I/U activities are explicitly designed
sus evolved)

Provision for changingI/U activities is a systematic
basis

XV. PERSONNEL, BASE

Specialization of I/U units withvrespect to personnel base and training

Organization status systems between implementing and utilizing units

Skill mix/mass required for implementation. 4

Specialization of I/U personnel

Local/cosmopolitan orientation of I/U personnel

Differences in characteristics of implementing and utilizing units
1



Figure 9 (coat.)

XVI. FUNDING

Characteristics of funding process Which influence I/U activities

Adequacy of funds allocated to I/U.actiirities

Regularity and stability of funds allocated to I/U activities

:Regulations tOverning funds to I/U

Responsiveness of funding system to changing I/U.needs

Organizational.constraints in. the allocation of funds to the
mentation, utilization, and.maintenance of innovations

etary process in user organization

Participation of I/U personnel in determining budget governing
their activities

Flexibility of budget procedures to changing I/U requirements

XVII. INFORMATION FLOW

Structural characteristics'of user information networks during I /U.
ocess
A .

Information channelf;

. Availability,

. Utilization

. Performance charaCteristics

)XVIII. INNOVATIONS

Information dissemination patterns

Decision making structures required'to initiate Amplementaticn.of
different types of innovations

. Optional
7

. Authority
Collective

. Contingent

Organiiation attribute as a factor influencing the type of inndation
implemented

. Complexity

. Size

. Centralization

. Formalization

. Ratio of prof SsiOnal to non-professi4a1
, Cohesiveness of group membership
. gomogeneity f group members
. Interperson relationship
. Teahnologica processes



.Figure 9 (cont.)

7 I ,

Technological level of inikovatiou as Es for it/u,a'ctSVities

Current state-of-arts rele ant to innovattons...

Reliaice on !`science" versus !!arv." aivitieg) ,

Innovation attributesgwhich iurluencp the Liu, itroc-esse's

implementation

. Terminality
. .

. Interpersonal relationsipS

. Public versus privacy
«

. Susceptibility to successive

. Gateway capacity

. Gateway innovation

modification.

17o
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be identified by a synthesis of past research

by .an extension of findings to related matrix

duction or induction from the matrix. In.all

also results in a basis for further research.

on I/U activities,

cells, and by de-

cases this process

'The critical structural-attributes that have been identified

this process are

1. Formalization

2. Integration/Differentiation

3. koutination, ,

4. Institutionalization

5. Complexity

6. Centralization/Decentralization

The. Critical contextual features similarly identified are:

1. nsInsti utixt,

2. Impl ntationiUtilization

3. Administration

4. Innovation

by

2. Selection of A Subset of Critical Interactive DimensioniPdf Structural

Attributes and Contextual Features for Illustrative Analysis.

Figure 10 includes all the key interactive dimensions of interest to

Our analysis., This provides a basis for the formulationof a variety

of topics for more intensive analysis, with each row, column.:Or,box in

theimatrix being a poteN.al area for inquiry and analysis. For ex-

ample, "institutionalization of I/U processes" can be examined in terms

of any or all of the contextual features. A given contextual feature,

such as "administration" can)e examined in terms of all the indicated

structural attributes. Finally, one could look at a specific inter-
,

action, for example the relation between "formalization" (a structural

attribute) land "innovations" (a contextual feature).



STRUCTURAL

ATTRIBUTES:ATTRIBUTES:

CONTEXTUAL FEATURES

, ,
FirmAlization

Integration/
Diffgrentiationl

Routinization

Institutionalization

Cemplekity.

Centralization/
Decentralization

IDENTIFICATION OF KEY INTERACTIVE DIMENSIONS BETWEEN

STRUCTURAL
1
ATTRIBUTES OF '

USER ORGANIZATIONS AND CONTEXTUAL FEATURES

FIGURE 10

a

1,72
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However, each of the context features listed in Figure 10:can

itself be discussed in more etail. For exiMis.le, "Institut6ns"

deals with (a) intersystem linkages, (b) intrasystem linkages,

(c) R&D system. functions, etc. This added detail permits a more

specific set of interactive dimensiofts to be selected and so in .

Figure 11 we repeat the matrix in Figure 10 but with the con-

textual features described in more detail.

IIIThe shade areas in Figure 11 denote the particular topics that we

have selected for our illustrative analysis. In the process of our
1

analysis thus far we have greatly reduced our focus of analysis.

to a level of greater iTecificity. It may be argued that such a

micro le el of analysis has little utilipr in terms of the general

emprohl of I/U.. Our contention is that such a micro-analysis, -

insofar as it d ives from a broad and general systems perspective

of tha_RJD&I c ext and-progressive levels of reduction does not

lose "sight" of the overall system'snd because this process of re-

auction permits an identification and systematic analysis of the

key critical factors in the process, has significant implications

in terms of research and policy use.

From Figure 11 we may now draw out those topics -that we have selected

for illustrative analysis. Figure 12 summarizes these topics and also

includes the Particular b-issues of each of these top is that we will

be looking at. The matrix in Figure,12 thus'kesip

ofdimgdsions and issuest_that,we are now concerned. i

The sub issues that have been listed under the main contextual h

are defined and iscussea below:

A. Pre-Impl entation/UtilizAion Processes

ThOse user activities resulting in the initiation of the innovation

process.

Knowledge- Awareness

Attitude Formation

Decision to Adopt

A



4),

INSTITUTIONS

fl

2.-

3.

05

Ir(te'rsystem

Litikkes.

Intrasystem
Linkages
R&D System
Functions

IMPLEMENTATION/UTILIZATION

1.

2.

3.

Pre I/U Processe
Pre I/U

Characteristic
Producer-
User Relations

ADMINISTRATION

1.

2.

3.

X X

Superordinate

Coordinate

X
Intra-Organizational

INNOVATION

1.

2.

3.

Attributes

Type

_Perceived A)t t'ibutes

X

X
I

X

X

KEY INTERACTIVE DIMENSIONS WITH ELABORATED CONTEXTUAL

FEATURES AND IDENTIFICATION OF TOPICS SELECTED FOR

ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSIS

FIGURE 11

an"
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.Structural. Attributes of I/U Processes.:

..

. 0

Comparative Features of
Contextual Analysis

t 0
0
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'
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" ,' 4.10 00 44 4.1
4..1, 0o o
tio ti

0 144
4.1 44
0
1-1

ri
A

Pre I/U Pc,4cess
-Knowle ge/Awareness
-Attitude Formation
-Decision to Adopt .

Intra -organizational.
Administrative Processes

.

Decsion-Maker Characteristics
-Goal Orientation. .

-Time Perspective ,

-Interpersonal Orientation
_

-Sub-unit Membership
-Openness

Innoations
Attributes

-Techriblogical Level
.,

.

-Programmed/Unprogrammed

types
-Optional
- Authority

. #

-Collective (

.

-Contingent
4

TOTAL ARRAY,DF SELECTED INTERACTIVE DIMENSIONS

FOR ILLUSTRAtIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

FIGURE 12
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113-4.

B. Intra-Organizational Administrative Processes

,

Refers to all user in-house management processes such as de-

cision making, planning, organizing, coordinating, control=

ling,Aevaluating. r^.V) ,

a. Decistion Making Characteristics

Focus - Point is the organization where an individual or

group makes a decision.

FlexibilityThe ease with which a decision structure can

be modified.

Hierarchy - Extent to which decision structure is organized

in a clearly, defined chain of Command.

Re-configuration - Extent to which decision making structure

is re-formed to make a different type of decision, i.e.,

adoption, acquisition, implementation, and utilization.

Information Flow - Communicatiok of intelligence, facts, or

data which are used as inpilits to the decision process.
. t.

Uncertainty Faced - The extent to which there is a lack of

conviction, absence of evidence or lack of certain know-

ledge such that a decision can onl pe made on subjective

probability estimates of outcomes ylf events.

,Participation - Extent to which inclusion in the decision

process is shared by organization members.

b. Decision Maker Characteristics

Goal Orientation - Extent of dtf rences in decision making

premises as a result of membership and identification with

an organizational sub-unit.

Time Perspective - The length of the period considered by

the decision maker In evaluating decision premises and

outcomes.

Interpersonal Orientation - The manner in.which organiza-

tion members relate to each other; primarily in terms of task

versus group and personal versus impersonal actions.
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.Sub-unit Membership - Belonging to a formally designated

functional sub- division of the organization on to an in-

formal group within the organization..

Openness - The degree.to which decision makers are oriented

to activities, events, and influtnces beyond those currently

included in the objectives, policies, and programs of the

organization.

C. Attributes of Innovation

Attribute -A characteristIc or description of some quality or

dimension of the innovation.

Technological Level - The extent to which an innovation is

based on scientific knowledge or is.designed, engineered, and

produced according to scientrific principles or based on con-

cepts, techniquesitand methods derived from a scientific base.

Programmed/Unprogrammed - The extent to which the process of

innovation can be routinized, i.e., a pre-set pattern estab-

lished which can be replicated when similar conditions arise.

Unprogrammed innovations are those which are unique and

quire specialized'I/U procedures.

D. Innovation: Type

Typed:, - This refers.to the type of innovation based on the
k.

adopting unit. (The follow/ ' ssification scheme was

devised by Rogers and Shoemake 971, pp. 36-37).'

Optional decisions "are made by an individual regardless of
c

the-decisions of other members of the system. Evdn in this

case, the individual's decision is undoubtedly influenCed

by the norms of his social system and his" need to conform to
.

group pressures. The decision of an individual to begin to

wear contact lenses instead of eyeglasses, and an Iowa

farmer's decision tq adopt hybrid corn are examples of op-

tional decisions."

177 .
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Collective decisions "are those which individual] in the

social system agree to make by consensus. All must conform

to the system's decision once it is made. An example is

fluoridation of a city's drinking water. Once the'community
.

decision is made, the individual has little practice? choice

but to adopt fluoridated water."

Authority decisions "are those forced upon an individual by

someone in a superordinate power position, such as a super-

visor in a bureaucratic organization.' The individual's

attitude toward the innovation is not the prime factor in his

adoption or rejection, he is simply told of and expected to

comply with the innovation-decision which was made by an

authority. Few research studies have yet been conducted on

this type of innovation-decision, which must be very common

organizational society such as the U.S. today."

ent decisions "are a choice to adopt or reject which
e.

can be made only after a prior.innovation-decision._ -An. in-
,

4aWdual member of a social system is free to adopt or.not

to adopt a new idea only after his system's innovation de-

cision. A teacher cannot adopt or reject use og an

overhead projector.in his classroom untki-the school system

,has decided to purchase one; at that point the teacher can

decide to use or reject the overhead projector. ".

Thus far our major objective has been to demonstrate how the con-

textual analytical method is applied to a specific problem (in thAt\

case I/U), and how the focus of analysis is successively narrowed

to a point where meaningful, context specific and policy relevant

analysis can be undsrtaken.

ILhave now reached the end of this stage of the paper. We have

flown
how the selection of a particular subset of interactive di-

mensions of structural attributes and contextual features is

carried outl and we have elaborated,on the details and specifics

of this subset.

3



11; In the next sectio wetake this submit nd demonstrategoW the
actual. analysis that can be carried Out once this stage is
reached. As we haye been maintaining all along, this analysis'
is primarily illbstrative n nature - to give the reader an
idea of how the contextual nalisis can be applied to a par-

nticulaf are or situation. Thus, nv claim -to completeness is
made. -However, even when carried out for theepurposes of

illustratibn, the richness and,detelia th#tsuch an approaa-m-

v4t

provides is*quite evident,

°



ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSIS OrB;LECTED1NTERACTiVE4IMENSIONS OF

,

, .

STRUFURAL ATTRIBUTES:A '4,, b NT EX tat Fikthi

/
Analysis is possible in ealOrdntersectioninthe matrix in

- 14. We shall foliOW the strategy of tekinkieach of

the structural atributesvS_olumnsj) one at a' -,time` and

with the various extUal issueissueti,that Interact

wiath it. Our treatment'wilr, as alwaysiktlemlptel

understanding.of which are the more criiicaIand'ro

issues And factOre whose examination axd ansfyelivwil

vide more valUable insights for both;

Al4-
.

1. Formalization'

110

Figure 13 sflows the var

4m.-teivas of thee. inters

'

-"-

ous )e disCuseing hereb
ion with'ifiet4SruCtu 1 "nttrilluee of

. 6.
Pre -Implemenpatio4i tilizationroceseee.

'Since forragl.1,za504.refere to' thi,efiptiaeie placed within
...,,.

the orgadizatio,n:foilowing,elfecOiCridles and pro-,/

-ded4Res iniperformingOone's job ,-'this stru al charac-
.

, terIstic:will usually act to, facilitate t aplementation

andutiltzatitint- Howeer, in pre-I/U activitils, esp-e...

i
4

'.;cially the

.

knovedge4-awareness stage?tp assumption is that

:iferict emphasis on rigid rules and peOcedures may prohibit
. . .

.organizational decidton makirs from seeking new sour s of

inforMation.. There is .imply' less oppolridlity'for them 'to
, -

become more aware of,potential innovations or to identify
a .

organiz nal perforinance2gaps. Moreover, in, thosejin-

stances when
0

performance gaps are identified, rules and.
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PRE I/U PROCESSES

.

INTRAORGANTZATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES

a. Derision Making Characteristics

Decisign*i-Maker:Ch8recteristicA

3. ATTRIBUTES OF INN VAT
p tz..

TYPES OF INNOVATION

Figure 13
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COMPLEXtr/

A.
L.

PRE i/wRoctssEs

B. INTRAXANIZATIONAL A.DMINISVATivg

PROCESSES

DecisiOn -Making Characteristics

DecisionMaker Characteristics

C. ATTRIBUTES OF INNOVATIONS

D. TYPES OF INNOVATIONS V.

FIGURE 414

COMPLEXITY

INTERACTIVE

DIMENSIONS

4,-
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procedures specified by the organi .,w,"v::even pre T

-vent decision-makers from taking corrective. act

,,,-Ohort, the appropriate level of formalization is Ihted
fir. u
;%to the stage of the innovatioliprodess. For example

..;Slaepard (1967) has indicatedAlati.OW-formalizi...

Stion might be most apprOpriate at the initiation:phase
o

because it permits-greater information flow, whereas a

higher degree of fOrmelization may- be more,appropriat&

ing the implementation phasic:, During the initiation

the organization'needs.to.be open and receptive

ne 'sourdes;:of-information and alternative;

Gkes. Thernlen::And,procaures ofjihighly formalized

Lien thi040411, OPrisopenness,

;cast, during implementation a singleness of pur-
akr a
$frequtred, and.formalized policies and procedures

dirtottion. For example, as noted in Neal .

,Radnor '8'41973, p.22) study of successful inipleMen- get\

giOtehbf eratiOns researdirmanageMent science actiV-
_ . .

. .

it h. e'etale arganigetionsi"(there'are) . .

cantly htro :wpos ive
,

relationships between the

lihtimient 0 licy and procedural guide -

'v.
" group." In addition,

97 p.140) nOte,

-2 .- that other
oce n eroped
ntation

,
/.roc dures

rills fci .. tlieleceion,

anee ing, Idhed regagr pro-
arts he formalization roceadtes appear

,...
',J-

aye reduced th problems:of rid lementing OR/MS
ti4i;ies. Apparently; the formalized procedures
ey'identifiedprovide both information.qad specif-
technique that facilitate the organizheipnal

nnel's apility'itO utilize the innovation:

sa.



These differT

and during

desigfiers o

Of formalization is maifitaiaed throughout the organiza-

tion. What is apparently required is a lower level of

formalization duringinitiaWron and more formalized pro-

cedures for 10 activities.

To the extent that the same individuals IF groups are

involved. in both the initiattdn and impfementatpn/utiliza-

tion phases, the need to. alternate between ,operating

.stylee posie an additional.0Foblem for organization mem-

bers. Thetis) it becomes. necessary tooparate and
71

manage in a more self-. cidus manner thaa'if one were to

ements for formalization prkeD to

.td!a dilemmafor the manager anti the

prga izations-7so long as our general level
t o.

constantly use the same es in&procedsltes.

I

In any-case, orgaa tioas will differ in the success

they'experience in I/U activities to the extent that an

appropriate level-of formalization can be attained'in both

4q/U and prerlYbractivities., (
anizationai-Admindlitrative PftOesses

... .. ,
.

.

,a.. Dietaion Makii*Characterietics .1

a

Locus - In organizations,

innovation may be made In

the sub-unit in which the

and utilized. Therefore)

,the decision to adopcan

g different sub-unit.`thant
. .

innovation isJimplemeAted

it is essential tojdfnt

nds to ='the locus of decision making which correspot

various stages of the innovation process. For example

th'd,,fur

the.I/U nit in terms of a hierarchy Of authority, in-

er thb locus of the adoption45isieis from

1 8 4/
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.

tervening functional sub-units, or geographically dis-

tant headquarters, the more compensating organizational

mechanisms (such as liiison personnel or educational

programs) must-be introduced to insure acceptance in the

implementdtion/utilizstion unit. In general, the more'

distant the unit making the adoption decision from the

I/U unit the greater is the need for formaliied pro-.

ti

yid

cedkres linking the two units.

Other effects of the locus of the adoption decision in

relation to the I/U unit can.be traced. A few pf these

are, noted below in propositional form:

1) The greatat4iisj.acceptance and/or perceived legitimacy

of the adeptioh dedision unit by the I/U unit, the

iOn and the more effective,gr eater the

the pr

The fewer Options and interpre-
,

ions, of organizational' goal.s.lyy_the two units, the

theliate of adoption, shaitmore effective,-

Bess.

0-
A.)!

Tht greater the authority of thahnit making the.

adoption decision relAive to the I/U unit the greater

s 'Of impUmentationalli('phe-likellhood orsus-

Amplementation on tlfriaaia alone cannot be

pie- etermined).

'4111;

Aik

pexibilfflyi- Organizational str In is introducelb35rigid

rocedureamgor I/U activities in.adherence to formploso

the face of the felt nee for and the tendlicy to utilize

more flexible decision m ing prdeedures, relating to I/U

processes,. Such strains are likely to occur in orgOhiza-
.*
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tions which originally developed along bureaucratic lines'

eatirnarrow ad confining procedures governing the intro-

duction of innovations, and which are now facing the need

to introduce'innovationsitt an increasing rate sand level.

of complexitv.
,

Basically the tensionAetween formalized procedurst, and
tt!t.1

flexible decision rules in the INTrocesses is resolved

by modifying the organizatto -to include an enlerged set

of response modes td accomodat new situations, each

one of which. can still be covered- est to.some ex-

'tent by formalized procegaes. To do this requires a

higher order Of organizational developmeneltind internal

capability for organizational design. To the exte*t that;ee''

organizations are able to do this it will be possil?le,to

satisfy the dual constraints of fomalized procedures)

flexible depision rules. . $,

t "
HierarchOu

2111-

A cleirly articulated;hieraichicAl decision'

making structure teilds to reinfoy formalaed I/U pro-'
. s

U
i ^r'l b 'are disting5ishing characteristics

..4.
, . .

otbure ratic nizations,- In fact, these and the
J. -.1.1- mo

other charadteri, -, eatures of the bureaucr c model, 1,

. ,

i.e., a clean-cut division of llbaist., *personal assign-

ment of tasks a4 employment based on technical qualifi1
.1.,.v. .14-cantons) are so-Succissful inucavax fully-developed-form ..-
;.t...,1

'-.. that they tenCto.reluce,the lev*Vlandiscope of innovation ',,'..
,.. ...

-to those factors which arelpitgireiVaiti-introdur..0,2:ase

minor changes or additions to eXtWO.ni'siatemt1,01r:major

changes forced on the organization 'through e*Oilloir a.4- vr

thorityor environmental ch
*.. 1

A

t - .

f

Trans , 'one]. erginizations,:i.e., those undergoing 4..n.''..evelluIonfpcom'the,.-blirlpiperatic to the adaptive organize-
-:-.,--

. lion, present an interesting setlorcontextual analysis.

In these cases, the tendency is,for-'both hierarOlcal
..4.

e
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01.

decision aking and formalized decision rules te:'give way

to more flexible and4adaptive change patterns.. dif-

ferential rate of changt in these and other bureaucratic

features will cause dysfunctional patterns to emerge For

eximple,.if lees hierarchical decision patterns are in-

troduced without changing to formalized rules governing //U

activities, the Late of introduc4change is likely to be

accelerated, but the rate of uilin siful implementatiOn

and/or utilization is also likely tikilFrease as attempts',

are made to introduce innovations which' do not fit the for-

malized rulesgoyerntng these innovations. Also, the

levels of frusrvatme6. role, conflict and ambiguity among

decision maker* intthe,initiating and adopting unit ae
likely to increase.

.

Reclifigeratieei 7., This factor rioters to the ability of

organization members to re-form in different groups, de-

,114 pending, on the-decision or-'--1 task in the in- .W

novation cycle. This faCtor is especially important when

the same individual 4040 participate in different groups

performing innovation tasks or when the same group Perv.

forms severarrinnovation tasks. Formalized rules and
NA:

procedures may interfere with the ability of organize- '

tion members to 're-configure, unl4es there 'are alternate

procedures r.different situations and sufficient flex-
.

ibility in switching to these decision or operating modes.

, -,,, . .

'- '.:"..

a

4.;;'
.

.. 4 ri
Information Flow - Each stage of the innovation cye1e has

,P.
.

differing ipformation requirements. *the contrast is es-

pec001.1y evident betweetthe initiation stage: .(knowledge
. .

,
.

attitude formation, and the decision,to adopt)

4

in the implementation and utilization stages. In tne

r, there is need for a1rq e.flow of tnformeon aimed

at Increasing current awareness, evoking interest, and

s L.
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Amaluating and deciding aath1 alternatives. In the latter,

.theneed for info tion is limited to;the innovation se-

lected and how to install service, maintain and uttlize it

This second type of, information is more readily collected

and maintained according to formalized decision rules than

the first, pally because the information is itself more

routinizable 4n npture, and, also because it is more easily

organized according to its utilization. On the other hand,

informatioirTuring the initiation Stage'ls more difficult

to identify, to obtain anA to assess. This is due in part

to the uncertainty of the.ifnnovatibn process itself, i.e.,

loy, What criteria is the relevance, quality and quantity of

the information collected.determined? Secondly, who is(

sponsible for'obiiining this information, bringing it to

the attention of decision makers and other organiZation

members?

Suits. Considerations become important indeOgning an infor-
.:

'elation system. for an organization. Apparently what is re-

Ituired is.an information system modulated according to the

'stage of the innovation cycle under consideration. For-

malized procedures for this system may serve both the ini-

tiation and I/U phase, but the orientation and scope' of

lilt
this-formalization will vary conside T, if the innova-

.

tion process is be effective and ef icient. To the4
wit-Ent that one information,system with undiffc;rentiated

level* of formalization Ia;:whered to the system will be

boih ineffective and inefficient.

Uncertainty Innovation is accompanied. by uncertainly

throughout all its phases from need identification to sus..

tained utilization. Formal dproceduree are geared to

'.I
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reducing uncertainty where possible, by providing organ-

ization members with clear cuto,decision rules -4nd oper-

ating procedures. During I/U phases, formalized pro-
,

cedures have the intended effect of reducing uncertainty.

However, formalized ,rtflimigoyerning the flow of information

in pre-I/U activities Iledysfunctional, i.e., they tend to

cbistrict the flow of information and limit it to certain

types of information which the procedures are designed to

process. 11,

1 1.

Participation - Thelarger.the decision group the tertdif-

ficult it is to maintain adherence to a formalized,decision
71k

procedure. .However, this extende artidiPation tends to

a'commitMent to ,those i ovati accepted by the

4ecA00,1 group. Sine fo =1i d decision procedures tend

to fa iitate T7U a vities, the problem becomes one of

ntatning thesejormalized prodeOreillile at the same

time.extending paAicipation in the decision process.
4 7.

M .4 .

. -", %
Of course,,-, the advantage of either of these organiZational

"-:-d
..

attributes "'ay: be gained'in/U activities.* the loss 'of

the other. 'II:Leases when adherence to;formalized'deciston
. ..-:.-t.

-rults-ft stressed,- the'extent.of participation in.the de-

ciaionprecess becomes a mediating contextual variable, da,p4
l I

organizations' will vary in both the extent oftparfgioatiftm-:wo-AKF--_
. , . . ..:)..

. ,-...--,,
inAdedtaien making and Ole -success of this particiP ipn!-

. _ o-.
forAP.Wven level of forpalization pf 'decision. les in the,-*

I/ process. rf
P..

Decision.NOker Characteristics

90arbientation - Formalized I/U procedures tend tAgarrow
, ., :,.

the .go. orientation to.....Oucerns of the adopting unit and
.:,...t.f ..;,,,,..

189 b.
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the I/U rocess. This may conflict with the goal orienta-

tion o other sub-units which are not-so constrained. Equal-

ly im tant goal orientations within the I/U unit may vary

from individual to individult:*ith respect to innova-
tion g narally as well as to any glvd07Annovetion.

adheredce to forMalized.I/U.procedureS. y fidt4'011.$1114°-
basic goal orientation of sub-unien# eviett 'respect to

innovation. To the extent that basic orientations are to-

ward scceptance of the innovation, thlay reinforce adherence

tb r7 twoceddres4_L4Ae,!such,.tfiey.are:pan important but dif-
,.,.---

ficukt,tit*Ablate contextual variable.'

JV

Time Perspective - During ,I /U activitie1, the time perspective

usually shortens reliiiive tollieU user activities for a

given innovation, since efforts are focussed on the immediate

tasks of I/U. This is in contrast to the longer term imple-.

mentions usually considered in the initiation-phair,

in.making- the decision.. to 'adopt an innovation. Addi-

tionally, formalized I/U Avcedures may vary from sit

to situation depending on the time perspective required for

the specific I/U activities atihnd.

Interpersonal Or Rations - Ritualized I/U procedures foster

and are reinforced by .impe I! interpersonal relations, and

by a task ori?entation u orientation These di-
.

mensions Of'interpirOnal relations are factdrs Of great

significance in organtsay.ons which are.qtfAmpting..itooformaI-,

ize I/U procedures. To th* extent that impersonal relations

and task oriented behaMpr.are dominant organizationil_ftaits,

it is hypothesizeotthat it is possible to formalize I/ pro-

cedures.
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OpenneaS - The greater the openness to outside influence',

the greater the p.k.lihood of lessening strict adherence to

formalized implementation and utiliza.on procedures. The

extent of interference is -contingent an the degree of open

ness and the receptivity of members of the adopting unit to

alternate innovatio options.
144

.1. lif

.
,c,..: ,,

Zo...,

1!..%
,,:,:-7" '0W.

a. -7Technological Level;,- This factor is a majoeiteterstinant

of the type of innovation process required 44 successful
"

I/U. The larger the innovation relative'
,

44cisting 4

syst and *the greater the amount of scien tic and tech-

nolojIcal information required to complete implementation,
. ,,;. -:;.,

the less aptlicable ate formalizeid- mplementatiOn procedures. .

The utility of formalized procedile is further reduced,he

closer the innovation its to the frontiers of current scieni

tific knowledge wbera uncertainty increases and related tech-

nologies are in rudimentary stages of development.

C. Attributes of Innovations

b. Level otProerammitilk - The greater the extent to.wgich the

can be programmed; the greater the.effec-

tiveness o forMalized procedures governing IhiNkrocesses. A

Mich incidence of unprogrammed innovations in an organization

reduces the need and incentive for formalized pocedures.

c.. a of Innovations - The four caiaitrias of innovations

1 ,noted'in' he Preceding section ( i.e., optioal, conective,

audioity, and contingent) vary considerably in the applic-
.

ofolormalizedliocedures during implementation and

jjji7t ion

41

ity decisions handed down to organizational
are probably moat amenable to formalized procedUres, foltend

'I

4,

S

1D1
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by; contingent, collective and optional decision,

tive1., This ordering is basectiftpd»decreasing

the forMal'orgallization hierarchVlathe adoption
lifk

respes.

role of

decision.

lis concludes the interaction of one struelval attribute; e.g.,

,ruralization of I/U processes, with several'contextual features. In

iking this analysis an attempt was made to consider all contextual

natures to illustrate'the utility of this approach. In considering

:her contextual features.,-onlya few salient interactions will,'
-

camine41

. Complexity .-

igure 14 lists

his section in

ura attribute

KS

the various issues that topics that W11

terms of their interactions with complexi .a struc-

of the user organization.

A. I/U Processes

Comprgxity, as it has been defined in this study is really-a

}dimensional variable, i.e. t number of occupatiOnal sp4ciaitiea

in the organizationk and their degree.of professionalism with a very

differentiae ask structure. Just how thee facets of complexity

are integrated in the organization during pre I/U activities will

have an impact on their
c
functionift during I/U phases. In general:

(1) the larger the number of occupational specialties in the

P rgan4ation4 the higher their professionalism and the greater Chb
.z1

difiere ation of their task structurArand (2) thiirente*6e

rot mplex1 of the organization, the greater the number a prod
,innovations, but not necessarily the number of innovations adopted.

At
,

-.. . A.
.:`The 4904tate of innovations proposed stems from-the varied back'

. r

Wand differei v.tasks ofirrganization members who have son-

sequently diffeFent. expectations of what bLe_orianiZat nsihoilld,

be-- 'doing. bn the othv hand, as Burns and Stalket (1961) point our,
0
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"because of differing expectations, the is likely to be more con-
.

flict about what should or. should not be done." With a low rate.of

consensus it becomes difficult for the organization to implement

and utilize new innOvEitions;or as Wilson describes it. (1966, pp.260-

204), "high diimrsity (complexity) makes it difficult for any one

source.of authority to force some consensus toward agreement as to

which of many proposals should be implemented-" In short there is a
111m

basic conflict' between the starch for awareness of the innova,
e.

.

tion, and implementation. How organizations resolve this di-

lemma is of central importance in determining how complexity is

used effectively-in both initiation (pre I/U) and I/U Stages of

= the innovation process.

Lacking any. compensating arrangethent, complex organization usu-
.

ally continues to experience a high level of innovations proposed

and a considerably lower level of innovations adopted. If this

were to occu' without generating dysfunctional consequences, the

main concern would be:the lost number of potential innovations.

However, negative side effects from this "natural selection" pro-

cess include group and individual conflict, individual frustra-
,

tions, and eventually, apathy and a lack of interest in trying to

introduce new ideas. It should be noted that some, might argue

that this "survival of the fittest" approach results in the

selection of the best ideas. While this viewpoint may in some

sense be true, it ignores the above-mentioned dysfunctional cOn-

sequences;jt also ignores the possibility that strong personal

.characteilstics, political processes, and various forms of influ-

ence may result in a poor selection of innovations. .

-In any case, the dilemma of complexity remai s, i.e., how to main-:'

taro a high 1Q-1 of idea-generation while Tnaging the I/U pro-

cesses so pl le rate of adoption is not lowered as a result of

v

a high level of conflict in the later .stages of the innovation cycle.

Sources of, resolving this organizational dilemma becomes a -key con-

textual variable, especially in highly complex Organizations, as

well as one experiencing a transition toward increased complexity.



Intraor anizaiion 1 Administ tive P cesses

Decision Makin Chara teristics

The decision making process in an, organization'may interact in

a varkety of ways with organizational complixiey, but in'all

cases the key point is the extent ,to which tke `decision making

apparatus' and process Imorporate the various diikensionw of;

the decision making process. We may pose the following questpn

related to dompleXity.

1. Which specialties or prOfessional groups are repre3

decision

it influence date ine the locusthe

decision making? ...,
;/ .

of

)
2 TO *1st extent is varied professionalism and a large

nuTber of specialties reflected or not refle ed trra

mOre flexible decision process. ?. ..' ,

. /.

/
. 3. How,does professionalism and varied task structure

inhibit (dr facilitate) re-configuration of the decision
4

,

makinr_apparatus in the pre I /U and IMI stagestdfbin-

novation?

4, How is the. inc eased flow of information))4hich is a

requistte,to higher levels of professionalism and dif-

fereptiated task str ture (i.e., complexity),incor-
.

porated in the decisto process?.

5.11dw does the level oof complexity in anorganization

affect the uncertainty face in the'decidion,process?

6. HOW is the level of partici, tion in_the'dectsion

,process changed as a result of i creases in the level of

professionalisill'and differentiation of task structure?

19
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'These and .similar questions point to the intimate connection

° betWeen complexity as a structural attribute in I/U and the

.decision processes governing these activities.,

However, the ;ate, scope, and level of professionalism, as )

;well'as the complexity of task structures varies considerably
I I

from organization to organization..At the same time decision

making gradually ganged from d SimOlistie centralized, hier-

archically organized process to more participative, horizon-
)"

tally organized less formalistic process. The rate of this

process of change has been so varied from organization to

organization that few generalizations beyond'overall tenden-
.

cies are possible. Highly centralized autocratic authority.

vattAns remaj.n in organizations with high leVelS of pro-
,

'organizationalfessiondlis ; and other .attributes are re-

quired 1:to e gain difference's inAecision tructuressin what.
t>

,
. ..

--dOpear to be organizationo,at similar levels o complexity

b. Decision. Maker Characteristics

Higher levels of profesdionaliqm tend .to result in cha es in.

,orientations. That is, goal orientations become.mdre COSMO.*

VindprOfessional. and the ttxpe perspective'becOmes

Mbre,long,range. TO the extent that these professionals par-

ticipate'in,.,or at. least influeoce,the,decisioamaking.r8=*
'teas,:these tendenties do not automatically facilitate I/U

processes which.require more attention tb the immediate tisks

of ingtalling and utilizing innovations. Howeve,.it is

dangerous to generalize since the installation ofd particular

innovation may be perceived by these, same professi onals as:

. .Serving their'persAel long Berm goald, thus stimulating' their

desire to cooperate in I/U activitied.-1100ey point is thA
.

they are not always organizationally,briented and this is a
V

prerequisit'e to,the,implementation protesa.
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With respect to interpersonal relations and openness, pro-,

fessionalism engenders an impersonal outloo. At the same

time the problem of.risk taking, the need to exchange in-
,

formation and resulta,- and thejleed to cooperate. on structur,

.'ing a problem. andividing it into manageable tasks all re-
.

quire an .openness and trust which facilttatds group inter-
,

action and consensus,. To the extent that rhis is reflected

An the deoIision ptedess regarding new innovations it may -.
)

facilitatfi-their introduction and' implementation. Thus,

professionalismand"varied task structure can strongly in-

fluencethid extent to,whichtbp!alave mentioned attributes
. .. .

of openness;and.trust are reflected in the decisionprocess

w4h,respectto -innovation and was a consequence, influence

the. rate of.ildopting innovation as well as Ihe.effectiveitess

of I/U procesSes themselves.

C. Attributes oirInnovations 1

_4

04.

Higher level's of organizational complexity are likely to corre-

late With higher technological levels of innovations being pro -

posed by organization members. This would result primarily from

the sttaining and orientation bf'prokessionals who tend.to operate

on a=1.e'velof sophistication commensurate with their education,

experience and assignedtasks. Conversely, this same training
.

may or may.not result in effective I/U activities. While the

level of expertiSe7required to install and utilize a given In-

novltion may .be as6nred.by the 'professionalism of the staff, it

be blocked by other. professionals anxious. to see their in-

°IIi;4ation adopted.

44.

While this is a general tendency as indicated in the above'dis:-

cussion of pre I/U activities, more technologically advanced

ideas are likely to increase group conflict over their adoption.

First, since they are likely to be more'expensive they ust a
T

higher percektageof scarce organizational resources for wirkis

often perceived as a personal. advantage for a colleague. Second,
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the greater the advantage to a partiCuler groUp of pr fessionils
-

'or organizational subunit, ..tle more difficult,it is r them to

see the direct benefits to the organization.' Thirdly, the higher
die

the technological level of an- innovation the more likely there

are to be difficulties in its implementation. Only Chose moat

coMmitted to its adoption are likelyto hive the drive and per-

serverance to insure a successful:implementation., but at. the

same time they need the cooperation of other sub-Units.

op,

D. Types of Innovations

.

It might be' ixpected that collective and contingent'decision

would be the. most difficult tosimplement in organizations with

high levels of complexity due to the need to.get.consensus on

the adoption'of an innovation. Conversely, options; dectiliona,
...

to the extent allowed by the organizatian, might be more' in-evi-

dence in Complexorganizaeons. This would follow from the high

rate of innovations proposed in this aype of organization;

coupled with the advantage of the same unit being the decision

and- I/U unit. Aside from organizationally imposed limitations on

the adoption of-innovdtione"There is the limitation imposed by

the technology currently utilized by.the 'orgahization itself.

Some technologies form a more fruitful baSe for innovations than

ot4ers:

3.' 'centra zation/Decentreilation
,

The interaction that will be 'examined qqere are listed in Figure 15. '

A.... Pre I/U Processes . 6.

fr sWI. . ,
*

.

Thse level of centralizatioh operates ipea manner similar to for-

malization and complexity. That is,:a-given level of centraltza7

tiOn'which may be appropriate for I /U activities ma57be ineffec-
. 4 .

f 0

ri.a similariman9ev,, thelevel oftive in pre I/U activities.
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Os,

CENTRALIZATION/DECENTRALIZATION

,

I

is.

A. PRE I/U P CESSES

B. INTRAORGANIZATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE

TROCESSES

C.

a. Decision Making Characteristics,

b. Decision-Maker Characteristics

TYPES OF INNOVATION

.

FIGURE 15
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DECENTRALIZATION

INTERACTIVE

DIMENSIONS
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centralization required for pre I/U activities relative to I/U

activities, and the manner in which organizations develop dif-

ferential levels of centralizatiod for the.two areas and/or set.

up compensating organizational mechanisms in the case of-an un-

differentiated level of centralization, become.important con-
*

,textual variables..

These assertions are derived from the calming analysis. Highly

centralized organization structures re dysfunctional in the pre-
.

I/U phase since they inhibit the fr a flow of information, ex-

'change of ideas, and the wide partic pation required to identify

the various types of performance g s and potential innovations

ito improve performance. A strict hierarchy, in contrast, requires,
J

adherence to pre-determined formal channels of communication, and

:i

A feedback of Only. positive information. In contrast, centralized
. . ,

thority having I/U phases is more ,appropriate and effective.
,

.

he organizational dilemma becomes one of maintaining the benefitsH

of centralization in the implementation and utilization processes
)

while finding ways to maintain the flexibility, and openness required

during pre-I/U activities.. Organizations will differ greatly in

their ability to develop an awarepess.of the needs of the twostages

and to resolve them effective1y.

B. Intraorganizationa1/AdmInistratillProcesses
.,,

a. Decision Making, Characteriselcs

The extent \4f participation in the'decision making process and

the degree'of hierarchical arrangements in decision structures

are key indicators ofthe.amonnt of centralization (or decen-

tralization) -in decision structured. Also the extent of this
...-

centralization in the decision process is reflected in organ-

izatidnstructures which are strongly, buit.not uniquely, de- "

termfned by attributes'of the decision process.
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In addition, increased participation in the de on process

has a direct/impact on the innovation prOcess in both the

initiation and implementationStges.
. .

In general, it appears that more participation in decision

Taking results in a higher rate Of program chan i.e.,

adoption and utilization of inncWations. This tenden is

accompanied by a less centralized organization structure, or

as Burns & Stalker's (1961) study revealed, the organic

structure, with its smaller hierarchy of authority and wider

involvement 'in decision making, is more effective in dealing
. -

with the more unstable conditions that often accompany at-

tempts of innovation.

b. Decision Maker Characteristics

Hierarchical centralized decision making arrangements, coupled

with strict adherence to procedures, tends to foster impersonl

reiationshiOs. This tendency contrasts with the need of

Organization members to express, their own viewpoints, espec-

ially when they differ with other members of the 'group. At the

same time wider participation allows more personal expression

and an oppoitunity to articulate differing, often minority

opinions.

. :.-

This open expression enforces the diversity4of opinion noted :-

abcrie in discussing organizationql complexity.' As g eonse-
,

queiKe, it becomes more difficatkfor the organization to

gathelinfluence over .participants with this diffusion of

power and authority (Wilson, 1966).

.

.From this perspective the problem of he organization design

and the panag is more difficult than simply determining the

level .of cent lization (or decentralization) required during

./

'20 61
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pre-IfU and I/U stages. It also becomes necessary to de-

terrain., in a given context, the impact of participation

in the decision process on innovation. For example', wider

participation increases the rate onitiation, And in many
cases 'the rate of adoption of new ideas. But it also re-

sults, in a loss in influence of the organization over par-
.,

ticipants.

As-more ideas are proposed the potential for disagreement

and conflict increases as Well as the possibility for more

openness and, trust. &wider participation tends to reduce

conflict by openning up channels for conflict resOlUtion. .

Thus, it is difficult to determine; a priori, the impact of

wider participation and interpersonal Telationships; they'

simply cannot be determined without a fuller specification

of other mediating contextual variables.

C. Types of Innovations

At least so far as overt acceptance of innovations is concerned, it

is likely that those,requiring adoption by the central decision

making unit in an "organization would be most easily implemented in

highly centralized organizations., So long as Innovation patterns

'are matched with,this decision.process and related organization

structure, there are no apparent difficulties with the I/U process.

That is, I/U can take place fairly successfully-so long as innova-

tions are sufficiently simple and do not require (a) unprogrammed

implementation procedures, (b) a high rate of exchahge of technical

information and (c) a high level of true,t, openness and commitment

on the part of decision makers and organizational participants.

However, these are precisely the conditions, which are tending to

, occur in increasingly complex organizations and which; -in turn, are

encountering-an increased tate and level of sophistication in the

ty pe of innovation prbposed9and adopted.

201. tr

k
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In td_Kratinn/Di fferentiation-

nse two structural attributes can usefully be considered together,
1

lcethey are complementary. The.greater the 4egree of differetti-

Lon in an ganization the greater the-need to integrate the spe-

ilized sub -units to achieve a common organizational purpose.er The

!ceding sections on formalization, complexity and( centralization

underscore the need for differentiation arid specializntiowiu lire-
f and I/U activities. This may take the form of differentiated

uctures personnel, procedures and programs. For example, Zaliman

aL (1973, p. l36) offer a case which is illuatrative:

/
. .a highly diverse research-and-development unit might:

generate certain} innovation proposals for changing the pro -
duction process in an organization. These various proposals
,could then be presented to the less-diverse manufacturing
division, which because 9f greater potential consensus in
how they.view their task, could more quickly and with less
conflict select a proposal for implementation."

nany organizations it may not be possible to achieve such a large

:ee of specialization,-and other methods of differentiation must
itilized:. These methods become especially difficult to devise :

the same personnel must perform the task of initiation and Imple-

:ation.

11 these 'situations, there is also a need to devise appropriate

,piques to link prerI/U and I/U activities, but organizations differ
.

heir ability to develop specialized sub-units and simultaneously to

grate these units. In this regard, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) have

an empirical investigation,of ten organizations in three industries

etermine what organizational characterist6s are required to deal

different external markets. and technological conditions. One of

r mast significant findings is that administrators in high perform-

,rganizations have develop ehevior patterns whicluenable them
pr-

;

2 o ,
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a
0

effectively to manage differentiatioa (specialization) and inte-

gration in accordance with the demands of their particular environ-

ment. Inesence, specialization and integration become strategic

concepts in organizations for dealing with the impact of contextual

varjables.

203.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

AN OVERVIEW OF-CONTEXTUAL POLICY ANALYSIS1
a

The f owing are summaries of -po cy analyses provided* CISST for

NIE and er agencies. They are ntenderl toqgiv.e the reader

understand ng of the use of contextual analysis in the policy arena.

For this purpose,. we have "excerpted" pages 30-42 from the companion:6

policy Volume (Radnor and'Hofler.1977).,

1. Agency /Field Relationships in the Educational R /D &I System

October 1976

As,presented initifllyrto us by NIE, the concerns of the Agency

focused on two questions of procdrement'policy: (1) the appro-

priate balance between "field-initiated" vs. "NIE-directed" R&D;
7 .

and (2) the appropriate mechanisms for procuring either field-

initiated pr NIE-directed work. Since these two questions are

special cases of the broader add more critical issue of how NIE

and the edpcational R/D&I field should relate, it was agreed

that the policy-analysis would focus on,the agency/field issue.

In thinking about this issue, we were struck by the rather fun-
.

damental and broad-ranging implications'of the questions raised,

especially when viewed from the perspective of our understanding

of R/D&I systems and processes and of the total, interactiVelLT-

cesses in which R/Dabsystems and processes exist and operate.

Thus, there were some fundamental concerns which needed to be

examined if the questions posed by. NIE were to be responded to

in an operational, policy and strategy relevant manner. These

fundameIntal concerns included:

. the nature of NIE's purposes and roles as a mission -

oriented, lead agency in
/relation

to edhcational R/D&I;

2. the impact of NIE's funding policies on NIE's urposes

(as these impact on the total educational Rjasd sector);

2 8
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the. multiplicity of Nafpurpbses (including, in addition

to substantide:RtD&I output 'building educational R/D&I

system caicia.di6r; affecting the system'S environment;

: pioviding system stabili6; System orchestration);'

. a large and diffuse operational sistenLfor education (i.e.,.

the users of educational R&D. products);

5. the relatively-immature and loosely-linked nature of

the educational R/D&I "system";

. the differences in appropriate agendy/field relations

across the different RID&I functions4.

We were also concerned with considerations of program and p oject

."portfolios" that would permit synergy and orchestration b th

within NIE-and within the educational R/D&I system; with latent

as well as the manifest purposes implications of specific

programs, projects, policies and strategies; with non-procurement

asmell as procurement policies and strategies; with the nature

and implications of a variety of strategies by which an agency

can relate to various parts df the field.

In this analysis, we analyzed the agency/field issue separately

for four key R/D&I functions: tesetrch (both basic and applied),

development, dissemination and evaluation research. Each of these,

in turn, was analyzed in terms of (1) the generic nature of the

function; (2) the educational Context; and (3) the implications

for the role of NIE. A comparative analysis was 'then'performed

across these foul' R/D&I-functions. This comparative analysis re-
.

.vealed several common themes (most specifically: a requirement-.

;3.

2( .9
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`,-

-for NIE leadership; SysteM building; and orchestration as the

majpr.NIE role) ancnsdme significant differences (most spetitica ly.
,

eS .
.

.
.

in relation to time-feames,4the meaning of 7excellence" for.eac
.

-.1

tiara ,aid key.criteria for pr

of scenario 44lysesvere_pr

analysii.migne affect policy an
p

4ect s4ection). Finally, two

idtd-to 1..1.11. rate how this policy
A

strategy-deciA*.ons.
9s

..

2. Assessment 64Qtational R D651

Decem1;?er 1976

Institutionalized Research, Development and Innov tion (R/D&I)

in education is little more than a decade old - yet the R/D&I

system capacity.(as we can assess it now), our nderstanding

of the system and our ability to pahage it have increased sig

nificantly,.

There i s n a need to develop and refine, over the next few

years, an ana ytical framework and a relatively unobtrusive

monitoring system (far data gathering) with whiih the educa-

tional R/D&I system could be assessed in terms both of pro-

gress made to date and -ef what might reasonably be expected in

the near term and longet.terM future.- SuCh an assessment would

provide the basis for annual or periodic reviews 'of the edu-

cational R/D&I system.

The analytical framework and the monitoring system for such

assessment could be developed from a growing icnowledge of

R/D&I in other sectors and of t 4.4;.cenditit5ns pertinent ,to the

education sector in particula'

.In this brief overview report? We h e suggested in btoad terms

-tat such a framewdik might look li e';:what'should'be the basis

for assessment in the current and succeeding-periods;. what is

the current status of key elements in the system and reasonable

near and longer term expectations for (based on the incomplete

2 1
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1...0 and,te etave'evidenoe and impressioniaticiudgements available
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vo.at
the t4e);,and whatmajor needs require,considtion.

in formulating'federal policy and program initiatives.

4.

This raportois based on s piremises:

I., that however weakly linked or integrated;'the oinsti-

tutions-_and,personnel involved in the production and

utilization of educational R/D&I outputs do form a

"system" and not just a group, of disaggregated.entitlits;

2- that RJD&I'dYstems Characteristically go through various

stpges of growth azd devcopment, with different needs and
.

dynamics being present at different stages of development;

3. that over the'past two decade , federal fundisng policies

have ref ted an increasing y broadening perspective of .

'what Constitutesien educational R/D&I system;

7-

' 4. that these remises or per4ectives have significant impli-.

cations for ong -term planning and monitoring and for the

development of initiatives by a federal agency.

This report has three parts: (1) an assessment of the development

of educational RA&I system capabilities over the past two decades;

(2) an assessment (including a discuss& of the basis for assessment).

,of the current- status and needs of major R /D&I. functions (specifically:
,

'basic research, problem - focused research, development, dissemination

and evaluation research); and (3) a summary which suggests a eneral

format for federal funding Ofliducational R/D&I.
0'1\

While we do throughout the report note weaknesses i the educptional

R/D&I system, we also emphasize that the current st to of the edUca-

tional R/D&I system must be assessed in terms of w re it has been

and whe a it now has the potential to go -- not i terms of.unrealistic
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e*Rectations about "progress and output to date". Thus, it is

imiii*ent to naithat what we have found WOuld'be generally:aboue
.

What One would expect-to have 'found within a relativelY,young

system. There .are weaknesses, but there has 'been. progress and there

are signs of i.,he begini1.148.of a traneitionfrom'the introductory.

stages of cievetopment*_:.

trengthening Fylndamental Research kelevant to Edrication

°

August. 1977

One part of UIE'S%Overall responsibility is fundamental (basic) re-
,

search relevant to edUcatiOpi.:.I&orderto betterjUlfill this part.

of its responsibility, NIE,sought the advice and counsel of the

National Academyof Eciences (NAS).. Theif,advice and counsel Were

presented in a report entitled: "Fundamental; Research and the

Process of E4'cation" (1977). In respOnee to the NAS report, the

ISA

.

P*,

Program ComMitte*of the National,CouncilOn Ednaational Research

. (NCER) presented a series of palicy'reaommendations, Most notably,;)

the NCER Program Committee recommendedilhat W. of NIE's total budget
.be allocated to fpitiamental'esearch by .1979 and at least 30%,by

While agreeing with the NAS conclusions that fundamental re-
searchsearch relevani to education does need to be strengthened.; there

'were a. number of significant and potentially very dysfunctiorial-
.

.
,deficiencie.cs(in'the NAS report, and especilially in the NCER,Pro-

.gram Committee recammendatio
. For'example, inadequate con-

11)
sideration was given to:

IE's broad scope of respolAsibilities which cover

eas relevant to edh-cation -- e.g.: ,development,

o dissemination,

as.a practice

strategies for

any

ca

1, A

as well as the improvement of educat

NIE cannot consider po/icies 'and

fundamental research apart fiom its

;other responsibilities.
N1/4

21?
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the impact that NIE policies and strategies,tregarding

fundamental research could have on'these other areas

of NIE's responsibilities;

the policy and strategy implications off-a number of

critical aspects of the educational R/D&r context --

e.g.: he importance to education of experience-based

I

,

knowle;e vis-a-vis researph-based'knowledge; the nature

of the educational fundamental research personnel and

inotitutional bases (aumber'4 quality; interest and-com-_

mitment to education; current capabilities to produc,

'tively use what levels of in-creased funding'how fast
.

they can be "built up"); the relative immfturity of
`

educational R/D&I;

I

4) the role of NIE as a governmental, funding and "lead"

,agency,in relation to the educational R/D&I context;

5) ratibnales or criteria to guide the policy and stra-

tegy deliberations of NCER and NIE.
4

Most specifically, the NCER Program Committee does not Provide-

a rationale for recommending that 20-3070 of NIE's total budget

be allocated to fundamental research. Indeed, this recommenda-
_,

tion appears to us to be highly dysfunctional when one consi-

ders that NIE hA many other major responsibilities; that-the

-ogts for such R/D&I functions are significantly higher for

applied research and for development than for fundamental re-
\

search; that such a level of resource allocation could not

helpbut restrict NIE's program planning flexibility.

Finally, the NAS report could be interpreted as providing a

rational (1).that NIE is not needed as a funding agency; and/

or (2) that there is no need to fund fundamental research

whose.focus is education per se.

2i.?
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This policy analysis, then, was developed to call attention-to issues

such as 'those above; to place colpsideration of fundamental research

in a broader perspective4of a total process of innovation, of NIE's

more broadly -scoped roles, and of the educational .R/D&I context;

and in so doing, to help provide a sounder basis both for the NAS

committee's-basic conclusion (that,fundamental research relevant to

education should be strengthened) and for policy/strategy decisions
related to thefconclusion. In this analysis, we do suggest a fund-
ing strategy as an alternative to the recommendations of the NCER*
Program Committee,. as well as specific funding purposes and other

non-funding strategies. A

4. Regionalism in the Educational R/D&I Context

December 1977

As with'the issue of agency/field relations, the issue of regionalism

in the educational R/D&I context, was selected by NIE. The importance
of regionalism as an issue for NIE can only be understood in terms of

t

the interactive impact on NIE o

I
two aspects of the educational R/D&I:

the "regional" educational R&D abs and the political environm4nt of NIE:

First, in the mid 1960's, twenty educational R&D labs were established

by the Office of Education (OE) under congressional legislation. By

the mid 1970's, only eight of these' labs remained, and.their regional

44

orientation had been lost to a very great extent. Currently NIE as

responsibility for (and allocates a significant portion of its budget

to) these remaining labs, even though they are auapnomous organizations

and are not technically a program of NIE.

Second, NIE's re-authorizing legislation specifies that a significant

portion of NIE'S budget be used to insure that the educational R&D needs

of all regions of the country are met. The intent of the legislation

appears to mean support for regional educational R&D labs, and. the legis-

lation has been so interpreted by the National Council on Educational

Research (NCER Resolution 18).

21*.
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At the outset of this analysis,.we noted a lack of clear and common

understanding about regionalism per se: nature and meaning Of region-

alism; the factors and dynamics Which most critically impact regionalism;.
_

the contektual forces which push for or against regionalism or particular

kinds of regional approaches; the nature and implications of alterna-
t,,

ti've ways, of conceptualizing and designing for regionalism. Thus, we ,

chose to attempt to understand regionalism in ways that would be helpful

to policy makers. In so doing, we found we were, in4effect, breaking

much new ground.

To develop such. an understanding of regionalism we chose.first to examine

the context'for regionalism: Thus, the analysis first overviews both. the

educational R/D&I context and the federal context (sInceIF is a federal

agency). Asa next step,-the analysis develops an understanding of con-
. .

1

cep ual and operational aspects ofitegimalism. The third step was to

loo at regionalism in relation to the various R/D&I functions. The
.

, .

final step, then, was to ask how these.various aspects of the regional-
. . .

ism issue cori1verge and interact in terms of designing,for regionalism

from the perspectIve.of.a mission-oriented agency such as NIE.

5.. A Contextual Approach to Progri/Flanning

September 1977

Unlike the rest of the materials in this collection7',:this piece does*.

not provide a completed policy study. For the reasons to be later

described.in the preface to this paper the project could not be carried

out as planned. However, the introductory section had been written

prior to the aborting of the project and this contained some concepts

which added an important dimension to our work. As such it was submitted

to NIE as an interesting Ehink-Oiece,.and is therefore'included in this

spirit as part of the total collection of policy studies: .

1

r 15-
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. ,
The-paper focuses on the political context of the_program planning process,

but recognizing that-NIB functions at the intersection of the political

and scientific systems of which it,is a part. As\sucht it elaborates on

a point made in 'the Agency/Field Relations study in which we pointed Out

the need for NIE to-take into account not only programmatic outputs, but

also impact on the R/D&I system and its constit4ency\, in its decision

making.

The paper gols on to focus on the. inadequacies of proces and,rational-

systems frameworks for program planning and to make the ease for the

buildiA ng in of political considerations in planning, name such require-

men as the need "to satisfice", to base policy making on\l.ncremental
\t s, etc. 'This then becomes integrated into system -wide considerations,

which were to have included (but have not been developed in this paper)

the implications for all the R/D&I system features (funding, personnel,

research, development, dissemination, and so on). This leads tp the

recommendation that program planning.stiouldbe conducted within\a two

dimensional framework, at the program level (in terms of valizes to

NIE stakeholders: ..political system building) and at the project level

(across t4. functional features of educational R/DScI: I system

building). Finally, some considerations for the monitor ng equire-

'ments to be generated are discussed.

6. R&D Coordination in the Social Science Context

November-1977

This analysis is a summarization (in modified form) of a paper pre-

sented at the Conference on Social Research Organizations at the

University of Pittsburgh on October. 20-22, 1977.

Coordinetiorl is a critical issue from a number of perspectives:

Among the various R/D&I functions; between knowledge producers and

knowledge users; among the various institutions and personnel and

1



across the various programs wtthin a specific R/D&I.functiOn such as

iseprch; in terms of R/D&I system maturation and development; between

funders and the "field";_and so on. Furiher, in the social science

-context, IAD ctirdinleton is especially problematic.

In this policy eiplysiS, we view coordination from a broad rather than

a narrow understanding of the concept of coordination -- a broad under-

standing which is not limited to issues of timing, resource allocation

and integration in selection. to specific programs,, projects and related

personnel activities. Rather, our understanding of coordination is one '

which-focuses on the nature and needs of a total process of innovation,

which,considers the meaning of coordination in relation to a total'

process of innovation; to an R/DSI system of which Specific organizations

and their programs, etc., are a part; in relation to the larger con-

text within which the R/D&I system and. its organizations,-programs and

personnel exist and with which they interact; in relation tq11/D&I

system needs and purposes as well as the needs and purposes of organi-

zations and their programs.

We have in this analysis attempted first to gain an understand-

ing of the context of social seience R&D can impact and be im-

pacted by sociarscience R&D coordination. Thus, we halie in this

analysis raised issues of R&D system maturation, emergent process

of coordination, lead roles and agencies, and the nature of

problems associated with the purposes social science R&D coordina-

tion might be intended to serve, These are, we believe, the type

of issues which are critical for R&D coordination in the social

science context.

7. Analysis, Selection and -Planning of Programs and Projects by

the Division of Industrial Energy Conservation of the Energy

R&D Administration: Phase One Report

September 1977

.

The Industrial Energy Conservation Division (INDUS) of the Energy

A

217
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Research and DevelopmentAdministratioh (RDA) has a mission which

is broad in scope; revired consideration of many complex factors;

must often be accomplished under. conditions of High uncertainty.

or risk; and may involveconflIcting governmental:goals. Further;

consieeration.must be given to the fact that INDUS dust accomplish

its mission as a "lead agency" among man autonomous institutions.
,

(industries) whi'ch have a large :degree of ultimate control over the-

'accomplishment df INDUS's mission. Furtheryet, since INDUS is

a funding, agency, there will be a "multitude of voices" besetting

and beseeching the Agency for funding.

Thus, it is Imperative that INDUS have a process for the analysis,

selection and planning of programs and projects which:

1) permits analysis, selection and planning to be grounded

in a comprehensive knowledge of the broad range of relevant

system and environmental factors;

2) at the same time, permits identificatiod of those factor?

which are most critical and/or about which current infor-

dation is inadequate;

3) takes into consideration not only the knowledge' productiore

issues of R&D but also the "downstream" knOwledge utili-.

zation issues and linkage issues of need identification,

dissemination (including marketing, distribution, diffuiion)

and evaluation;

4) takes into consideration the .nature and dynamics of tile

relationship between INDUS as a funding, lead agency and

the "field" of knowledge producers and knowledge users;

-77

5) takes into consideration both long and short term needs,
1dynamics and program/project implications;
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permits orchestration and synergy across programs and

projects.

This report, then, focuses on the development ,in a manageable and

usef 'format, Cf.such an analysis, eelection and planning process.

'The process suggested builds upon bUtextends current'INDUS processes.

It d tinguiehes between mission areas, programs and.projectsi thus

pioje is are not considered in. isolation but in terms of "port

folio (i.e., programs) It provides both for organizational memory

and f r monitoring.

This report is a'2phaie one" reports It provides a basic out-

line-of an analysis, selection:aniplanning system in the form/ of

flow charts and of specific questions to be raised at various

stages'Of the selection and planning process. These are tenta-

tive.and will require considerable interaction with INDUS per -

tolonnel.in order for the system design to be "tailored" to the

specific ,conteZt and needs of INDUS. This will be the focus of

"phase two" of this project.

. -
.

A.Contectual Approach toZoevelopment and the Role of

'Technology-in Developing Countries 4,

September l9X7

The subject olPfhe role of technology. in development of LDCs

(Less. Developed' Countries) has received a great deal of atten-

tion in economic, science policy. R&D management and inno-

.vation literatures. To date, however, our knowledge is

fragmented and often conflicting. Two of the'prime bodies of

the literatur$ are focused on questions of:



1

(1) "Appropriate Technology" '-- which is concerned with
.

wh't kinds of technologtes',are appropriate to LDCs
.

. .

with' their low capital and high unskilled labor

availabilities as compared to.the converse fOr the,.

western nations,_ which are sources of most

technology; with the implications that the techno-

logies which haVe been exported from the advanced

nations to the LDCs .have not been.appropriate; and

(2) "Dependency Theory" ,- Which criticizes the role of the*

western nations in third world countries (in terms of

their having..denuded LDCs of capital stock and of haVing
*SFr replaced political colonialism with economic and

technology based control).
.

These two perspectives find little integration in the existing

literature. Nor do
0
we find much to guide us in 'developing a

comprehensive perspective as to the conditions that are determinate

of.appropriateness. Nor are we presented with any entry points to
-41.

break into the dilemma between the desirg to avoid dependency' and

the-need'to benefit from the sources of most technology that reside

in the-i4est usually.within multi-national corporations'(MNCs).

There was clearly a. need to have a framework of analysis that could

identify the rich complex of variables (political, economic, social,

cultural and technological) that needed to be considered, and

within which the tensions could be resolved. Besides being able

to say what really did make a given technology more or less

appropriate or what did/should dei rmine the choice of techniques

we needed to be able to go further and identify "appropriate

products," "appropriate R&D systems," etc. Clearly, the problems

called for contextual Analfsis. In this work we_are embedding'the

existing bodies of theory and-current political issues (national

and international) in our analytical scheme.

220.
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In this short final chapter we wish to review what we have presented in

this vol and point towards extensions and applications.of our thinking.

In Chapters and TwO, we laid down our analytical framework, its

rationale and the taxanomic content:. Our purpose was to. give the re-

22)
earcher and/or the policy analyst a comprehensive and syskematic frame-

wo thdt contained many of the critical- questions and isst* that might

need to be considered in relation to understanding and working:with
...

R/D&I systems. We have attempted to do this in a manner that would aid

the user, whatever the issue.to be dealt with or the conceptual perspective

and/or the experience/theoretical base being used. 'We recognize however,

that we could not be entirely successful in this latter regard. While

our framework does permit a variety of approaches to be utilized it does

lead the user towards our "view.of the worldNin terms of the issues and

questions which are and are not raised. Nevertheless, we have laid dawn.

a compeRaiwi of topics and discussions about a variety of R/D&I questions

that, at the very least, could prove stimulating to a potential user, And

beyond that could provide a basis for research and policy analysis.

II. CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCHERS

For researchers the framework has created a systematfc basis for iden-

t ying critical variables related to any R/D&I issue and a structure

fr embedding such an issufin its broader phenomenological context.

We do not present an elaborated theory about R/D&I systems. Rather, we
.

provide a taxonomy of variables from which theories could be built.

We did, not provide the linkage between the variablei (or questions as

we have presented them). Of course, in that we have attached specific

variableaito the various functions and conditions, we have in fact

presented hypotheses, or partial theories; but we chose not to go beyond

223
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this level in presenting our framework. However, when we dealt with 1

specific issues, eithe from a research or policy perspective, we intro-...
I

duced theoretical models to provide a basis for explanation and design.

The reader must o the same, and this requires substantive knowledge in.-

16the areas being nsidared.

Even with these caveats, we believe that what we have presented can be of

substantial assistaw to the researcher in organizing and structuring

;

research uestions on R/D&I processes, Identifying critical variables,

identifyi g gaps ?n the literature, organiling knowledge, etc. In

Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten, wepresentedanalyses of; topic areas that

might-act as examplesand stimulants to researchers in using our framework.

These were on institutional relations, on entrepreneurship and on i'

implementation/utilization.

There is another dimension that we see benefiting the researcher, that

of.compaiative research' across sectors. Researchers sometimes wish to

IW'do this but geneially lack the, necessary contextual information that could

inform them of salient conditions that varied (or were common) across

sectors that should be considered in theoriesrand research designs.

Chapters Three through Seven (Which described the R/D&I systems in

educationiii,aviation, health and Ow enforcement) could make a contribu-

tion here. Forresearch across those paitiCular sectors,and beyond these

to.other sectors, these chapters provide an example of type of empirical

data needed and feashble to obtain with a reasonable expenditure of re-

sources. It.should be. noted that in none.of the four sector casesi

presented were we able.to undertake any large scale primary empirical

research on the .R/D&I system concerned. We had to depend on secondary

sources,. reinforced by our own general backgrounds. We see the descriptions

For those.readers with a special interest in educatianit should be borne
mind that Chapter Three is an abbreviated form of a aMpiete volume
t we have prepared on the educational R/D&I system (Spivak and Radnor 1977

:2_
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presented as.but a first step for continued in-depth studies -- but also

as-a deMonstrationof the utility of our framework for collecting and

organizing existing data into a useful and relatively comprehensiye

description to an R/D&I sector. Finally, the same arguments would apply

for researchers beginning to do R/D&I research in a sector with which

they are not familiar. The'actual (or type of) presentations developed

for Chapters Three through Six could be an important.starting point for

developing needed background data.

In summary then, for the research communities we see our work (as pre-

sented in this volume) as providing.a possible basis upon which to build

research agendas (what is needed,to fill gaps - especially in our em-

pirical data bases), to contribute to theory building, to improve re-

search designs (by increasing awareness of competing sources of variance

and Of plausible alternative hypothedes, of opportunities for natural

experiments through increased awareness of the contextual processes),

and to facilitating comparative and multi-sectoral research. Finally,

we.might hope that by-sensitizing the researcher to a widgr range of

critical issues 'that may be. of signifi nce we might also 'contribute to

an expansion of linkages across disci ldnary boundaries, and between

researchers and practitioners.

AL
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CONTRIBUTION TO BOLICY ANALYSTS

In this volume we have only briefly indicated the potential'contributions

of our framework policy analysis. For a more complete exposition and

presentation of case examples, the reader is referred to the companion-.

policy-oriented vkUme (Radnor and Hofler 1977) as well as to the volume

we have developed on issues of information dissemination and exchange in

educational R/D&I (Radnor, Hofler and Rich1977).

For now, we limitedoursellisi in'this volume to signalling the applications

of our framework to policy through the brief overview Chapter.Bleven

L,---and by,:some of the discuisions in Chaptef ight, Nine and Ten (see for

example the policy implications discussed with respect to producer /entre-

peneur -user relations in Chapter Nine).



IV. NEXT STEPS

53:-

SI

For the presentgrOider, one of the important and natural next steps has

already been takennamely-the application of .our framework to, R/D&I

policy issues. These are contained in the above cited policy volumes.

With respect to the materials presented in this volume the need to

deepen and expand th discussions is clear. One important dimension of

this.effort Ltl be undertake empirical work to support, modify and

add insight 4ere th3, is needed. Another, perhaps more important, aspect

of this point 'is to 7*Ig and the conceptual base of the discussion..

The'dangeT coudd become trapped by our view of the world,

useful as it ght pr, e to be. It is vital that we create the oppor-

tunity for other con ptugl perspectives to become elaborated with respect

to R/D&I issues andsiblfy questions -- in theii',own terms. We can then

go on to see whatvgil any, intersections exist; where differences emerge

and whether mo where qyntheses can tskplaCe; iihere the separate con-
.

ceptionS can provide alternative and separately useful sources of ex-
44-

planation and basesforpolicy decialona. This work has already been

initiated.

C.
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